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ABSTRACT 
. . . 
111 

The cross section for Bhabha scattering (e+e- + e+c-) with polarized electrons 
at the center of mass energy of the 2’ resonance has been measured with the SLD 
experiment at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center during the 1992 and 1993 runs. 
The electroweak couplings of the electron are extracted. 

At small angles the measurement is done in the SLD Silicon/Tungsten Luminosity 
Monitor (LMSAT). A detailed description of the design, construction, commissioning 
and operation of the LMSAT is provided. The integrated luminosity for 1992 is 
measured to be L = 420.86f2.56 (stat)f4.23 (sys) nb-‘. The luminosity asymmetry 
for polarized beams is measured to be ALR(LUM) = (1.7 f 6.4) x 10s3. 

The large angle polarized Bhabha scattering reveals the effective electron vector 
and axial vector couplings to the 2’ through the measurement of the 2’ t e+e- 
partial width, Fee, and the parity violation parameter, A,. From the combined 1992 
and 1993 data the effective electron vector and axial vector couplings are measured to 
be SC = -0.0495 f 0.0096 f 0.0030, and 3: = -0.4977 f 0.0035 f 0.0064 respectively. 
The effective weak mixing angle is measured to be sin20zf = 0.2251 f0.0049f0.0015. 
These results are compared with other experiments. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis will present a measurement of the electron electroweak couplings to 
the 2’. The measurement is performed with the exclusive process of Bhabha scatter- 
ing, e+e- + e+e- , at a center of mass energy on the 2’ resonance. The data presented 
in this thesis were acquired at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) with 
the SLAC Large Detector (SLD) measuring electron-positron collisions produced by 
the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) d uring the 1992 and 1993 runs. The 1992 SLC run 
was broken into two parts, one with an unpolarized electron beam and the bulk of 
the run with a polarized electron beam. Approximately 1,000 hadronic 2’ decays 
were measured by the SLD during the unpolarized portion of the 1992 run. After the 
installation of the SLC polarized electron source, the SLD measured approximately 
10,000 hadronic 2’ decays with an electron beam polarization of N 23%. The 1993 
SLC run saw the SLC increase both luminosity and electron polarization. SLD ac- 
cumulated approximately 50,000 hadronic 2’ decays with a typical electron beam 
polarization of 60-65%. 

The analysis presented here may be considered complementary to the SLD mea- 
surement of the left-right asymmetry, ALR, which is a very sensitive test of the Stan- 
dard Model of Electroweak Interactions [l]. In the measurement of ALR, wide angle 
Bhabha events are discarded due to the dilution of the asymmetry introduced by 
the t-channel photon exchange (and, to a lesser extent, 2’ and photon interference 
terms.) Although the t-channel photon exchange serves to complicate the behavior of 
the left-right asymmetry for e+e- + e+e-, it provides a powerful method to calculate 
the overall normalization. Therefore, the cross section for the decay of the 2’ in to 
electrons 7 2’ -P e+e-, and hence the partial width, Ice, may also be measured. The 
combination of these measurements allows for the extraction of the effective electron 
vector and axial vector coupling to the Z”, as well as the weak mixing angle, sin26w. 

To utilize the information contained in the data to its fullest, the polarized wide 
angle Bhabha distributions will be fit to theoretical calculations by the method of 
maximum likelihood. To protect against bias in the calculations and as a cross check, 
two separate fitting programs will be used. One calculation is based directly upon the 
Standard Model, while the other is based upon a model independent formulation of 
the e+e- + e+e- process in order to minimize Standard Model bias. The electroweak 
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couplings extracted from the best fit to the differential polarized Bhabha scattering 
distribution will be compared to other measurements of the electron couplings to the 
Z-O. 

As stated above, the t-channel contribution to the e+e- + e+e- process at small 
angles provides an overall normalization for cross section measurements. The high 
event rate along with the ability to calculate the QED cross section with great pre- 
cision makes this process ideally suited for luminosity monitoring. In addition, the 
left-right luminosity asymmetry may be directly monitored with small angle Bhabha 
scattering. Small angle Bhabha scattering is measured in the SLD with the Sili- 
con/Tungsten Luminosity Monitor (LMSAT). Also presented in this thesis will be a 
detailed analysis of the luminosity measurement for the 1992 SLD run. The measure- 
ment of the absolute luminosity and the left-right luminosity asymmetry are both 
incorporated into the wide angle analysis to extract the electron couplings to the 2’. 

The Standard Model of Electroweak Interactions will be outlined in Chapter II, 
with special attention given to the aspects of 2’ production and decay which are 
specifically addressed in this analysis. Chapter III will discuss the relevant aspects 
of Bhabha scattering near the 2’ resonance, including a discussion of the angular 
regimes where different physics contributions dominate. The method of extracting 
the electron vector and axial vector couplings will then be outlined. Also discussed in 
Chapter III will be potential extensions to the Standard Model to which this analysis 
has some degree of sensitivity. 

Chapter IV will describe the experimental apparatus, the SLC and the SLD. 
The description of the accelerator will pay particular attention to the production 
and transport of a polarized electron beam, due to the unique capability of the SLC 
to produce and accelerate a polarized electrons. The main subsystems of the SLD: 
calorimetry, tracking, particle identification, polarimetry and beam energy measure- 
ment will be introduced and outlined. Additional detail will be presented for the 
SLD Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC), as it is the aspect of the detector used for the 
identification and analysis of the wide angle Bhabha events. 

The SLD Luminosity Monitor will be introduced in Chapter IV as a calorimetry 
subsystem in the SLD but discussed in detail in Chapter V. The design, construc- 
tion, testing, commissioning and operation of the SLD Silicon/Tungsten Luminosity 
Monitor will be presented. The detector was designed and built at the University of 
Oregon then transferred to SLAC for installatibn onto the SLC beamline. The SLD 
LMSAT is considered to be the first generation of high precision silicon luminosity 
devices. 

Chapter VI will describe the measurement of the luminosity for the SLD 1992 
data run utilizing the LMSAT. Particular attention will be given to the systematic 
errors, as they are the limiting factor in the measurement of the luminosity. The 
result of the luminosity measurement for the 1993 SLD run, based upon the same 
analysis presented here, will also be presented in Chapter VI. The absolute luminosity 
measurement, as well as the measurement of the left-right luminosity asymmetry, will 
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be utilized in the extraction of the electron couplings to the 2’. 
Event selection and preparation for the wide angle Bhabha analysis will be pre- 

sented in Chapter VII. This will include aspects of triggering and event selection, as 
well as corrections to the data due to contamination factors and detection inefficien- 
cies. Also presented in Chapter VII will be the polarization and center of mass energy 
measurements which are necessary to completely characterize each selected event. 

Chapter VIII will describe the procedure of fitting the corrected data distribu- 
tions and present the results for the electroweak measurements. Systematic errors 
will be discussed and the results compared with other experiments. Some conclusions 
on the implications of this analysis and result will then be presented and discussed in 
the context of other precision electroweak measurements. Chapter VIII will conclude 
with some prospects and proposals for future improvements to this analysis. 

Appendix A will provide some additional information on the probability functions 
for polarized scattering, which are used in the maximum likelihood fits to the wide 
angle Bhabha scattering distributions. 

The entire SLD collaboration will be listed Appendix B. Without the hard work, 
inspiration and insight of all of these collaborators, this work would not have been 
possible. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE STANDARD MODEL 

History has shown that nature prefers simplicity over complexity. Nature does 
not act upon situations based upon context; nature plays by a very simple set of rules, 
and it plays by them consistently. When it takes many parameters and situational 
conditions to describe nature, it is time to look for the underlying symmetry that 
the physical processes demonstrate. The complexity on the surface can most likely 
be described by an underlying simplicity. This is exactly what has taken place with 
the unification first of electricity and magnetism, then with electromagnetism and the 
weak interaction. The following chapter will describe this electroweak unification. 

The electromagnetic interaction has been studied in great detail over the past 
two centuries. Maxwell proved that two apparently distinct forces, electricity and 
magnetism, actually arose from the one interaction. In the 20th century, the electro- 
magnetic field was quantized and it became understood that the photon is the carrier 
of the electromagnetic force. Nuclear beta decay was the first recognition of the weak 
interaction, which has now been under study for about 75 years. Fermi was the first 
to develop a working theory of beta decay, then Lee and Yang brilliantly determined 
that the weak interaction violates parity, a symmetry which was once believed always 
satisfied. 

In the 1960’s, Glashow, Weinberg and Salam developed a theory which unifies the 
weak and electromagnetic interactions [2]. At low interaction energies, the forces ap- 
pear to be completely distinct. However, at energies around 100 GeV, the unification 
of these forces becomes apparent. The “Standard Model of Electroweak Interactions” 
has so far passed every high precision experimental test of its validity. However, 
there is the hope and expectation that the Standard Model is again a “low” energy 
approximation to a larger theory which unifies the electroweak, strong, and gravita- 
tional interactions. The job of the experimentalist is to measure the parameters of 
the Standard Model with as high precision as possible, looking for deviations from 
the theory which may provide further insight into the fundamental physics behind 
subatomic particles and their interactions. 
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2.1 Framework of the Standard Model 

The Standard Model is a gauge theory based on the SU(2)~xu(l) group, where 
the SU(2) symmetry arises in “weak isospin” space and the U(1) symmetry arises 
in “weak hypercharge” space. The SU(2) group is generated by a vector triplet, 
w, = wp, lq’, w(3) and the U(1) group is generated by the singlet, BP. These 
generators may be &ought of as massless vector bosons, which are not eigenstates 
of the electroweak interaction. A process known as spontaneous symmetry breaking 

/ is invoked by way of the “Higgs mechanism”.L The broken symmetry gives rise to 
physical bosons which are linear combinations ‘of the group generators, 

gW;) - ,g’Bp 
z”=m’ 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

g’Wr) + gB 
A, = -7 (2.3) 

where W,’ are charged massive bosons, 2, is a neutral massive boson and, A, is the 
massless photon. The W*, 2’ and all of the fermions acquire mass through self- 
interaction terms provided by the Higgs field. A consequence of the Higgs mechanism 
is the prediction of one or more massive Higgs bosons, which have yet to be seen 
experimentally. 

The hypercharge and isospin fields are “mixed”. The magnitude of the mixing 
is defined by the couplings g and g’ in the following manner: 

g=L g’ =t 
e 

- 
sir& ’ COSeWT (2-4) 

where e is the magnitude of the charge of the electron and the parameter 8~ is known 
as the weak mixing angle. The weak mixing angle may be thought of as a parameter 
utilized to demonstrate a unitary transformation (rotation) in hypercharge/isospin 
space. 

The portion of the electroweak Lagrangian which describes the interaction be- 
tween fermions and the gauge bosons may them be written in the following manner: 

L= sino;cosow (Jf) - sin28wJ;~mj2ti + t (weak NC) 

t/2st~8w(Jc;w~ + J/Pm + t (weak CC) 

eJ;.m*Ap, t (electromagnetic NC) (2.5) 

‘Although the Higgs mechanism is part of the Standard Model, there are other possible origins 
of spontaneous symmetry breaking. Therefore the fact that spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs 
(hence the massive gauge bosons and fermions) is a more solid tenet of the Standard Model than is 
the mechanism responsible for the broken symmetry. 
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Figure 2.1: Electroweak vertex couplings. 

where Jp are the fermion currents. The first term of equation 2.5 is the weak neu- 
tral current interaction (2’ exchange), the second term is the weak charged current 
interaction (W’ exchange) and the third term is the electromagnetic interaction (y ex- 
change). The Feynman vertices for each of these interactions is shown in Figure 2.1. 
The magnitude of each term depends upon t9w and/or the charge of the fermions 
involved [3]. 

2.1.1 Bosons 
A consequence of the broken symmetry is that three of the four gauge bosons 

gain mass. Since the boson propagator is proportional to q2+d2 , where q2 is the 
boson 

square of the momentum transfer, the photon exchange of the electroweak neutral 
interaction dominates at low q2. At q2 >> mfoson the boson masses may be ignored 
altogether and the unified electroweak interaction behaves as a single force. 

The mass of the charged gauge bosons (W+, W-) at tree level is given by: 

2 where Q is the fine structure constant, CY = -+ and GF is the Fermi constant. 
Both of these constants are very well measured, CY = (137.0359895(61))-1 and GF = 
1.16639(2) x 10m5GeV2 [4]. Th e masses of the intermediate vector bosons are related 



at tree level through the following expression: 

Mw== Mz cosew. (2.7) 
Both the W and the 2 were discovered in 1983 by the UAl experiment at the CERN 
pj~~ collider [5]. S ince then, the 2’ factories at LEP and SLC have allowed for high 
precision study of 2’ production and decay in the e+e- environment. 

2.1.2 Fermions 

In the Standard Model, fermions are broken into two categories: quarks and lep- 
tons. Leptons have integer charge and exist as fundamental particles. Quarks have 
fractional charge, couple to the color force of the strong interaction and are there- 
fore always bound in quark-antiquark (meson) states or quark-quark-quark (baryon) 
states. Pairs of quarks and leptons are arranged into three generations of left-handed 
weak isodoublets: 

quarks : Q = $213 
Q = -l/3 G), CJL (‘3, 2 I’:;: (28) 

* leptons : 

where Q is the charge in units of the charge of the electron (e) and Ta is the third 
component of weak isospin. All of the above fermions have an antiparticle counterpart 
which possesses the same mass and opposite charge. Massive right-handed fermions 
reside in isosinglet states, Ts = 0, while right-handed neutrinos do not exist (see 
Table 2.1 and associated note). Neither the top quark nor the r neutrino have been 
observed directly. However, the indirect evidence for their existence is overwhelming. 
In particular, the existence of the top quark is necessary to forbid flavor changing 
neutral currents (GIM mechanism). Furthermore, the couplings of both the T lepton 
and the bottom quark to the 2’ indicate that they are indeed members of weak 
isospin doublets. 

As with gauge bosons, fermions gain mass through the Higgs mechanism. The 
three generations of quarks and leptons shown in equation 2.8 are listed by increasing 
mass. The Standard Model does not set the limit on the number of generations. 
Experimental evidence indicates that there are only three generations, based upon 
the number of light neutrinos [6]. 

2.1.3 Parameters of the Standard Model 
The electroweak couplings and boson masses within the Standard Model may be 

completely specified by three parameters. Typically, those parameters are ,chosen to 
be the fine structure constant, cr = e2/4r, the Fermi constant, GF = fig2/8i@, 
and the mass of the 2’ boson, Mz. The first two are chosen due to the high precision 
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with which they have been measured, leaving A4z as the single parameter which is 
characteristic of electroweak unification to be measured with high precision. However, 
from the relationships listed above, as well as equations 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7, it is clear 
that a different set of parameters could be chosen without any loss of information. 
For example, e, sin20w, and M w also specify the Standard Model couplings. 

Complete calculation of observables, however, requires the additional information 
of the fermion masses, and the Higgs boson mass, the number of fermion generations 
and the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing angles. The particle masses and 
number of generations enter into seemingly unrelated processes by way of radiative 
corrections, discussed in Section 2.4. The CKM mixing angles relate the quark mass 
eigenstates and electroweak eigenstates. 

2.1.4 Couplings 

Figure 2.1 shows diagrammatically how the fermions couple to gauge bosons in 
the electroweak theory. The electromagnetic interaction preserves parity, insuring 
that left- and right-handed fermions couple identically to the photon. The V-A (“V 
minus A”) nature of the charge current interaction couples exclusively to left-handed 
fermions. 

Only in the case of the 2’ are the couplings to left- and right-handed fermions 
different and nonzero. Left- and right-handed fermions couple to the 2’ with the 
following strengths: 

gL = T3 - Q&n20w, 
gR = -Qsin26w, P-9) 

where gL(gR) is the left-(right-)handed fermion coupling to the 2’. The corresponding 
vector and axial vector couplings follow from this: 

g, = gL + gR = T3 - 2&Sin28w, 

Qa = 9L -gR = T3. 
(2.10) 

The differences in the left- and right-handed couplings provide for some very in- 
teresting physics effects such as the forward-backward asymmetry and the left-right 
asymmetry (see Section 2.3). Table 2.1 summarizes the fermion quantum numbers 
and left and right handed couplings to the 2 O. Vector and axial vector couplings are 
summarized in Table 2.2. 

The couplings g and g’ and, hence, e and sin20w are “running” coupling con- 
stants. This means that the magnitude of the parameters depends upon the momen- 
tum scale of the interaction involving these parameters (see Section 2.4). 



Table 2.1: Table of fermion couplings to the 2’. 

fermion helicity ( h)2 charge (Q) T3 9; 

ue, up, UT 
1 -- 

(+;) 0 0 +f 0 1 0 2 

- - - 
e ,P 97 

1 
-- 2 -1 -; -$ $ sin2Bw 

u,c,t 

d,s,b 

+; 

-- 1 2 

t f 

-; 

t f 

-1 0 sin28w 

+f + f !j - $sin29w 

t; 0 --$sin28w 

-- 1 3 -- 2 1 -$ + +n2tlw 

-- 1 
3 

0 $a20w 

2.2 2’ Production in e+e- Collisions 

Although the 2’ was discovered at a pj~~ collider, high precision study of the 2’ 
is best performed in the e+e- environment. 

Near the 2’ resonance, the photon contribution may be ignored in the e+e- + 
y/Z0 + f7 (f # electron) process. In the case of a polarized electron beam, the 
tree-level differential cross section for a fermion-antifermion (except e+e-) final state 
is given by: 

da N&Y2 
a= 2 ’ (s - Mz,: + M$r; ’ 

(9ve2 + 9ae2> x (s,f” + 9,f2) 
sin220w sin228w 

X 

[(I + cos2B)(1 + ?‘,A,) + 2Afcose(A, + Pe)], 

where NC is a color factor (1 for leptons, 3 for quarks), and IYz is the width of the 2’ 
resonance. 

The kinematics of this process is seen in Figure 2.2, where pr, ~2, kr, and k2 are 
the four-momenta of the incoming and outgoing particles. The center of mass energy 
squared is defined as s = (pr +p2)2 and is Lorentz invariant. Another Lorenta invariant 
variable which will be utilized in this discussion is the square of the momentum 

21n the Standard Model, neutrinos are massless and exclusively left-handed. However, if neutrinos 
do have mass, then the right-handed neutrinos would exist but not couple to any of the four gauge 
bosons of the electroweak theory. Right handed neutrinos are included in the table for completeness. 
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Table 2.2: Table vector and axial vector couplings to the 2’. The approximate values 
for Af given in column 4 assume sin20w = 0.23. 

fermion 9: 9! Af 

u.5, UjL, UT 1 2 1 2 1 

e-, p-, r- -f + 2sinVw 11 -0.04 -f 2[1-4sin2Bw l+[l-4sin2ewj2 N 0.15 

u,c,t -- 1 
2 

$sin28w N 0.19 i 2[1-!sin2Bw] 
l+[l-+in28w]2 

N 0.67 

4 s, b -$ + !jsin2Bw -N -0.35 -f 2[1--Qside~] 1+~1-~sin2ew12 9 
210.94 

transfer, t = (pr - ki)2. Th e scattering angle, 0; is defined as the angle between the 
final state fermion (f) and axis of the outgoing electron beam. 

The electron beam polarization, P,, is defined as 

p 
e 

= NE- - N&- 
NE- + NE- ’ 

(2.12) 

where Ni- (Nh-) is the number of left-(right-)handed electrons in the beam [7]. The 
quantity Af is a measure of the degree of parity violation in the neutral current: 

29f9f 
gi!” + g! 

2’ 

It is also convenient to define the partial width for 2’ decaying into fermions: 

-(g, + s,f”)Nc(l + S,), GF@ f2 
rfr = 6,,7jT 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

where Sf is the correction for final state radiation, defined as Sf = ZQ! for leptons 
and Sf = 29; + 2 for quarks, where o, is the strong coupling constant. ‘The total 
width of the 2’ is the sum of the partial widths, l?z = Err?. 

Equation 2.11 may be utilized in several different ways to extract the electroweak 
parameters. Some of the methods require identification and isolation of a specific final 
state, known as an exclusive measurement, while others simply require a sum over 
final states, known as inclusive measurements. The following methods isolate specific 
terms in Equation 2.11: 

l With unpolarized beams, measure the inclusive and exclusive differential and/or 
total cross section while scanning the center of mass energy, &. This yields 
Mz, Iz and IjT. 
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Figure 2.2: Kinematics of electron-positron annihilation. 

l With unpolarized beams, measure the forward-backward asymmetry for exclu- 
sive final states: 

dcosd - j da -dcos8 -1 dcos0 

dcose + ; -+-dCOSe 
= ;A,A,. (2.15) 

-1 dcos0 

l With a polarized electron beam, measure the total cross section for beams with 
each helicity, known as the left-right asymmetry: 

ALR = 
OL - CR 

QL + OR 
= A,. (2.16) 

l With a polarized electron beam, measure the polarized forward-backward asym- 
metry for exclusive final states: 

where z G co&. 
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The first method listed above allows for high precision measurement of the 2’ 
mass and width, as well as the partial widths. The partial widths, In, are primarily 
sensitive to the axial vector coupling between the fermion and the 2’. The final 
three methods listed above are sensitive to the fermion vector coupling to the 2’ and, 
therefore more sensitive to sin2&. These different sensitivities make all of the above 
measurements complementary [8]. 

2.3 The Left-Right Asymmetry 

The left-right asymmetry, ALR, is an especially robust, high precision method 
for measuring the electroweak mixing angle [9, lo]. By forming the cross section 
asymmetry in this manner, the dependence on the final state couplings is completely 
removed. ALR is a measure of the electron coupling to the 2’ in the initial state. 

The asymmetry is related to the weak mixing angle in the following way: 

A _ 2[1- 4sin28w] 
LR - 1 + [l - 4sin26w12’ 

(2.18) 

The error on sin2& is approximately l/&h the error on the left-right asymmetry. 
Since ALR is independent of the final state couplings, a statistical advantage is 

gained by using all final states from the 2’ with the exception of the e+e- final state, 
which is removed due to the complication of the t-channel photon contribution (see 
Section 3.1.2). In addition, the ALR measurement does not require knowledge of the 
absolute luminosity or the detector acceptance and efficiency. 

The quantity actually measured is the experimental asymmetry, AT:: 

NL-NR 
Aiti= NL+NR = Peaks. (2.19) 

where NL (NR) is the number of 2’ decays found with a left-(right-)handed electron 
beam. Equation 2.19 is valid provided that both the luminosity and polarization of 
the left-handed beam is the same as that of right-handed beam. The two dominant 
experimental errors on ALR are the statistical error and the error on the measure of 
the beam polarization: 

~ALR= J-7 (2.20) 

where Ntot = NL + NR and SP, is the uncertainty on the electron beam polarization 
measurement. Figure 2.3 shows the error on ALR and sin20w as a function of the 
number of 2’ decays for different errors on the polarization measurement. With low 
statistics, the first term of equation 2.20 dominates. As statistics grow, the error on 
the polarization becomes the limiting factor. 
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Figure 2.3: Error on ALR and sin2Bw. 

It may also be seen from equation 2.20 that the statistical error on the left-right 
is reduced as l/P,fi. Therefore, doubling the beam polarization is equivalent to 
increasing the number of 2’ decays fourfold, demonstrating the large gain in analyzing 
power that high polarization provides. 

2.4 Radiative Corrections 

All electroweak observables are modified from their Born level expectations by 
way of radiative corrections. Radiative corrections are especially important in electron- 
positron annihilation near the 2’ resonance, due to the large Breit-Wigner 2’ con- 
tribution. 

Radiative corrections are typically handled by perturbation theory. This method 
is accurate due to the small value of the coupling constants. For electromagnetic 
radiative corrections, the perturbation expansion is in terms of o, yielding fast con- 
vergence. 

There are four major classes of lowest order radiative corrections: bremsstrahlung, 
vertex corrections, box diagrams and oblique corrections. Examples of these four 
processes are shown in Figure 2.4. Initial state photon bremsstrahlung is usually the 
dominant correction, which produces the effect of lowering the center of mass energy 
in the e+e- system, while boosting the center of mass along the beam axis. Also 
important are the oblique corrections, which must be summed over all fermions and 
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Bremstrahlung Oblique 

Vertex Box 

Figure 2.4: Examples of processes contributing to first-order radiative diagrams. 

bosons, rendering them sensitive to massive particles, such as a heavy top quark. 
Oblique corrections are also sensitive to new heavy particles which couple to the 
gauge bosons. 

Different processes are affected by radiative corrections in different ways. The 2’ 
cross section is lowered by 30% and shifted by 100 MeV due primarily to initial state 
bremsstrahlung. The left-right asymmetry is very sensitive to the masses of heavy 
fermions through oblique and initial weak vertex corrections [9, 11, 121. 

The parameters of the Standard Model can be redefined to absorb the running 
couplings and radiative corrections. These parameters correspond to quantities which 
can be accessed experimentally. Effective couplings will be defined with a bar over 
them. The effective electron vector and axial vector couplings to the 2’ (evaluated 
at fi = Mz) will b e d enoted as 3: and ?jz respectively. 

There are a number of ways in which to define the weak mixing angle. The 
definition chosen here follows from equation 2.10: 

2 eff _ sin 0, - i(l - 2). 
a 

(2.21) 

This definition allows corrections to the weak mixing angle to be absorbed directly 
through the effective coupling constants [13]. 

. 
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CHAPTER III 

BHABHA SCATTERING NEAR THE 2’ 
RESONANCE 

The Bhabha process [14], e+e- -+ e+e-, is particularly interesting in that it 
exhibits both neutral current processes (2’ and photon exchange) at magnitudes 
which are non-negligible. This means that not only the direct contributions, but also 
the interference between the photon and 2’ contribute to the total cross section in an 
appreciable manner. At the 2’ resonance, the QED contribution may be used as a 
reference point, allowing the electron couplings to the neutral current to be extracted 
from the Bhabha process. 

3.1 Born Level Contributions to e+e- + e+e- 

At lowest order near the 2’ resonance, four diagrams (shown in Figure 3.1) 
contribute to the e+e- + e+e- cross section in the Standard Model. The square of 
these contribution gives rise to 10 lowest order terms [15]: 

(3-l) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

P-5) 
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Figure 3.1: Born Level contributions to e+e- -+ e+e-. 

~~d-w, r(s)3 = 

coop+), r(f)1 = 

d~o[-qS), z(t)] = 

daopys), Z(s)] = 

4[(g;' t g,"2)2 - 4gz2gE2]} = dao(6), 

2 LZlll [gZ2(l + z2> + 2qg2] - dao(7), 

-;[sf?;;;] [~l’$,)g:2 +gZ2) = do,(g), 

cr2 -- 
4s [ 

2ww’(~) 
sin420w 1 (1 + 42 

X 

[(gZ2 + s,“2)2 + 4g:2g:2] - dao(9), 

$z2(s) -I- I’2(s)](g;;ny;;)2 x 

(1+ z2) t [,,fpg2]2z} = dao(lO), 
2) a 

e+ e+ 

‘t/ 

I 
Zl 

P-6) 

(3.7) 

P-8) 

P-9) 

(3.10) 

where z = cos0 (0 the angle between the initial and final electron), Mz and rz are 
the mass and width of the 2’ and 

R(t) = s 
2pfz - q 

and R’(s) -I- il’(s) = 
(s - (A!& ” iMZl?Z)2) 

are the 2’ propagator terms. The lowest order differential e+e- + e+e- cross section 
is the sum of these terms: 

$ = Fdo,(i). 
i=l 

(3.11) 
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Figure 3.2: Contributions to the e+e- 4 e+e- cross section as a function of center of 
mass energy. See text for definitions. Terms with a negative contribution are denoted 
by a dashed curve. 

Figure 3.2 shows the contribution of each of these ten terms as a function of 
center of mass energy. The cross sections presented in this figure are integrated from 
0 to 2w in azimuth and from 15” to 165” in polar angle. Negative contributions 
are denoted by dashed lines. Terms which interfere with the s-channel 2’ exchange 
possess a very steep slope near the 2’ pole and pass through zero at fi = Mz. 

The angular dependence of each of the terms is shown in Figure 3.3. Again, 
terms with a contribution less than zero are show as dashed lines. The center of 
mass energy for this plot is 91.29 GeV and the 2’ mass is set to be 91.187 GeV. 
At large angles (co& < 0.7) the s-channel 2’ exchange term [Z(s), Z(s)] dominates 
and the cross section looks similar to that of any other 2’ + f7 process (with an 
additional t-channel photon contribution of a few percent). The t-channel photon 
exchange MC&>1 b !s e ins to dominate at small angles (co&J > 0.85). Since this 
is a pure quantum electrodynamics interaction, the cross section for e+e- -+ e+e- 
at small angles can be calculated with great precisi0n.l This fact coupled with the 
large event rate makes the small angle e+e- process ideal for luminosity monitoring 
at e+e- colliders. 

Above the the 2’ pole in this case, the largest interference contribution comes 

‘The h(t), -/WI contribution diverges more quickly as COSS --+ 1 than do the [Z(s), y(t)] and 
[y(s), r(t)] terms, so it continues to dominate as the scattering angle goes to zero. 
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Figure 3.3: Contribution to the differential e+e- + e+e- cross section as a function 
of scattering angle. Terms with a negative contribution are denoted by a dashed 
curve. See .text for definitions. 

from the [Z(s),$t)J t erm, which subtracts from the total cross section. The behavior 
of the interference terms very near the 2’ pole have prompted some to consider using 
the large angle e+e- process as a high precision, luminosity independent measurement 
of Mz [16]. 

The discussion so far has been restricted to the tree-level behavior of the terms 
contributing to the differential Bhabha cross section. The measured cross section 
is modified somewhat by radiative corrections, which affect different contributions 
in different ways. The trends discussed here still hold, but to compare theory with 
observation, the radiative corrections must be included. A great of work has gone 
into the radiative corrections of e+e- + e+e- at large and small angles [15, 171. 

3.1.1 Bhabha Scattering at Small Angles 

As stated above, the small angle e+e- -+ e+e- process is ideal for luminosity 
monitoring due to the large event rate and dominance of the QED t-channel photon 
exchange. The SLD Luminosity Monitor covers an angular region between 28 and 65 
milliradians. The e+e- cross section into this region is approximately 120 nanobarns, 
which is four times the hadronic 2’ cross section at the peak. The steep behavior 
of the differential cross section, $ N $, makes knowledge of the acceptance region 
important when measuring the luminosity. 
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In addition, the QED d ominance at small angles renders the cross section largely 
polarization independent. Therefore, the small angle e+e- process may also be used 
to measure the luminosity asymmetry between the left and right handed polarized 
electron beam. This is an important systematic effect in the measurement of the 
left-right asymmetry, ALR. 

3.1.2 Bhabha Scattering at Wide Angles 

At larger angles (0 > 15”) the e+e- + e+e- process ‘is an interesting interplay 
between the s-channel 2’ exchange, [Z(s),Z(s)], the t-channel photon exchange, 
[$t),$t)], and the interference between these two, [y(t),Z(s)], which depends on 
both angle and energy. At cosf3 < 0.6 the contribution is virtually all through the 
s-channel 2’ exchange. The region is typically used when measuring the 2’ + e+e- 
cross section. Corrections must be performed to either add the remaining contri- 
butions from the other terms to the partial width or subtract them from the data 

WI. 
The k&L WI ’ t f m er erence term contributes its largest amount in the angular 

range 10” < 8 < 25”. Depending on the center of mass energy, this contribution can 
be as large as 25% of the differential cross section in that region. 

In the standard analysis of ALR, the e + - e final state is discarded due to the 
dilution which arises from the photon exchange. However, it is possible to form a 
left-right quantity for e+e- + e+e- which is directly analogous to ALR: 

(3.12) 

The quantity Ai>- can be measured by binning the data as a function of ]cos0( 
for left- and right-handed polarized beams. The behavior of A&f- as a function 
of ]COS~] depends on the initial state electron couplings to the 2’ as well as the 
magnitude of the QED contributions relative to the 2’. The portion of the cross 
section from [Z(s), Z(s)] contributes an amount ALR(=A~) to the Aik-, while the 
QED terms contribute zero to A’$;-. Figure 3.4 shows AL’;- as a function of ]cose] 
at the Born level for five different center of mass energies. The difference in these 
curves reflects the difference in relative contributions. At N 800 MeV above the 2’ 
peak, the [y(t), Z(s)] ’ t f m er erence subtracts enough from the sum to force A’$$- < 0 at 
]cos0] N 0.95. By defining the quantity AC;- in terms of ]cos~], the forward-backward 
asymmetry is explicitly removed. 

3.2 Extracting IJ~ and TJ~ with Polarized Bhabha Scattering 

The Bhabha process provides an opportunity to simultaneously extract both the 
electron vector and axial vector couplings to the 2’. The partial width, Ice, can 
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Figure 3.4: AC;- as a function of scattering angle. 

be related to the cross section for 2’ +e+e- in the following way (for unpolarized 
beams) : 

da 9r:e 
d$dlcosOl = 2h4$r2, 

(1 + cos2e). (3.13) 

A measurement of the differential or total cross section for 2’ -+ e+e- can be related 
to the partial width, assuming knowledge of the 2’ mass and total width. 

Both Fee (equation 2.14) and A, (equation 2.13) are functions of z and z. 
Measuring Fee and A, yields two equations with the couplings as the two unknowns. 
Figure 3.5 shows the expression for I,, and A, plotted in the vector-axial vector 
plane. The solution for Pee is circle of radius J- &, where CSM = ,s( 1 + 2) = 
332.34f0.08 MeV. The expression for A, is seen to be a line in the vector-axial vector 
plane, with the solution: ?jE N ($A,)gz, where we have made use of the the fact that 
A,2 < 1. The quadratic nature of equation 2.13 provides two solutions, one in which 
the axial vector coupling is dominant and one where the vector coupling is dominant. 
Results from measurements of Pee at LEP, as well as v, scattering experiments allow 
us to exclude the vector dominated solution, which is shown as a dashed line. In 
addition, v, scattering is used to prove that the proper solution is for both the vector 
and axial vector coupling to be negative, indicating that the solution must lie in the 
third quadrant [ 191. 

The smallness of the vector coupling (due to sin28w near l/4) greatly reduces the 
correlation between ?jE and ?ji. Consequently, Ice depends almost exclusively upon 
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g:, while A, depends almost exclusively upon s:. Since the the vector coupling is 
the one which depends upon sin2& in the Standard Model, A, yields much greater 
sensitivity to the weak mixing angle than does lYee. 

To summarize, it can be said that lYee is sensitive primarily to the axial vector 
coupling, while A, is sensitive primarily to the vector coupling. However, both mea- 
surements are required to extract the two couplings. By fitting the polarized wide 
angle Bhabha distribution, it is possible to simultaneously extract both r, and F,. 

3.3 Beyond the Standard Model 

The Bhabha scattering process has been calculated with high precision within 
the framework of the Standard Model. Any deviation from the expected differential 
cross section may be an indication of physics beyond the Standard Model.2 Since 
direct searches at e+e- and pjj machines have ruled out physics beyond the Standard 
Model at or below the mass of the Z”, deviations seen at the 2’ resonance would 
most likely be low energy manifestations of new physics at higher energy. 

Several possible Standard Model extensions have been proposed which may be 
recognized through deviations in the differential Bhabha scattering distribution with a 
polarized electron beam. This section will discuss three of these topics: the existence 
of one or more additional gauge bosons, contact interactions, and the existence of a 
fourth generation. 

3.3.1 Additional Gauge Bosons (2’) 

Many extensions to the standard SU(2) L x U(1) symmetry group include the 
existence of one or more additional neutral gauge bosons (2’). These theories include 
the sum x U(1) group as a subgroup to a larger unified group. Among these are 
the Es, SO(10) and SU(2)l x sum x U(1) theories [20]. The models typically 
specify the strengths of the couplings of the 2’ to quarks and leptons but make no 
predictions for the 2’ mass. 

To date, there is no experimental evidence for the existence of any 2’ bosons. 
The experimental limit on the mass of the Z’, mz~, is 412 GeV. This limit assumes 
Standard Model coupling strengths between the 2’ and leptons [21]. 

The 2’ and 2’ would arise from a mixing of the Sum x U( 1) group of the Stan- 
dard Model and the additional U(1) or Sum group which extends the model. The 
mass eigenstates of the bosons could then be different from the interaction eigenstates: 

(3.14) 

“‘Physics beyond the Standard Model” is a phrase often used to summarize all particles and 
couplings which are not explicitly present within the Standard Model. 
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Figure 3.6: Born level 2’ contributions to e+e- scattering. 

where 2’ and 2” are the symmetry eigenstates and 2 and 2’ are the mass eigenstates. 
The boson masses are related to the mixing angle, 0~, by: 

tan29n/I = 
rni-rni 

2’ rn$ - m. 
(3.15) 

where mo is the mass of the standard Z boson in the absence of mixing. An analysis 
performed at the 2’ resonance limits the Z-Z’ mixing angle to the range: -0.05 56, 
5 0.015 [22].3 F or a 500 GeV 2’ with a mixing angle of 8~ = 0.005, the measured 2’ 
mass would be shifted from its unmixed value by approximately 34 MeV. 

In the case of e+e- - + ff, where f # e, the 2’ would contribute an s-channel 
term and interfere with the s-channel photon and s-channel 2’. In the case of Bhabha 
scattering, the 2’ would contribute both an s and t channel term to the differential 
cross section [23, 241. The Feynman diagrams for the 2’ contribution to the e+e- -+ 
e+e- process are shown in Figure 3.6. These terms would exist in addition to and 
therefore interfere with those shown in Figure 3.1. Due to the proximity of the large 
2’ resonance, the effect of a 2’ is expected to be very small in the case of polarized 
e+e- -+ e+e- near the 2’. 

3.3.2 Contact Interactions 

Based on past successes of uncovering underlying structure in matter as well as 
the symmetries and mass structure displayed by quarks and leptons has led some 
to hypothesize the existence of quark and lepton substructure. These theories are 
known as composite theories, where the bosons and fermions of the standard model 
are comprised of subconstituents, sometimes called ‘preons’ [25]. 

Substructure may manifest itself in two ways. First, excited states of leptons 
and quarks may exist which have large masses and possibly exotic quantum numbers 

3The exact results depend upon the model and may be found in [22]. 
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Figure 3.7: The Feynman diagram for a contact interaction in e+e- scattering. 

[26]. Secondly, the composite bound state would arise from an interaction beyond 
the Standard Model [27]. In both cases, the energy scale of the composite system, 
set by the parameter A, is greater than or of order of that of electroweak symmetry 
breaking, S 1 TeV. 

Direct searches for excited quarks and leptons have been undertaken elsewhere. 
To date, there is no experimental evidence for composite particles. The current limit 
on the mass of an excited electron is 225 GeV [28]. 

Since the energy scale, A is much larger than the scattering energy at the 2’ 
resonance, the momentum of the propagator may be ignored relative to the mass, 
rendering the interaction point-like, or a contact interaction. The fermion currents 
in this interaction are helicity conserving and flavor diagonal, but do not necessarily 
conserve parity. 

Polarized Bhabha scattering is a desirable method for searching for contact in- 
teractions for two reasons: first, the e+e- + e+e- process probes exclusively the 
composite structure of the electron. Secondly, electron polarization allows for addi- 
tional sensitivity to the helicity conserving nature of the contact interaction if it is 
indeed parity violating. Figure 3.7 shows the Feynman diagram for the contact inter- 
action. This term must be considered in addition to those of Figure 3.1. Several other 
experiments have searched for contact interactions in e+e- + e+e- [29] and have set 
limits on the different types of interactions. This search has yet to be undertaken 
with a polarized electron beam. 

3.3.3 Fourth Generation 

The Standard Model places no limit upon the number of generations of quarks 
and leptons. The number of light neutrino generations is set stringently to three by 
the LEP scans of the 2’ resonance [6]. While this evidence is compelling, it does not 
rule out the existence of a massive fourth generation. Direct searches at LEP and 
SLC have ruled out the existence of charged or neutral heavy leptons below a mass of 
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approximately one-half the mass of the 2’ [30].* In the quark sector, direct searches 
have ruled out the existence of a fourth generation down-type quark with a mass less 
than 72 GeV [31]. 

However, if a additional generations do exist, they would manifest themselves in 
the radiative corrections to measurements at the 2’. In particular, a fourth gener- 
ation would drastically modify the contributions of the vertex and oblique radiative 
corrections, which ALR are very sensitive to. Therefore, if the top quark is found 
at the TeVatron, a discrepancy between ALR and the standard model might arise 
from the existence of additional heavy fermions [32]. Clearly, the measurement of 
ALR is the best low-energy test for additional heavy fermions. However, since Ai?- 
is complementary to ALR, it too, is sensitive to massive fermions from additional 
generations. 

4The exact limit depends upon the assumptions made about the type of lepton and its stability 
or decay modes. 
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CHAPTER IV 

APPARATUS 

The measurements described in this thesis were performed with the SLAC Large 
Detector (SLD) operating at the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC). The SLC is capable 
of colliding polarized or unpolarized electrons with unpolarized positrons at a center 
of mass energy at or near the 2’ resonance. 

The SLC was conceived as an upgrade to the existing linear accelerator at SLAC. 
The first 2’ boson was produced by the collider in the Spring of 1989 and measured 
by the Mark II detector. The SLD detector was designed and constructed specifically 
for 2” physics at the SLC. The SLD collaboration consists of approximately 150 active 
physicists from 34 institutions. (A complete list of SLD collaborators and institutions 
may be found in Appendix B.) The SLD was first moved onto the SLC beamline in 
February of 1991 and underwent an “engineering run” from June through August of 
that year. 

The 1992 SLC run began with an unpolarized electron beam. Roughly 1000 
hadronic 2’ decays were measured with the SLD detector. In April of 1992, a polar- 
ized electron source was installed and commissioned. From May through August, SLC 
produced approximately 10,000 2’ events with an average electron beam polariza- 
tion of 23%. Both luminosity and polarization were improved for the 1993 run. SLD 
logged approximately 50,000 2’ events to tape with an electron beam polarization of 
63% from March through August of 1993. 

4.1 The SLAC Linear Collider 
The SLC is the first ever linear collider [33] an d h s own schematically in Figure 4.1. 

Linear colliders are unique in that electrons and positrons must be accumulated, 
accelerated and brought into collision on each machine cycle. While this environment 
offers a set of challenges very different from that of storage rings, it also offers unique 
opportunities in both electroweak and heavy flavor physics. The SLC parameters are 
given in Table 4.1. These numbers, along with an uptime of 65-75%, allowed SLC to 
deliver over 50,000 Z’s to SLD with high polarization in 1993. 

The following sections will describe the main aspects of the SLC, with particular 
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Figure 4.1: The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC). 

attention given to the aspects which involve the creation and transport of a polarized 
electron beam. 

4.1.1 Polarized Electron Source 
A longitudinally polarized electron beam may be created by irradiating a GaAs 

semiconductor cathode with a circularly polarized laser [34]. The energy of the pho- 
tons must be slightly greater than the band gap energy for photoemission to take 
place. Angular momentum conservation is responsible for the electron polarization, 
as Pi valence band electrons are promoted to the S+ conduction band by the circu- 
larly polarized photons in a 3:l ratio. Therefore, the maximum polarization possible 
in conventional bulk GaAs cathodes is P, = (3 - 1)/(3 + 1) = 50%. The true polar- 
ization is always below this limit due to excitation of conduction band electrons. 

More recently, strained GaAs cathodes have been shown to produce polarizations 
well over 50% [35]. The strained lattice removes the degeneracy of the rnj = 3/2 and 
mj = l/2 levels of the Pa valence state and theoretically allows for 100% polarization. 

Figure 4.2 shows tie electron polarization for different types of cathodes as a 
function of laser wavelength. In 1992, SLC ran with a bulk GaAs cathode and a laser 
wavelength of 715 nm. This produced an electron beam with N 28% polarization. In 
1993, the cathode used was a strained GaAs wafer. For the first portion of the 1993 
run, the laser wavelength was 850 nm, producing a polarization of - 55- 60%. For the 
remaining SO% of the 1993 run, the laser wavelength was 865nm, yielding an electron 
beam polarization of N 62- 67%. 

The photo-emitted electrons are accumulated into a “bunch” by a 178 MHz RF 
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Table 4.1: Table of SLC parameters. 

parameter symbol design goal 

frequency f 180 Hz 

beam spot size or, cry 2pm x2pm 
at the IP 

bunch intensity 11 iV,t , N,- 1 5 x lOlo, 5 x 1Oro 

polarization II Pe I 50% 

luminosity L 

I/ I 

103’/cm2/sec 

achieved’ 

120 Hz 

2.2pm x 1.7pm (1992) 

2.6 pm x O.Spm (1993) 

3 x 10’s 3 x 10’s 

63% 

3.8 x 102’/cm2/sec 

II 40Z”/hr 

field. The electrons are then accelerated through a high-gradient field to an energy 
of 50 MeV. Figure 4.3 shows the layout of the polarized electron gun and laser. The 
laser strikes the cathode two times per 120 Hz machine cycle. One bunch of electrons 
will eventually comes into collision with positrons at the interaction point, while the 
other electron bunch is used to create positrons. Typically, between 6 and 10 x 10” 
electrons are liberated from the cathode per pulse. 

After reaching an energy of 50 MeV, the electrons enter the first section of the lin- 
ear accelerator (LINAC) h w ere they, along with one positron bunch from the positron 
target, are accelerated to an energy of 1.19 GeV. The electrons and positrons are then 
diverted from the LINAC into two different damping rings. 

4.1.2 Damping Rings 

The damping rings serve to “cool” the beams so that they may be accelerated. 
The smaller the spread in both momentum and position space allows for fewer losses 
during acceleration as well as lower backgrounds in the detector. Both electron and 
positron beams are stored at 1.19 GeV. Since the positrons have a larger energy 
spread as they are captured from the positron target (see Section 4.1.3), they must 
be damped for two machine cycles (- 16.6ms), while the electrons are damped for 
only 1 cycle (- 8.3 ms). 

In order to preserve polarization in the damping ring, the electron spin vector 
must be pointing parallel to the magnetic field direction of the bending magnets. This 
is achieved by passing the beam through a solenoid field as it enters the damping ring. 
The spin vector is flipped from along the direction of motion to perpendicular to the 
plane of the damping ring. 

lThe parameters listed in this column were achieved during or before the 1993 SLC run. Im- 
provements on bunch intensity and spot sizes are planned for subsequent SLC runs. 
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Figure 4.2: Electron polarization as a function of source laser wavelength (X). SLC 
utilized a bulk GaAs cathode in 1992 and a strained GaAs cathode in 1993. 

If the SLC is running round beams (cZ N Q,) the beams have their spin vector 
oriented in the horizontal plane while being accelerated. Spin procession in the arcs 
brings the electron spin longitudinal at the interaction point. This means that another 
solenoid, the ring-to-linac solenoid (RTL) must be used to flip the spins back to 
longitudinal after the electrons exit the damping ring. When SLC is running in “flat” 
beam mode (cZ N lOe,), the RTL solenoid disrupts the beam by coupling the horizontal 
and vertical emittance (the flat beam passing through the solenoidal field gets rotated 
in the transverse plane) and must be turned off. The electrons are accelerated with 
their spins pointing up and the spin is made longitudinal through a series of “spin 
bumps” in the arcs (see Section 4.1.5). 

The SLC was designed to run with round beams and did so for the entire 1992 
run. Late in the 1992 run, some tests were performed with the SLC in flat beam mode 
for the Final Focus Test Beam Facility, which performs research and development for 
a future high energy linear collider. Flat beam acceleration and transport down the 
LINAC was so successful that it was decided to bring the beams through the arcs and 
into collision. Record specific luminosities were set almost immediately and it was 
determined that transport of flat beams through the arcs was not as difficult as once 
anticipated. The smaller spot size, as well as lower emittance in the vertical plane 
allowed for higher luminosity with lower backgrounds in the SLD. Consequently, the 
SLC ran in flat beam mode for the bulk of the 1993 run and plans to continue to do 
so in future runs [36]. 
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Figure 4.3: The SLC Polarized Electron Source. 

4.1.3 Positron Production 

Three bunches of particles are accelerated during each machine cycle. The first 
two bunches are the positrons and electrons (respectively) which are to be brought into 
collision. The third bunch is known as the “scavenger” electron bunch. This bunch 
is diverted from the linear accelerator at approximately 2/3 the way down its length 
and steered into a tungsten positron production target. The resulting electromagnetic 
showers produce both electrons and positrons. Positrons in the energy range 2-20 MeV 
are captured and returned to the front end of the LINAC where they are accelerated 
and stored in the damping ring. Typical yields from the positron target are one 
positron per incident electron. 

4.1.4 Linear Accelerator 
The bunches are accelerated down approximately 3 kilometers of linear accelera- 

tor (LINAC). Th e b earns gain energy from radiofrequency cavities which are pumped 
with energy from klystrons. The accelerating gradient is 17 MeV/m. In typical 
running conditions, N 3 x 10” particles per bunch are accelerated down the linear 
accelerator. 
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4.1.5 Arcs 

After being accelerated to N 0.9 GeV above collision energy in the linac, the 
electrons and positrons are steered through two opposing arcs of 1 km in length. The 
beams “coast” through the arcs, losing energy by synchrotron radiation. The arcs do 
not lie in the horizontal plane, so the beam transport is complicated by motion in 
both dimensions perpendicular to the momentum of the electrons. 

In flat beam mode, the electron arc is utilized to flip the spin vector from trans- 
verse to longitudinal by way of “spin bumps” [37], which utilize a strong resonance 
between the vertical betatron tune and the spin tune. Spin bumps are vertical orbit 
distortions which a separated by a fixed spin rotation around the vertical axis. The 
net effect of the spin bumps in the arc is to bring the electron spin from transverse 
entering the arcs to longitudinal exiting the arcs (entering the final focus). 

4.1.6 Final Focus 

To make up for the relatively low repetition rate of a linear collider, the beams 
must be focused very strongly at the interaction point. This is achieved at the SLC via 
three superconducting quadrupole magnets. The final quadrupole is approximately 
1.5 meters from the interaction point (IP). At the point of collision, the dimensions of 
the beams (in flat-beam mode) are N 3 pm in the horizontal, - 0.8 pm in the vertical 
and - 1 mm along the beam axis. The size and location of the IP is very stable over 
time (see Section 6.6.3). 

4.2 The SLAC Large Detector 
Collisions are measured by a single multipurpose detector, the SLAC Large De- 

tector [38]. The SLD, h s own in Figure 4.5, combines excellent tracking, calorimetry 
and particle identification into a state-of-the-art high energy physics apparatus. 

The SLD is a cylindrically symmetric detector with a 0.6 Tesla solenoidal mag- 
netic field to momentum analyze charge particles. The detector has a central “barrel” 
system that surrounds the interaction point and two “endcaps” which cover the for- 
ward angles. During down times, the endcaps may be withdrawn for access to the 
interior components of the detector. 

The right-handed coordinate system used by the SLD is a normal spherical polar 
system: 

l the z axis is defined by the positron beam (pointing North) 

l azimuthal angle (4) runs from 0 to 27r, the x-axis (4=0) points to the West. 

0 polar angle (0) runs from 0 (North) to x (South). 
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Figure 4.4: Cutaway view of the SLAC Large Detector. 
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Figure 4.5: Quadrant view of the SLD. 

The analyses discussed in this thesis make use of the SLD calorimetry systems: 
the liquid argon calorimeter and the luminosity monitor. The following sections 
will describe all of the major subsystems of the SLD. However, calorimetry will be 
emphasized. 

4.2.1 Tracking 

SLD possesses three major tracking systems, the Vertex Detector, the Drift 
Chambers and the Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC) Strips. 

Vertex Detector 

Taking advantage of the small beampipe at the interaction point and the low 
repetition rate of the SLC, the SLD Vertex Detector utilizes charge coupled devices 
to make high resolution space point measurements of charged particle tracks. When 
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track points are linked with tracks reconstructed by the Central Drift Chamber, sec- 
ondary vertices from heavy quark and tau lepton decays can be resolved with high 
precision. 

Stripline 
dclaw 

(25 mh’ rad) 

Figure 4.6: The SLD Vertex Detector. 

The Vertex Detector (shown in Figure 4.6) is comprised of 480 CCDs which 
surround the interaction point in four concentric barrels. Each CCD contains ap- 
proximately 400 x 600 pixels each of size 22 x 22 microns. The data from 120 Mpixels 
is read out and condensed to approximately 50-80 Kbytes per event [39]. 

Drift Chambers 

Before linking tracks with hits in the Vertex Detector, tracks are found and fit- 
ted with the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) and the Endcap Drift Chambers (EDC). 
The drift chambers are gas-wire tracking systems. The CDC contains a cylindrical 
arrangement of wires which run approximately parallel to the beam line. Ionization 
from charged particles passing through the chamber drifts to the wires in the pres- 
ence of large electrostatic fields. The wires are instrumented on both ends, so the z 
component of the tracks may be found via charge division. 
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The Endcap Drift Chambers have wires running perpendicular to the beamline 
for track reconstruction at smaller angles. The chambers are divided into an inner 
and outer chamber which are separated by the Endcap CRID (see Section 4.2.2). 
Backgrounds from the SLC as well as material in front of the EDCs have thus far 
hampered their ability to find charged tracks. 

4.2.2 Particle Identification 

When the velocity of a particle exceeds the speed of light in a medium, the 
particle emits Cerenkov radiation. The Cerenkov angle is related to the velocity of 
the particle. From the measurement of the Cerenkov angle, coupled with momentum 
information from the drift chamber, the mass of the particle and hence the identity 
of the particle can be ascertained. The Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) 
is designed to measure the Cerenkov angle of tracks and therefore perform particle 
identification [40]. 

f 

e+ e- e+ e- 

Liquid Radiator I/ 

Figure 4.7: The SLD Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID). 

The CRID is shown schematically in Figure 4.7. The barrel CRID sits between 
the CDC and the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC). In the case of the endcap, the 
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CRID is sandwiched between layers of the endcap drift chamber. 
Particles emit Cerenkov radiation in both a liquid and gas radiator. The photons 

are converted by photo-ionization in gas. The photo-electrons then drift to the end 
of the detector where they are measured by proportional wires. The drift time yields 
information regarding the conversion depth. From this information, photon rings may 
be reconstructed and the Cerenkov angle measured. 

4.2.3 Calorimetry 

The SLD calorimetry is comprised of three complementary systems. The bulk 
of the electromagnetic and hadronic energy measurement is performed with the lead- 
liquid argon calorimeter (LAC). Th e warm iron calorimeter (WIC) provides measure- 
ment of the remainder of hadronic showers. The Luminosity Monitor and Medium 
Angle Silicon Calorimeter complete the electromagnetic coverage at small angles. 

Liquid Argon Calorimeter 

The SLD LAC design is based on a new understanding of the compensation 
mechanism for sampling calorimeters [41, 421. F or 1 ur ar on devices, equalization l’q ‘d g 
of electromagnetic and hadronic response can be achieved by using a high 2 absorber 
such as lead or uranium. This leads to an overall improvement in hadronic energy 
resolution due to the minimization of fluctuations of the electromagnetic components 
of the shower. 

Liquid argon is advantageous in that it allows for arbitrary transverse segmenta- 
tion, can be designed for minimal dead regions, can reside inside the 0.6 T magnetic 
field of the SLD solenoid, is radiation hard and a unity gain sampling medium. Since 
the argon is a dense sampling medium, it can be used with thin absorber layers to 
achieve excellent electromagnetic energy resolution. 

As with other subsystems, the LAC is divided into a barrel detector and two 
endcap detectors. The barrel LAC ( h s own schematically in Figure 4.8) covers roughly 
80% of the solid angle. The aluminum dewar structure is suspended inside the SLD 
solenoid. The dewar contains one large liquid argon volume in which all of the lead 
plates and tiles reside. The full azimuth of the cylinder is spanned by 48 modules of 
width -30 cm. Along the z axis, three modules comprise the length of the spool, two 
end modules and one center module. 

The endcap LAC covers the angular region between 8” < 0 < 35” and is mounted 
on the endcap warm iron structure. An exploded view of the endcap assembly is shown 
in Figure 4.9. Like the barrel, the dewar contains a single argon volume. Inside the 
dewar, 16 wedge shaped modules surround the beam axis. 

The structure of the endcap and barrel modules is very similar. Figure 4.11 
shows a LAC barrel electromagnetic and hadronic module. A single endcap module 
contains both the electromagnetic and hadronic section (see Figure 4.12). Both barrel 
and endcap modules are comprised of an alternating array of lead plates and tiles. 
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Figure 4.8: The barrel LAC assembly. The calorimeter is suspended inside the SLD 
magnet. 

Figure 4.10 shows the plate and tile structure. The plates are held at ground; the 
tiles are held at negative high voltage and serve as the charge collecting electrodes. 
Structure and electrical isolation is maintained with a series of plastic spacers. The 
tiles are projective and joined longitudinally to form towers. Charge deposited in the 
liquid argon is collected on the tiles which is then passed outside the cryostat to the 
electronics. 

The lead plates and tiles in the electromagnetic (EM) section are 2.00 mm thick 
and are separated by 2.75 mm liquid argon gaps. The first 16 layers (EMl) are readout 
in parallel, as are the last 40 layers (EM2). The EM1 section is roughly 6 radiation 
lengths of material and the EM2 section is 15 radiation lengths deep. The EM section 
contains 98-99% of a 50 GeV electromagnetic shower. 

The hadronic section resides directly behind electromagnetic calorimeter. For 
the hadronic sections, the 2.75mm argon gap thickness is maintained, but the lead 
plate and tile thickness is increased to 6.00mm. The hadronic calorimeter is also 
divided into a front and back section (HAD1 and HAD2). The total thickness of 
the LAC (EM + HAD) is 2.8 nuclear absorption lengths and contains SO-SO% of the 
hadronic shower energy. 
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Figure 4.9: The endcap LAC assembly. The calorimeter is attached to the endcap 
iron door structure. 

The barrel and endcap tower structure is projective. In the barrel, 192 EM towers 
span the azimuth, each with an opening angle of Sd = 33mr. The polar angle of the 
barrel is divided into 34 EM towers on each side of the midpoint. Azimuthal coverage 
in the endcap is 192 towers at large angles, falling to 96 and then 48 at angles nearer 
the beamline. The polar angle is divided into 17 EM segments in the endcap. The 
total tower count is 32448 for the barrel and 8640 for the endcaps. 

The design electromagnetic energy resolution is lo- 12%/G and is dominated 
by the presence of the aluminum dewar in front of the calorimeter and shower fluctu- 
ations. The resolution is worse than this near module gaps due to charge collection 
inefficiency. Also the resolution is poor in the endcap region, where additional ma- 
terial in front of the calorimeter from the inner detectors and associated electronics 
causes preshowering. 
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Figure 4.10: One cell from the barrel LAC. 

Data Acquisition and Trigger 

Signals are bussed out of the aluminum argon vessel and into “tophats”, which 
perform the tasks of amplification, digitization and data multiplexing. Electronics and 
data acquisition for the LAC is almost identical to that of the Luminosity Monitor. 
The data acquisition and trigger will be briefly outlined here and discussed in detail 
in Chapter V. Signals are sent from the tophats via optical fiber to custom Fastbus 
Calorimeter Data Modules (CDMs). 

The CDMs perform the trigger calculations at 120Hz. If a trigger condition 
is satisfied, the data from the CDMs is sent to the AEB and eventually written to 
tape. The processors within the CDMs perform several trigger tasks at 120 Hz in 
addition to performing baseline subtraction and application of the proper calibration 
constants. 
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Figure 4.11: A LAC barrel module. 

Luminosity Monitor 

Electromagnetic calorimetry at small angles is performed with two silicon sam- 
pling calorimeters: the Luminosity Monitor and Small Angle Tagger (LMSAT) and 
the Medium Angle Silicon Calorimeter (MASC). Th e compact size of these detectors 
make them ideal for the tight space constraints of the beamline region. In addition, 
the fine transverse segmentation which silicon allows makes it ideal for luminosity 
monitoring by means of the e+e- + e+e- process. 

The LMSAT will be discussed in detail in Chapter V. 

Warm Iron Calorimeter 

The WIC is a steel-limited streamer tube sampling calorimeter and muon tracker 
[43]. It also acts as a magnet flux return, as well as an octagonal superstructure which 
supports the remainder of the SLD. The total thickness of the WIC is 4.2 nuclear 
interaction lengths (X), comprised of 14 steel plates 5 cm thick. In addition, there 
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Figure 4.12: A LAC endcap module. 

are two iron endcaps which support the remainder of the endcap components. 
Wire planes between the steel layers are plastic streamer tubes bundled together 

to form planar chambers. The WIC tower segmentation follows that of the LAC. 
Muon tracking is also performed with the WIC. The chambers contain copper 

strips which are 1 cm wide and run the length of the chamber. These are read out 
digitally. Muon tracks are identified by matching extrapolated CDC tracks with hits 
in the WIC strips. 

4.2.4 The WISRD 

The energy of both the electron and positron beams are measured on a pulse by 
pulse basis by the Wire Imaging Synchrotron Detector (WISRD) [44]. One detector 
sits in each extraction line and is able to measure the beam energy by the profile of 
synchrotron radiation the beam emits as it is passed through an analyzing magnet. 
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This is shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13: The Wire Imaging Synchrotron Detector (WISRD) Energy Spectrome- 
ter. 

4.3 Polarimetry 
In all electroweak measurements involving a polarized electron beam, the mag- 

nitude of the polarization enters linearly into the measured quantity. Therefore, it is 
crucial to measure and monitor the magnitude of the electron beam polarization as 
accurately as possible. 

The primary electron beam polarization measurements are undertaken with the 
Compton Polarimeter [45]. This device makes use of the cross section asymmetry in 
electron-photon scattering. The Compton scattering process is shown in Figure 4.14. 
Circularly polarized photons are backscattered off of the electrons in the center of 
momentum frame. The scattered electrons are momentum analyzed by means of a 
bending magnet and then detected in both a Cerenkov detector and proportional 
tube detector. By measuring the Compton asymmetry and the photon polarization, 
the electron polarization can be extracted. 

The layout of the Compton polarimeter is shown in Figure 4.15. The electrons are 
brought into collision with the laser approximately 40 meters after the e+e- collision 
point. The laser fires at a rate of 10.9 Hz, coinciding with every eleventh SLC pulse. 
Data from every laser-beam crossing are used to measure the electron beam polariza- 
tion. A statistical error of l-2% is achieved in a three minute run. The Compton data 
is shipped to the SLD data acquisition system and written to tape asynchronously 
with the triggered data from the other subsystems. 

It should be noted that the helicity of each pulse is transmitted by means of re- 
dundant lines from the Polarized Electron Source directly to both the SLD acquisition 
system and the Compton polarimeter on a pulse-by-pulse basis. The magnitude of 
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Figure 4.14: The Compton Scattering Process. 

the electron beam polarization is measured every few minutes [46]. The beam polar- 
ization assigned to each event is a combination of the helicity from that beam crossing 
along with the polarization magnitude from the nearest polarimeter measurement in 
time. 

In addition to the primary Compton polarimeter, two other polarimeters utilize 
Moller scattering (e- e- + e-e-) to measure beam polarization. Both detectors make 
use of a foil target in an external magnetic field. The polarized beam is then incident 
upon a target of polarized electrons. The Moller asymmetry is small and more difficult 
to extract than is the Compton asymmetry. The Linac Moller polarimeter is stationed 
at the end of the linear accelerator. Beam must be diverted from the arc to the Linac 
Moller target. The Extraction Line Moller has only been used sparingly due to high 
backgrounds in the extraction line area. Also, the location of the Extraction Line 
Moller is incompatible with the normal operation of the WISRD. 
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Figure 4.15: The Compton Polarimeter. Polarized photons are scattered off the 
extracted electrons. The electrons are momentum analyzed to determine the beam 
polarization. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE SLD LUMINOSITY MONITOR 

5.1 Introduction 

The SLD is a nearly-hermetic detector, with the Liquid Argon Calorimeter pro- 
viding electromagnetic coverage for 98% of the solid angle. To complete the angular 
coverage, the small angle calorimetry was designed with the following priorities [38]: 

l provide a high precision measurement of the absolute luminosity 

l provide a measure of the luminosity difference between left- and rightehanded 
polarized beams 

l extend the electromagnetic calorimetry coverage down to small angles 

l tag electrons for two-photon physics. 

To achieve these goals, the small angle calorimeters employ silicon sampling detec- 
tors with a pseudo-projective pad readout. This chapter will discuss the design, con- 
struction, electronics and operation of the SLD Luminosity Monitor and associated 
Medium Angle Silicon Calorimeter.’ 

Two luminosity monitors have been built for the SLD. The first set of detectors 
was designed and built for a beampipe with a radius of 16mm at the interaction 
point. Due to synchrotron radiation concerns, the beamline was redesigned to have 
a 25mm radius at the interaction point. The first Luminosity Lonitor (LM$AT-16) 
was too far along in construction to be modified. Therefore a second Luminosity 
Monitor (LMSAT-25) was designed and built. The following sections will discuss the 
construction of the second Luminosity Monitor, which is currently in operation in the 
SLD [47].2 

‘Portions of this Chapter are taken from references [47], [49], and [56], documents on which I was 
coauthor. 

2For simplicity, the following sections will use the acronym LMSAT in reference to the LMSAT-25. 
The first Luminosity Monitor will continue to be referred to as LMSAT-16. 
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Figure 5.1: The SLD Luminosity Monitor (LMSAT) and Medium Angle Silicon 
Calorimeter (MASC). 

5.2 Design 

The small angle calorimetry is divided into two separate detector modules illus- 
trated in Figure 5.1. The Luminosity Monitor/Small-Angle Tagger (LMSAT) mounts 
directly on the Superconducting Final Focus triplet assembly and provides coverage 
between 28 and 68 mrad. The Medium Angle Silicon Calorimeter (MASC) mounts 
onto the R20 assembly, provides coverage from 68 to 200 mrad, and also defines 
the outer acceptance of the LMSAT. The endcap Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) 
coverage extends slightly below 200 mrad, insuring full electromagnetic coverage.3 
Readout electronics for both the LMSAT and MASC are contained in one “tophat” 
(Section 5.5) which mounts behind the Luminosity Monitor on the Final Focus triplet. 

The LMSAT detectors encircle the beam pipe on both ends of the interaction 
point.5 The inner acceptance is defined by a tungsten snout which is 10 cm long and 
extends forward from the front face of the Luminosity Monitor. The outer accep- 
tance is defined by the inner edge of the MASC. A cutaway picture of one Luminosity 
Monitor is shown in Figure 5.2. The detector and electronics fit within a region of 
45 mm along the beamline. A beam position monitor and the final quadrupole focus- 
ing magnet reside immediately behind the Luminosity Monitor electronics (looking 
out from the interaction point). 

The module structure consists of 23 layers of alternating silicon detectors and 
tungsten radiator plates. Electromagnetic showers which develop in the tungsten cre- 
ate electron/hole pairs in the fully depleted silicon detectors which are then collected 
by charge sensitive preamplifiers. The silicon samples 1.54% of the shower, based on 
the dE/dx sampling fraction for minimum ionizing particles. The total depth of the 

3The endcap LAC is occluded by the MASC out to 200 mrad. The additional LAC coverage 
below 200 mrad insures that showers beyond 200 mrad are fully contained. 

4The term “tophat” comes from the LAC eIectronics packages, which are cylindrical in shape and 
surrounded by a black anodized cooling assembly. Consequently, the packages very much resemble 
a gentleman’s topliat. 

5The beamline runs North/South at the interaction point, so the detectors are sometimes referred 
to as “North” and “South” for convenience. 
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Figure 5.2: Side view of the SLD Luminosity Monitor (LMSAT). The alternating 
silicon/tungsten structure encircles the beam pipe on both sides of the interaction 
point. Readout electronics for both the LMSAT and MASC reside directly behind 
the LMSAT. 

calorimeter is 21 X0, containing >99.5% of a 45 GeV electromagnetic shower. The 
design energy resolution is 3% at 50 GeV. 

Readout is divided longitudinally into two sections. The first six layers are 
connected in parallel and defined to be Layer 0 (EMl). The depth of EM1 is 5.5 Xc. 
Layer 1 (EM2) is the last seventeen layers connected in parallel, with a depth of 
15.6 X0. There is very little material between the first layer of tungsten and the 
interaction point (< 0.10 Xs), th ere ore little preshowering occurs. f 

The transverse segmentation may be seen in Figure 5.3. There are sixteen towers? 
in azimuth in the two rings closest to the beampipe, corresponding to 22.5” coverage 
per tower. For the four outermost rings, there are 32 towers, corresponding to an 
azimuthal coverage of 11.25” per tower. The structure of the detector towers form 
a pseudo-projective geometry. This is achieved by having four different itypes of 
detectors (Ll-L4), each type with larger pad dimensions than the previous type. The 
first six layers (counting away from the interaction point) are Ll detectors, the second 
six are L2 detectors, the third six L3 detectors and the last five layers are L4 detectors. 
Towers cover approximately 9 mrad in polar angle,? extending out to 80mrad. The 
outer acceptance is defined by the MASC to be 68mrad, so the additional silicon 
coverage out to 80mrad insures that showers are fully contained. 

The radiator plates are made of a 90% W, 10% Cu-Ni “heavy met” alloy. The 
material is non-magnetic to protect against adverse effects in the presence of the 0.6 
Tesla SLD magnetic field. The Cu-Ni binders allow for ease of machining. Pure 

6Detector cells ganged together longitudinally are referred to as “towers”. 
71n the case of the Luminosity Monitor, the polar angle, 0 is defined to be the angle to the nearest 

beamline. For the remainder of the SLD, polar angle is defined as the angle from a point to the 
positron beam axis. 
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Figure 5.3: One silicon plane of the SLD Luminosity Monitor (LMSAT) as seen from 
the interaction point. The connectors are shown attached to the daughterboards. 
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tungsten has a radiation length (X0) of 3.5mm. The addition of the binders increases 
the radiation length to 3.8mm. The plates are 3.5mm thick, with 3.5mm gaps 
between the plates. The detectors are mounted on opposing faces of the tungsten so 
that the active regions overlap in azimuth. A 2 mm gap in silicon coverage does occur 
in the vertical plane (see Figure 5.3) where the two halves of the calorimeter come 
together (for installation and removal). Electrons entering the gap still shower in the 
tungsten, which has a Moliere radius N 1 cm [48]. Therefore w 90% of the shower 
enters the active region for an electron incident upon the gap. 

The channel count for the Luminosity Monitor is 20 pads/detector x 8 detec- 
tors/layer x 2 layers (EMl, EM2) x 2 sides (N, S) = 640 channels. The MASC 
contributes 384 channels, for a total of 1024 channels for the entire subsystem. 

5.3 Silicon Detector Tests 

The silicon detectors were made by Hamamatsu Photonics. Upon receipt at the 
University of Oregon, every detector was tested for capacitance and leakage current at 
-65, -75 and -150 V DC. The results of these tests were compared to the Hamamatsu 
test results which accompanied each detector. 

The layout of an individual detector may be seen in figure 5.4. The detectors 
arrays were constructed from 300 (f10) pm high resistivity n-type silicon wafers 
with a p-type ion-implantation from the front surface to form the junction diode. 
The physical gap between adjacent pads on one silicon chip is less than 300 pm. The 
actual inactive gap is much smaller than this. 

After the silicon wafers were trimmed, Hamamatsu mounted the 20 cell :detector 
on a printed circuit daughterboard with conductive epoxy. The daughterboard pro- 
vides increased mechanical strength and the necessary electrical contact areas. The 
epoxy also provides connection to feed-through holes on the daughterboards [49]. The 
daughterboards are approximately 0.S mm thick with card-edge connections; 

Direct card-edge connectors were too bulky to use, so modified insulation dis- 
placement connectors (IDC) were chosen instead. For this, header pins weressoldered 
directly onto each detector daughterboard at the University of Oregon, 

The detectors were originally received from Hamamatsu in March, 1990. How- 
ever, all detectors had to be returned because the stainless steel bars for mounting 
each detector were found to be inadequately attached. Upon slight pressure the bars 
fell off. All detectors were shipped back to Hamamatsu to correct this problem. 

Upon return in early June, 1990, the mounting bars were deemed to be securely 
attached and testing began. Four hundred forty-four detectors were received, 368 to 
be used in the LMSAT with ~20% spares. 

Individual detector testing consisted of two visual tests and three electrical tests. 
Visually, the detectors were inspected for defects, as well as surveyed for proper 
positioning relative to the mounting bars. Electrically, the capacitance and leakage 
current of each cell was tested, as well as the continuity of the ground plane. 
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Figure 5.4: Diagram of an Ll detector (divided into 20 cells) mounted on the daugh- 
terboard. (Dimensions are in millimeters.) 
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5.3.1 Visual Test 

Upon arrival, all detectors were inspected visually and submitted to a checklist 
of ten items. This was to assure that the detectors were numbered consistently and 
were not physically damaged before or during shipment. The metal mounting bars 
were also checked to make sure they were refastened securely. 

Since the visual tests were subjective, only detectors which possessed obvious 
defects, such as chipped silicon, were failed. Detectors with subtle problems like 
slight bowing were noted for grading purposes, but not failed. 

5.3.2 Ground Plane Resistance 
The front face of the detectors is covered by a one-half to one micron thick layer 

of aluminum, which forms a common ground for all cells in the detector. At the 
time of the visual test, continuity from the ground pin to aluminum ground plane 
was tested by a hand held Fluke 8020B digital multimeter. A detector failed if the 
resistance to the ground plane was found to be greater than 1 kR. Detectors with 
ground plane resistance greater than 100 fl were graded accordingly and only used 
as spares. 

5.3.3 Visual Survey 
The Bhabha cross section falls rapidly with increasing theta (da/d0 - l/0”). It is 

therefore important to have good angular resolution. This means that the locations 
of the towers must be known to high precision. To verify that the silicon wafers 
were mounted properly on the daughterboard with respect to the mounting bar, the 
detectors were visually surveyed. 

A plate for consistently mounting the detectors was made by the University of 
Oregon machine shop. Etchings on this plate near two corners of the detectoq allowed 
for the position of the two corners of the chip to be measured relative to the mounting 
bar. The actual measurement was done with a Baush & Lomb microscope and reticle. 
It is estimated that the accuracy of this process was -5Opm. 

Detectors failed the visual survey if they were more than 150pm from the correct 
location. Only one detector failed the position survey. That detector also had a 
chipped corner and failed the visual test. 

5.3.4 Leakage Current 

Full depletion of the 300~772 high-resistivity silicon requires approximately -30 
V DC. The slight current that persists is defined as leakage current. Specifications 
for the detectors was that the leakage current could not exceed 100 nanoAmgs at full 
depletion voltage, which is -75 V DC. 
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of cell leakage currents for all detectors after headers were 
attached (see text). Bias voltage was -75 VDC. The cell areas range from 0.8 to 2 
cm2. 

A single silicon detector contains 20 electrically isolated cells. A test of one 
detector is actually a test of all 20 individual cells. As specified, Hamamatsu tested 
all detectors before shipment and included a cell-by-cell production data sheet for 
each detector. To confirm these results, the tests were repeated at the University of 
Oregon. 

The testing was controlled by a PC clone AST-286 computer. The bias voltage 
was provided by a Tennelec TC954 power supply, which was set from the PC. In order 
to test all 20 cells in a detector without operator intervention, a Keithley Instruments 
705 Scanner was used. This allowed the PC to read data from one cell at a time in a 
sequential manner. 

A 100 kR resistor was placed in series with the detector. The voltage drop across 
the resistor was measured with a Keithley 197 digital multimeter. This method was 
preferable to direct current measurement due to the small values of leakage current. 

Leakage current measurements were made for each cell at -65, -75 and -150 V 
DC bias. In addition, all detectors were retested at -75 V DC after the headers were 
soldered on them, to verify that the soldering process did not damage the silicon. 

To compare the measurements with those provided by Hamamatsu, the difference 
in temperature at the time of the two tests was taken into account. 

A detector failed the leakage current test if one cell had leakage current greater 
than 500 nanoAmps, or two cells had leakage current greater than 100 nanoAmps. 
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In addition, if the measurements taken at the University of Oregon differed from 
the Hamamatsu measurements by more than 20 nanoAmps, the detector was first 
retested to verify the results, and then deemed a failure. These requirements were very 
conservative since typical leakage currents were less than 10 nA per cell (Figure 5.5). 

The detectors were tested at Hamamatsu before shipping, once at the University 
of Oregon upon receipt and again at the University of Oregon after the headers had 
been soldered onto the daughterboards. No detectors failed the initial leakage current 
tests at the University of Oregon. There was about 2% failure rate on post-soldering 
retests. 

5.3.5 Capacitance 
The purpose of capacitance testing is to verify depletion depth and cell isolation. 

As with leakage current, capacitance of each cell was measured at -65, -75, and -150 
V DC bias, as well as -75 V after the headers were soldered. 

In addition to the equipment discussed previously, a Keithley 590 CV Analyzer 
meter was used to measure capacitance. To understand the stray capacitances intro- 
duced by the automatic switch, a manual switch was used. The additional capacitance 
was then accounted for in the software. 

A detector was considered a failure if one cell had a capacitance value greater 
than 10 pF different from the mean value for that type of cell. This constraint also 
forced the capacitance values to be consistent with the Hamamatsu pre-test values. 
With this requirement, less than 0.5% of all detectors failed on the test of capacitance. 

5.3.6 Detector Test Summary 

All 444 detectors were submitted to the battery of tests discussed above. Three 
detectors failed the initial tests: one had two cells shorted together (flagged in ca- 
pacitance test) and two failed the visual test because the silicon was chipped. Four 
detectors failed the electrical tests after soldering: one due to an anomalously large 
capacitance in a single cell and three due to large leakage current in a single cell. It 
is not known why one cell on each of these detectors was affected by the soldering 
process. In addition, 25 detectors passed the tests but were graded as spares, primar- 
ily due to slightly high current in one cell or large ground plane resistance. This left 
410 grade A detectors, 356 of which were initially installed in the LMSAT-25. The 
design of this Luminosity Monitor makes it possible to easily replace bad detectors 
during times of access (see Section 5.4), although this has not occurred often. 

5.3.7 Multiple Detector Tests 
To verify that a 7mm per layer spacing was physically achievable, a seven layer 

aluminum mock-up was built. Originally, this was used to check spacings and test 
the mounting procedure. Seven layers of aluminum were chosen so that six detector 
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layers could be mounted, making it an EM1 mock-up. In addition, leakage currents 
and capacitance of six detectors could be tested together in this arrangement. Tests 
for noise and response to an alpha source were also performed with the mock-up, to 
insure that nothing unexpected would occur when the detectors were mounted into 
the tungsten structure. 

5.4 Construction 

As seen in Figure 5.3, the tungsten radiator structure is octagonal. This is to 
allow the silicon detectors to be mounted directly to the structure. Delrin pins are 
used to fix the location of the detectors on the tungsten plate. A brass bar is then 
screwed over the pins and they are held into place by compression. 

The modules are attached to the Final Focus triplet by way of five 3/8 inch 
bolts directly into the aluminum backplate of the luminosity monitor assembly. The 
tungsten inner cylinder is attached to the backplate with a set of radial screws. The 
tungsten plates are then attached to the inner cylinder. To allow for a tight fit and 
no gaps in the radiation shielding, the two halves of the inner cylinder are keyed. 

5.4.1 Mechanical Components 

The inner cylinder is also made of a 90% W, 10% Cu-Ni “heavy met” alloy. The 
cylinder acts as both a support for the radiator plates and a radiation mask. The 
radial thickness of the cylinder is 3 mm. Northwest Industries in Albany, Oregon was 
responsible for the heavy met inner cylinder. 

Each radiator plate is secured to the cylinder by three screws radially through 
the inner cylinder. The machining of the heavy met radiator plates was done at the 
University of Oregon machine shop. The heavy met material was made by Teledyne 
Powder Allows of New Jersey. The plates were ground to the proper 3.5 mm thickness 
by Double Disk Grinding of Vancouver, Washington. 

To maintain proper spacing between tungsten layers, an additional bracket as- 
sembly was added to the outside of the plates. This also allowed for the modules to 
be placed on their backplates to take cosmic rays (Section 5.6.2) without worry of 
undue stress on the screws holding the plates into place. 

5.4.2 Module Assembly 
The four LMSAT modules were assembled at the University of Oregon in April 

of 1991. The assembly procedure is shown in Figure 5.6. A special assembly table 
was built which let the tungsten plates sit flat on the table while allowing access 
to the inner cylinder to screw-in the tungsten plates. The table also insured proper 
alignment of the plates. 
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Figure 5.6: An exploded view of one Luminosity Monitor module assembly. The 
inner cylinder rests upon the assembly table while the the backplate and 23 tungsten 
radiator plates (only one is shown here) are attached with screws extending outward 
radially through the cylinder. The bracket assembly is then attached for additional 
strength and to maintain proper spacing. The detectors are inserted between the 
radiator plates and secured into place with a brass bar which holds the delrin pins by 
compression. (The bar and pins are not shown in this picture.) 
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After the backplate and radiator plates were secured to the inner cylinder, the 
detectors were inserted with the delrin pins already in place. To keep electrical 
isolation between the tungsten and the printed circuit board (the silicon always faces 
away from the plate which it is mounted on) a layer of 100 pm thick mylar was 
placed between the plate and the circuit board. In addition, a layer of mylar was 
also placed between opposing detectors to insure that their ground planes were not 
shorted together. 

The completed modules were flown to SLAC. Upon arrival at SLAC, the ca- 
pacitance and leakage currents of the towers were again measured to insure that no 
damage occurred during transport. 

5.4.3 Installation onto Beamline 
Since the Luminosity Monitor mounts onto the Superconducting Final Focus, it 

must be installed after access to all beamline components is completed. It must be 
removed before any subsequent access as well. 

Both Luminosity Monitors were installed onto beamline for the first time in May 
of 1991, with a full complement of electronics. The detectors were then removed 
after the 1991 engineering run to allow installation of the CCD Vertex Detector. The 
detectors were reinstalled onto beamline in January of 1992 and have remained in 
place through two successful SLD physics runs in 1992 and 1993. 

Tower capacitances were measured after the 1991 and 1992 runs to verify that 
the silicon is still functioning properly. After the 1992 run, an access to the detectors 
was made to disconnect three pads which were drawing high current. In one case, it 
appeared as though the silicon was damaged due to impact (chipped) during instal- 
lation. The other two wafers showed no visible damage, although it is possible that 
they were damaged due to impact as well. Two disconnected pads were L4 detectors 
and moved to layer 23 to minimize the effect of having one less layer contributing 
to the EM2 signal. Since much less than 1% of the energy from a 50 GeV electron 
reaches 21 X0, the effect is negligible. The third disconnected pad was an Ll detector 
which was left in layer 2. 

5.5 Readout Electronics 

The electronics packages used to read out the LMSAT and MASC are mounted 
immediately behind the LMSAT on each side of the IP. The design is very similar 
to that of the SLD Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) electronics, described in Refer- 
ence [50]. (Many elements, including the custom preamplifier hybrids, are identical.) 
Each LMSAT/MASC package, k nown as a “tophat” (see Section 5.2), reads out 512 
channels. Ribbon and twisted pair cables carry the signals from the detectors to the 
preamp boards, each of which carries four eight-channel preamps. A tophat consists 
of sixteen preamp boards (16 x 32 = 512), a fiber optic receiver/transmitter board, 
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Table 5.1: Table of Acronyms and Abbreviations. 

acronym proper name 
LMSAT Luminosity Monitor Small Angle Tagger 
MASC Medium Angle Silicon Calorimeter 

LAC Liquid Argon Calorimeter 
TCM Fastbus Timing and Control Module 
CDM Fastbus Calorimeter Data Module 
AEB Aleph Event Builder 
CDU Calorimeter Data Unit 

A to D Analog to Digital Converter 

a controller board, an Analog-to-Digital converter board, a depletion voltage filter 
board, and an instrumentation board used for various monitoring functions. These 
boards all mount upon a motherboard which provides the interconnections between 
boards. The motherboard is split into an upper and lower half so it may be assembled 
around the beampipe. 

The tophats receive commands from, and send data out to, custom Fastbus mod- 
ules. A block diagram of tophat functionality is shown in Figure 5.7. The scheme 
is as follows: Signals from a Fastbus Timing and Control Module (TCM) are trans- 
mitted on optical fibers using a three-wire protocol; these signals are received and 
converted to TTL on the fiber optic board, and then used to generate the appropriate 
strobes and logic levels by the controller board. Output from the preamps is sampled 
immediately before and after the beam crossing in gates of width 3.75 to provide a 
baseline and signal. 

Amplified outputs from the preamps are passed on to the 16 channel Calorimeter 
Data Unit (CDU) which p er orms a sample-and-hold function. Signals are split into f 
two paths in the CDU, one path with unity gain (beyond the gain of the preamp) 
and the other with a factor of 8 gain. Each CDU services two preamps. The high and 
low gain signals are multiplexed and passed on to the Analog-to-Digital conversion 
board. 

The signal is digitized and transmitted to the Fastbus Calorimeter Data Module 
(CDM) in a serial stream via optical fiber. The use of optical fibers results in lower 
noise and greater immunity from ground loops. Each signal is carried on a redundant 
pair of optical fibers. 

In order to minimize heat dissipation, the power to the preamps is pulsed at the 
SLC repetition rate of 120 Hz: the power cycles on 1 ms prior to the beam crossing, 
to allow time for settling, and then turns off approximately 100 /JS after the beam 
crossing, resulting in a duty cycle of 13%. The tophat is surrounded by an aluminum 
housing with a water cooling loop for temperature stability. 
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CAEN 200V Supply 

Figure 5.7: Block diagram of the LMSATIMASC electronics. 

The Vertex Detector cables and electronics are in close proximity to the LMSAT. 
The presence of the 10 V high frequency drive signals which readout the CCDs could 
cause pickup in the Luminosity Monitor readout. To avoid this, the Vertex Detector 
drive pulses are gated off for a few hundred microseconds around each SLC beam 
crossing [39]. 

The voltages used to deplete the silicon are supplied by special 2OOV, 200 PA 
CAEN supplies which are controlled by the online Vax 8800. They are typically run 
at -75 V. Each CAEN channel services one LMSAT preamp board (32 channels). 
Currents on the order of a few microAmps per CAEN channel in the absence of shorted 
detector towers is seen. The voltages are passed through a filter box containing 
RC elements to remove any residual AC components. Multiconductor cables bring 
the voltages from the sources to the filter board on the tophat; the voltages then 
go through the motherboards to the preamp boards, where for each tower a 1 Ma 
current-limiting resistor lies between the voltage source and the silicon. 

A special circuit (shown in Figure 5.8) was added ahead of the preamp for each 
channel which enables us to measure the voltage drop across the 1 MS2 resistor due to 
leakage current out of the silicon. The strobe used to pulse this circuit is activated by 
toggling a single bit on the controller. Thus the leakage current for every tower can 
in principle be measured online, although currents below a few hundred nanoamps 
cannot be measured reliably. 

The electronics is calibrated using circuitry built into the preamps. A precision 
DAC on the controller board generates a voltage in the range 0-5V which charges 
laser-trimmed 8.4 pF capacitors (one per channel) in the preamp hybrid. The resulting 
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Figure 5.8: The leakage current measurement circuit. 

charge is injected into the amplifier section of the hybrid, which is read out in the 
normal way. The CDM calculates and stores the constants obtained from a 16- 
point linear fit to the calibration data for each channel. Data taken during normal 
running are corrected using these constants to produce a “calibrated ADC” value for 
each channel, with 390 counts per pC of deposited charge. The CDM also applies a 
threshold cut before passing its data on to the Aleph Event Builder (AEB) [51]. In 
normal running mode, the CDM also performs the baseline subtraction function, so 
data passed to the AEB has been corrected for gain and pedestal. 

5.5.1 Trigger 

Readout of the LMSAT/MASC is closely coupled to readout of the SLD LAC. 
Both systems share a single TCM and AEB. (This particular AEB is dedicated to 
the calorimeter subsystems and hence is known as the KAL AEB. Other subsystems, 
e.g. CRID, h ave separate AEBs.) Since each CDM handles two tophats, the LM- 
SAT/MASC q re uires only a single CDM, compared to 32 CDMs for the LAC. The 
TCM and CDM functions have been described above. The KAL AEB buffers data 
from all the CDMs and passes its data on to the Trigger AEB, which receives data 
from all the subsystem AEBs and distributes the trigger on the Fastbus backplane 

WI* 
The slow (120 Hz) repetition rate of the SLC allows the CDM to acquire data and 

calculate the trigger quantities on every beam crossing. This information is buffered 
up to the online Vax every few minutes, allowing for monitoring of trigger rates and 
associated trigger quantities. Energy sums performed in the CDM at 120 Hz are also 
passed back to the SLC in the form of an oscilloscope signal which allows the operators 
to see a real time noise signal and tune the accelerator to reduce backgrounds [53]. 

The typical Bhabha trigger (see Section 6.4.1) for the LMSAT requires a total 
energy above some threshold (9.4-12.5 GeV) in both the North and South, with 
towers having less than 1.25 GeVsuppressed. To minimize detector deadtime, only the 
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calorimetry systems (KAL AEB) are read out for Bhabha triggers. It takes roughly 12 
SLC beam crossings to read out the calorimetry systems. When the entire detector 
(tracking systems included) are read out the SLD is dead for approximately 25-35 
SLC beam crossings, depending on event size [54]. In normal running conditions, the 
Bhabha trigger dead time is roughly 6%, while triggers reading out the entire detector 
have dead times of approximately lo-15%. 0 ver the entire span of the 1992 data run, 
the Bhabha trigger rate was roughly 0.25 Hz, with approximately 4% of the triggers 
caused by physics events. 

Beam backgrounds tend to give low-energy hits in many towers, which motivated 
the 1.25 GeV threshold. Since higher backgrounds may be unavoidable in future SLC 
running (due to higher currents and stronger focusing of the beam near the IP), more 
sophisticated trigger algorithms may be necessary to minimize deadtime. The SLD 
trigger hardware was designed with these possibilities in mind, and can accommodate 
a wide variety of specifications. Current plans are to implement an improved trigger 
algorithm for the 1994 run [55]. 

5.6 Operation 

The first Luminosity Monitor (LMSAT-16) was put in a test beam at Brookhaven 
in the Spring of 1990. Before installation into the SLD, cosmic ray data was taken 
with the LMSAT-25. Since the Spring of 1991, the detectors have been operating as 
a part of the SLD detector collecting colliding beam data. 

5.6.1 BNL Beam Test 

One LMSAT-16 module was tested at the A2 test beam at the Brookhaven Na- 
tional Laboratory Alternating Gradient Synchrotron [56]. The A2 test beam delivers 
hadrons with a few percent electrons at 2 GeV/c, falling to less than one percent at 
7 GeV/c. 

The trigger was implemented in a simple fashion. It is illustrated in Figure 5.9. 
One 3 x 2 in2 plastic scintillator, Sl, was positioned about 3 meters upstream of the 
detector, and a second 2 x 1.5 in2 scintillator, S2, was positioned immediately in 
front of the detector. A 7 foot gas Cerenkov counter, located 7 meters upstream of 
the detector, was operated with air at ambient temperature and pressure, to select 
electrons and reject hadrons. 

The signals were amplified with electronics developed by SLD for earlier liquid ar- 
gon calorimetry prototype tests. The final preamps, cables, and readout system were 
not available for the beam test. The system used for the beam test was much more 
susceptible to crosstalk and electronic noise than that used in the SLD experiment. 

Event readout was performed on an IBM PC/AT which was used to drive stan- 
dard LeCroy Research Corporation FASTBUS data acquisition modules via CAMAC. 
The CAMAC system was interfaced to the host PC/AT by means of a DSP PC004 
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Figure 5.9: Logic diagram for beam test data acquisition. 
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interface card and a DSP 6001 crate controller. Analog signals from the calorimeter 
were digitized by a LeCroy 1885F charge sensing FASTBUS ADC, used in conjunction 
with an 1810 calibration and timing (CAT) module and an 1821 segment manager 
and interface module (SM/I). The 1821 is interfaced to the CAMAC crate by means 
of an 2891A FASTBUS/CAMAC interface module. The fastbus modules operated in 
a Dr. B. Struck FASTBUS mini-crate. 

The ADC gate was formed by delaying the trigger coincidence by 1700 ns and 
sampling a 120 ns gate at the pulse peak (see Figure 5.9.) The gate width was selected 
to be much shorter than the pulse duration in order to bring the integrated charge 
down within the range of the ADC. Offline pulser tests showed that this practice did 
not adversely affect the linearity of the measured charge. 

The ADC gate was brought to the NIM ADC GATE input on the front panel 
of the 1810 CAT moduIe and distributed to the ADC via the crate backplane. The 
autoranging feature of the ADC was disabled and the ADC’s high range was used 
exclusively. In high range the ADC has a sensitivity of 0.4 picocoulombs/count and 
a full scale of 1350 picocoulombs. 

Data were taken for beam momenta of 2.0, 4.0, 5.42, and 7.0 GeV/c for several 
placements of the calorimeter relative to the beam. The muon threshold for the 
cerenkov counter was 4.5 GeV/c and the pion threshold was 5.9 GeV/c. Data were 
taken both with and without the cerenkov coincidence. 

The 7.0 GeV/c d a a with cerenkov trigger provides channel to channel muon t 
calibration. The data was collected for muons incident upon a fraction of the total 
cross section of the calorimeter. This data was used to determine the gains for 13 
towers in EM1 and 16 towers in EM2. Events in which the muon was contained in 1 
EM1 tower and 2 EM2 towers were used to obtain the gains. Events in the Landau 
tail of the energy deposition were not included in the gain determination. Although 
the tail events were not used in the gain determination, they are plotted in figure 5.10. 

Figure 5.11 presents the energy distributions for 2, 4, and 5.42 GeV/c electrons 
based on these muon calibrations. The fitted Gaussian curves to these distributions 
yield energy resolutions of a,y/E = 0.174 f 0.004,0.116 f 0.003, and 0.102 f 0.003 at 
2, 4, and 5.42 GeV/c, respectively. The electron energy distribution, being calibrated 
by the muons, indicated the e/p response of the system to be 0.75 f 0.01, 0.78 f 0.01, 
and 0.77 f 0.01 at 2, 4, and 5.42 GeV/c. 

The test beam data was also used to show the EGS Monte Carlo accurately 
reproduces the features of electromagnetic showers in thin silicon. This is important 
in understanding the position resolution of the calorimeter, which is an important 
aspect of the luminosity determination. From this data and EGS studies at higher 
energy, the position resolution at 46 GeV is 300 pm. 
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Figure 5.10: Test beam response to 7 GeV muons. Events in the tail were not used 
in the gain determination. 
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Figure 5.11: Response to 2, 4 and 5.42 GeV/ c electrons based on the minimum 
ionizing energy scale. 
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5.6.2 Cosmic Ray Test 

One LMSAT detector was placed on its back to accumulate cosmic ray data.’ 
This was done prior to installation onto beamline at SLAC, in order to test the 
detector and exercise the electronics with the SLD data acquisition system. 

To trigger on cosmic rays, scintillator paddles slightly larger than the surface of 
the LMSAT were placed above and below the detector. The trigger was simply an 
AND of hits in the two scintillators. To increase the event rate, the TCM timing 
was modified so that the active portion of the power-on cycle was increased from the 
nominal 100 ps to 500 ps. 

Figure 5.12 shows the raw ADC spectrum for accepted cosmic events. The ex- 
pected ADC values for minimum ionizing particles may be calculated based on knowl- 
edge of the electronics gain and digitization factors. The expected values are 12 ADC 
counts for EM1 and 34 ADC counts for EM2, for a total of 46 ADC counts. Al- 
though the cosmic ray statistics are low, the mean ADC values are consistent with 
expectation [57]. 

5.6.3 Colliding Beams 
The first small angle Bhabha event was recorded in the LMSAT on July 6, 1991. 

Roughly 1000 events were recorded throughout the 1991 engineering run [47]. In 
1992, over 25000 events were recorded [58]. The detailed analysis of the 1992 data 
is discussed in Chapter VI. The experimental systematic error on the luminosity 
measurement is found to be less than 0.9%. The 1993 run saw a factor of five increase 
in statistics over the 1992 run. 

Radiation damage is not expected to be an issue in the low repetition, low lumi- 
nosity e+e- environment of the SLC for two reasons. First, the beamline radiation 
produced by the SLC is primarily low energy (- 1 MeV) electrons and photons, which 
are very inefficient for displacing silicon atoms [59]. Secondly, it has been shown that 
silicon radiation damage is highly dependent upon the period of time the dose is re- 
ceived [60]. Th e 1 ow repetition rate of the SLC (coupled with running a fraction of 
the year) and the type of beamline radiation involved led to the conclusion that the 
radiation damage will not be an issue [38]. 

The radiation dose is monitored by inserting thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) 
at various locations around the detectors and electronics. These TLDs are removed 
and the integrated dose is measured. Space constraints render it impossible to place 
and retrieve TLDs from the front face of the detector without removing the LMSAT 
completely. Since this was done after the 1991 run, rough estimates of the maximum 
integrated dose on any of the silicon can be made for later runs based upon the doses 
measured in other accessible locations. In 1991, the silicon pads in the first layer 
nearest the beamline received a dose of order 2 kiloRads. This is the maximum dose 

8The orientation for cosmics was such that the silicon detector planes were parallel to the ground. 
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Figure 5.12: ADC distributions for cosmic ray events in the Luminosity Monitor. 
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any of the detectors received. In 1992, the same region received roughly 3 kiloRads. 
The radiation dose in the electronics region was roughly a factor of 20 to 30 less than 
this. 

In addition, 1 cm2 diode detectors with an Q source implanted on the ground 
plane are placed inside the detector region. The o particles produced in nuclear decays 
range out in the first 25pna of silicon. Therefore, the alpha signal is an excellent way 
to monitor depletion depth. While it is possible to read out the diode detectors in 
situ, they are removed and returned to the University of Oregon after each run for 
complete analysis. To date, no degradation of depletion depth has been seen. 

5.7 Summary 

The SLD Luminosity Monitor has been operating successfully at the SLC 2’ 
factory since turn-on. Extensive testing and preparation made it possible to acquire 
data originally through beam test and cosmic ray running, and eventually in the 
collider environment. All design goals have been met or exceeded. The following 
chapter will present an analysis of the luminosity measurement performed with the 
SLD Silicon/Tungsten Luminosity Monitor. In addition, electronics have been very 
reliable, with no major failures in three years of operation. This detector should be 
able to perform very well throughout the lifespan of the SLD experiment. 
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CHAPTER VI 

MEASUREMENT OF LUMINOSITY 

The luminosity at e+e- machines is determined by measuring the rate of Bhabha 
scattering, e+e- --t e+e-, at small angles. Since this process is dominated by t- 
channel photon exchange, the cross section can be calculated to great precision. To 
achieve the lowest systematic errors possible, experiments rely primarily on small 
angle calorimeters to measure the Bhabha events. By simply counting the number of 
events within a well-defined region and knowing the accepted cross section for that 
region, the luminosity can then be calculated. 

This chapter will describe the measurement of the luminosity for the 1992 SLD 
data run. This analysis relies on the Luminosity Monitor/Small Angle Tagger (LM- 
SAT), which is a finely segmented silicon/tungsten calorimeter and described in Chap- 
ter V. The preliminary luminosity measurement for the 1993 run will also be presented 
here. The analysis of the 1993 data is nearly identical to the analysis detailed in this 
chapter [61]. 

6.1 Overview 
The dominance of the QED interaction in Bhabha scattering at small angles al- 

lows for the cross section to be calculated to a high degree of precision even near the 2’ 
resonance. The process of calculating the luminosity involves triggering, identifying 
and classifying e+e- t e+e- events with a high efficiency and small contamination 
from background sources. By counting the number of Bhabha events incident on a 
well defined region of the detector and calculating the cross section for the Bhabha 
process in that region, the luminosity may be extracted. 

The high energy electrons deposit virtually all of their energy in a very localized 
region of the detector. The trigger and event selection algorithms utilize this property 
to identify Bhabhas with a very high efficiency. 
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6.2 Measured Quantities 

An electron or positron incident on a luminosity monitor will create an electro- 
magnetic shower in the tungsten radiator. Since the calorimeter will fully contain the 
shower, the amount of charge collected in the silicon is directly proportional to the 
incident energy. The relative amount of charge collected in towers near one another 
may be used to calculate an effective position of the incident particle. 

For each event that is a potential Bhabha candidate, a cluster is found in each 
layer (EMl, EM2) of both sides. First, the most energetic tower is found and con- 
sidered the cluster initiator. The main tower and all adjacent towers are included in 
the cluster. 

The cluster energy is simply the sum of the energy deposited in all towers of the 
cluster. The cluster position is calculated as an effective polar angle and azimuthal 
angle. Both of these quantities are calculated using an energy-weighted-mean. The 
narrowness of the electromagnetic showers is known to give too much weight to the 
most energetic tower of the cluster [62]. While it is possible to correct for this effect, 
the correction is unnecessary as long as all pertinent cuts are placed along tower 
boundaries. The correction will not move any positions across tower boundaries. 
Therefore, the energy-weighted-mean is sufficient for calculating an effective shower 
position so long as the cuts are placed at the boundaries of adjacent towers. A second 
motivation for placing cuts at tower boundaries arises from the fact that the boundary 
is where the optimal position resolution may be found. 

The clusters from layer EM1 and layer EM2 are then combined if they are cor- 
related (see below). The shower position is then the energy-weighted-mean of the 
clusters of the two layers. Cluster position quantities in this chapter are all calcu- 
lated using an energy-weighted-mean and are effective positions. 

6.3 Method of Measuring Luminosity 
To reduce the sensitivity of the luminosity measurement to calorimeter alignment 

and interaction point location, we make use of the gross-precise method [63]. The 
gross-precise method uses the two luminosity monitors as single arm spectrometers. 
Although Bhabha events are identified by using information from both detectors, the 
events themselves are counted based on the location of each of the two showers in the 
respective detector. In each detector, a tight fiducial region and loose fiducial region 
are defined. For the SLD LMSAT, the tight fiducial region is defined as the second 
through fourth rings of towers (counting away from the beam line, see Figure 5.3). 
The loose fiducial region is the entire LMSAT. 

Events in which both the electron and positron showers are within the tight 
fiducial region are labeled as “precise” Bhabhas and counted with weight 1. Events 
in which one of the two showers is inside the tight fiducial region and the other 
shower is inside the loose fiducial region (but not the tight region) are labeled as 
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“gross” events and given weight l/2. An effective number of events can then be 
calculated: 

wff = nprecise 
ngross 

$2. (64 

The gross-precise method is advantageous because the effects of misalignment 
cancel to first order. Events near the inner edge of the tight fiducial region are 
allowed a “fuzzy” region of acceptance on the other side. If only the “precise” events 
are counted, then any misalignment causes a net loss of events. (The loss is roughly 
3% per mm.) However, using gross-precise, one gains very nearly as many events as 
are lost. 

For the gross-precise method to be valid, the transverse displacements must 
remain small compared to the distance of the inner acceptance to the beam line. 
In the case of the LMSAT, the inner acceptance is - 35mm from the beam line. 
Therefore, the gross-precise method is valid for transverse displacements of N 2 mm 
or less. Displacements along the bea,m axis enter the acceptance in higher order. 

In the Born limit with perfect alignment of the calorimeters and the beam, as 
well as perfect angular resolution, ?lgross = 0. With perfect alignment, radiation and 
the intrinsic resolution of the LMSAT yields nprehse - 8ngross. A misalignment of 
order 1 mm reduces that ratio to about 4. 

The effective cross section (a,.f) is calculated by Monte Carlo simulation of the 
Bhabha process and simulation of the electromagnetic shower in the detector. The 
knowledge of ce.f and the measurement of n,ff may then be used to calculate the 
integrated luminosity: 

J 
Ldt = w. 

Oeff 
(6.2) 

6.4 Event Selection 
The Bhabha event selection makes use of the narrowness of electromagnetic show- 

ers, as well as the fact that the two-body final state will be collinear. Although physics 
processes such as two-photon and 2’ decays are potential contaminants, the dom- 
inant source of background comes from synchrotron radiation and off-energy beam 
particles produced by the SLC. 

The selection criteria listed below are designed to be very efficient in finding 
Bhabhas while rejecting background. The typical background profile produced by 
the SLC falls rapidly with increasing theta. Background events tend to be mostly 
inner-ring events, where neither shower enters into the tight fiducial region. 

6.4.1 Trigger 
The Bhabha trigger energy sum is formed separately for the North and South 

detectors. Only towers containing more than 1.25 GeV (electromagnetic energy scale 
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Figure 6.1: Trigger energy, unpolarized running, for selected Bhabha events. The 
points are data and the dashed line is Monte Carlo. The energy scale used by the 
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used throughout) contribute to the sum. Both the North and South energy sum must 
be above the trigger threshold energy. 

Two different versions of the Bhabha trigger were used during the 1992 run. 
For unpolarized running, the energy sums were formed over all LMSAT towers. The 
trigger threshold energy was 9.4 GeV per side. This trigger was tightened for polarized 
running, so that the energy sums were formed over EM2 towers only. In addition, the 
threshold energy was raised to 12.5 GeV per side. The polarized trigger caused a slight 
reduction in efficiency while greatly reducing background, which is predominantly 
deposited in EM1 towers. 

The trigger efficiency is estimated with the Monte Carlo simulation. (The sim- 
ulation will be described in greater detail in Section 6.5.3). Any additional events 
which pass the event selection cuts while failing the trigger simulation indicate a trig- 
ger inefficiency. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 shows the trigger energy plots for both North 
and South for both data and Monte Carlo. For unpolarized running, the trigger 
was greater than 99.9% efficient. For polarized running the efficiency dropped to 
99.6%. The f al ure of one path on the A to D board serving the South LMSAT (see ‘1 
Section 6.5.2) led to an additional 0.2% inefficiency. 

Although it is possible to fit the trigger energy using data only to estimate the 
area under the curve falling below trigger threshold, this is not a reliable way to 
estimate the trigger efficiency. The energy cut imposed on the clusters (Section 6.4.2) 
artificially cuts out the low end of the trigger energy spectrum. Any fit of the data 
to a Gaussian or sum of two Gaussians will overestimate the trigger efficiency. 

6.4.2 Selection 

The event selection cuts are very loose, as the Bhabha events are very well 
separated from the background. Event selection criteria make use of the localized 
energy deposition of a single 46 GeV electron shower, as well as collinearity of the 
Bhabha events. These qualities are demonstrated in the typical Bhabha event shown 
in Figure 6.3. 

Only events which pass the Bhabha trigger (Section 6.4.1) are submitted for 
further filtering. Calling the trigger filter stage 1, filter stage 2 is a fast pre-filter 
which is based on the online Bhabha filter algorithm that samples the data as it 
is being written to tape. While the online filter is set to find Bhabhas, the offline 
version is only used to cut out obvious background events. Any event which has a 
potential cluster well above the average energy per tower is passed on for full filtering. 
When the data is run without the stage 2 pre-filter, no additional events are tagged 
as Bhabhas. The stage 2 filter only serves to cut down processing time. 

Events passing the stage 2 filter are sent to the clustering algorithm. Unlike the 
calorimetry reconstruction, Bhabha-finding clusters are of fixed size, which is a 3x3 
array of towers surrounding the largest hit tower. Monte Carlo studies with EGS and 
GEANT show that 90% of the Bhabha energy on average is contained within a 3x3 
cluster. Clusters which are wider than three bins in azimuth cover too much of the 
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Figure 6.3: A typical Bhabha event from the 1992 run. Each entry in the energy 
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solid angle and tend to add more background than signal to the cluster. For example, 
a cluster which was 5 bins wide in phi would cover 56.25 degrees in azimuth. Larger 
clusters also lead to uneven cluster sizes and increase the cluster energy spread. 

One cluster is found in each layer (EM1 and EM2) of each side (N and S). EM1 
clusters below 1.25 GeV and EM2 clusters below 2.50 GeV are rejected and not 
included in the subsequent cuts. This does not mean, however, the event is not a 
Bhabha. This cluster energy threshold is to insure that random noise clusters are not 
included in any calculation of the shower position. 

The cuts are then made on the cluster quantities and are as follows: 

EN > 20 GeV and Es > 20 GeV (6.3) 

EN < 125 GeV and Es < 125 GeV (64 

where EN,S = EEMIC~US(N,S) + EEMS~I~~(N,S), and 

177 - s$q < 0.5rad (6.5) 
where &$ = c$N - 4s. Cluster position (4and 0) is calculated by energy weighted 
mean. If the EM1 cluster and EM2 cluster are separated by more than 67.5 degrees 
in azimuth, the position of the shower is taken to be the centroid of the EM2 cluster. 

The “low” energy cut (equation 6.3) rejects background triggers which have 
diffuse energy deposition. The “high” energy cut (equation 6.4) was implemented 
to protect against very poor beam conditions, where saturation effects can cause false 
clusters to be made. LMSAT towers saturate at around 60 GeV. The azimuthal cut 
(equation 6.5) makes use of the fact that the Bhabhas are collinear. There is no 
specific cut on polar angle, that variable is used for classification of event type. 

The “cut” (“classification” is more accurate) which strongly rejects background is 
the gross/precise requirement. In other words, events in which the centroids of BOTH 
N AND S clusters are on the inner ring are rejected because neither cluster is located 
inside the tight fiducial region. This is exactly where the dominant background lies. 
Backgrounds in the LMSAT are mainly caused by electromagnetic radiation along 
the beam line. The background profile is continuous and falls steeply with radius 
(-l/r - l/r”) from the beam line. The localized energy distribution of Bhabha events 
is very well separated from this continuous background distribution except in the ring 
of towers nearest the beam line. Therefore, accepting events where at least one of the 
clusters is located outside the inner ring rejects the background very efficiently. While 
the gross/precise method yields by far the lowest systematic error, approximately half 
of the Bhabhas into the luminosity monitor are in the inner ring. These inner ring 
events are useful for measuring the left-right luminosity asymmetry, as well as short 
term luminosity monitoring, (e.g. 24 hour Bhabha and 2’ totals) where the statistical 
error dominates. Event selection of inner ring Bhabhas and the potential benefit has 
been investigated and was implemented for the 1993 run [64]. 
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Table 6.1: Run blocks for luminosity measurement. 

n block no. 11 runs 1 dates (annrox’ n 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

L 

10356-10402 23-Mar - 24-Mar multiple event problem 
10437-10746 25-Mar - 6-Apr same as block 4 
11157-11366 l-May - 11-May begin of polarization 
11367-11555 11-May - 19-May correct notrig channels v 
11556-11825 19-May - 6-Jun db 12s dead- 
11978-12089 6-Jun - 12-Jun SLC timing off, IP=(0.,0.,5.3cm) 
12093-12430 12-Jun - 2%Jun same as block 9 
12431-12455 28-Jun - 29-Jun LMSAT CPUs truncate 
12456-13962 29-Jun - 17-Aua same as block 9 

6.5 1992 Luminosity 
Since changes in the trigger and hardware lead to a different effective cross sec- 

tion for the gross-precise acceptance, it is useful to break the run into blocks. The 
beginning of a new block is determined by a change in running conditions (e.g. the 
begin of polarization) or a change in the LMSAT hardware (e.g. dead towers). 

The 1992 is broken into thirteen separate blocks. Table 6.1 shows the run num- 
bers which span the blocks. The blocks continue through in chronological order, 
therefore some conditions are repeated in more than one block. The blocks will be 
discussed below. 

6.5.1 Unpolarized Run Blocks 
The break-up of the unpolarized running into blocks was primarily due to shifting 

some noisy channels in and out of the trigger and acquisition system. The noise was 
caused by an oscillation in the daughterboard temperature monitoring circuitry and 
was corrected for polarized running. These differences lead to minor changes in the 
accepted cross section. Some of the blocks are rather small and 80% of the unpolarized 
logged luminosity falls in blocks 4 and 6. 

The luminosity cannot be calculated directly for block 5 because the data ac- 
quisition system was putting single events on tape multiple times. Runs 10022 and 
10048-10080 cannot be used because the Bhabha trigger was not active for those runs. 

For the measurement of the total luminosity logged in 1992, the hadronic 2’ 
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count and effective hadronic cross section will be used to estimate the luminosity 
logged in runs in which the LMSAT data cannot be used. 

6.5.2 Polarized Run Blocks 
The dominant problem of the polarized run was the failure of the A to D path 

serving preamp board 12 in the South. This rendered roughly 10% of the South 
LMSAT dead. This condition covers blocks 9-13, which contain approximately 92% 
of the polarized data. 

Block 10 contains the runs during which the SLC timing caused the interaction 
point to be off 5.3 cm in z. During this period, the electron bunch was being acceler- 
ated one RF cycle sooner than it is during proper running conditions. The electrons 
therefore arrived at the interaction point sooner than the positrons did. The effect 
was a shift of the interaction point along the beam axis. 

Block 12 can not be used in the luminosity analysis because the data was trun- 
cated in the 4 CDM CPUs which acquire the LMSAT data. The origin of this problem 
is unknown, and did not reappear. In addition, runs 11306-11335 can not be used 
in the luminosity analysis because the Bhabha trigger was not active for those runs. 
Run 13285 in block 13 also can not be used due to acquisition problems. 

6.5.3 Cross Section Calculation 
The Bhabha cross sections are calculated from Monte Carlo generation and sim- 

ulation of the physics and the detector. Two Monte Carlo generators are used, one 
written by Jadach and Ward, BHLUMI [65], and another written by Berends, Kleiss, 
and Hollik, BABAMC [66]. The BABAMC program includes single initial and final 
state Bremsstrahlung, while the BHLUMI program uses the exponentiation of the 
YFS calculation to include higher order effects. 

Simulation of the LMSAT is done with GEANT [67]. The fast shower simulation 
GFLASH [68] accurately reproduces the data and is used here. Previous studies have 
been done with EGS3 [69] an accurately simulate the data. d 

The conditions of each block were put into the Monte Carlo to determine an 
effective cross section for that block. Blocks l-4, 6-11 and 13 can all be simulated 
with the same Monte Carlo data set, by appropriate zeroing out of dead towers and 
turning off the appropriate towers in the trigger simulation. Block 10 (SLC timing) 
uses the same generated four-vectors, but must be resimulated with the appropriate 
interaction point location. Blocks 5 and 12 can not be simulated. 

The data is uncorrected before being passed through the cuts. Therefore, all 
known effects are put into the simulation so that simulated data matches the uncor- 
rected real data. The simulated data may then be passed through the same set of 
cuts that are imposed upon the real data. The two most dominant effects are due to 
local hardening and the blocking capacitors. 
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Table 6.2: Effective cross sections by run block. 

block number runs Oeff bb) q;(yc$ 
1 5023-10141 66.44 100% 

tl 2 1 10142-10179 ] 66.20 1 99.6 
II 

I I I 
3 I 10180-10221 I 66.00 I 99.3 
4 10222-10355 66.19 99.6 
5 10356-10402 - 
6 10437-10746 66.10 99.6 

” I I I 

II 7 ] 11157-11366 ] 63.65 ] 95.8 
i-t 8 ’ 1 11367-11555 1 66.16 1 99.6 n I I I 

9 I 11556-11825 I 60.98 I 91.8 

The local hardening effect comes from the fact that low-Z materials within the 
calorimeter will suppress the soft component of the electromagnetic shower. The 
location of the low-Z material relative to the active region will affect the response 
differently [70]. In the LMSAT, alternate octants of silicon are mounted such that 
the active areas overlap in phi. To achieve this, the detectors are oriented so that the 
GlO board on which the silicon is mounted alternately facing toward and away from 
the interaction point. The response for octants facing toward the IP is about 6% less 
than it is for those facing away. 

The daughterboards have blocking capacitors which protect the preamp inputs 
from the detector bias voltage [47]. T wo blocking capacitors are in series, each with 
a capacitance of 56 pF. There is an effective charge division between the preamp and 
the detector itself, based on the capacitance of the tower. LMSAT towers range in 
capacitance from 270 pF to 1.45 nF. This leads to a charge correction ranging from 
0.9% to 4.9%. Since nearby towers have similar capacitance, the effect of correcting 
the data shows up only slightly in the resolution, and much more strongly in the 
energy scale. Upon correcting the data, the relative resolution improves by 2%, while 
the mean energy increases by 3.5%. 

Table 6.2 shows the effective gross-precise cross section for each run block. Errors 
on these cross sections will be discussed in Section 6.6. 

6.5.4 Accounting 
Table 6.3 shows the number of gross and precise events, for each run block. 
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Table 6.3: 1992 luminosit 

11 561 2654 2934.5 1316 48.12 f 0.87 
12 187 6.88f0.50 

13L 3256 14823 16451 7306 269.78 f 2.05 
13N 16 0.59f0.15 

polarized total 4680 20560 
1992 total 5142 22544 
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Table 6.4: 1992 Luminosity. First error is statistical, second is systematic. 

1992 Luminosity 

measured (nb-l) estimated (nb-‘) total (nb-l) 
unpolarized 33.49 f 0.69 f 0.34 2.02 f 0.27 35.51 f 0.68 f 0.36 

polarized 376.10 f 2.42 f 3.80 9.27 f 0.58 385.37 f 2.47 f 3.89 
total 409.59 f 2.52 f 4.14 11.29 f 0.53 420.86 f 2.56 f 4.23 

Applying equation 6.1, the effective number of events is found. From equation 6.2, 
the luminosity for that run block is then calculated. The statistical error on the 
luminosity can also be calculated from equations 6.1 and 6.2, 

The errors on the luminosity in Table 6.3 are statistical only. 
The number of hadronic Z’s are also listed by block and are broken into whether 

or not the luminosity can be measured directly for that block. The 2’ count used 
here is the “official” calorimeter-based selection used for the ALR analysis [71]. The 
far right column of Table 6.3 includes luminosity estimates based on the number of 
Z’s found for runs in which the luminosity cannot be measured directly. These sub- 
blocks are labeled “N” for “no LUM data.” The portions of those blocks for which 
the luminosity is measured directly are labeled “L” for “using LUM data.” The 
errors on the numbers in the “N” sub-blocks are dominated by the statistical error 
on the number of found 2’s. From all runs where luminosity and 2’ information are 
available (excluding block lo), an effective 2’ cross section is calculated to be 27.17 
nb [72]. This number is then used to estimate the luminosity for periods where small 
angle Bhabha data is not available. 

The final results are shown in Table 6.4, and are broken down by polarized and 
unpolarized running. As can be seen from the table, the portion of the 1992 luminosity 
which has to be estimated is very small. The total luminosity logged by SLD in 1992 
is 420.88 rt 4.94 nb-l. Systematic errors will be discussed in detail in Section 6.6. 

6.5.5 Left-Right Luminosity Asymmetry 
For polarized running the number of polarized Bhabhas were counted for each 

beam helicity. Including gross and precise events, there were 12395 Bhabhas created 
with a left-handed beam and 12353 Bhabh as created with a right-handed beam. This 
gives the following left-right luminosity asymmetry: 

Ar;(LUM) = (1.7 f 6.4) x 10-3, (6.6) 
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where the error is purely statistical. As in the measurement of ALR, the random 
flipping of beam helicity states causes all detector and background related systematics 
to cancel. The expected asymmetry for small angle Bhabhas is N 3 x 10m4P,. It should 
be noted that the number of both left- and right-handed Bhabhas are slightly less in 
this report than the numbers quoted in the SLD ALR paper [l]. In that document, 
the number of Bhabhas created with a left-handed beam was 12832 and the number 
of Bhabhas created with a right-handed beam was 12783. The luminosity asymmetry 
was A~,P(LUM) = (1.9k6.2) x 10m3. The N 3% reduction in events is due exclusively 
to the tighter energy cut imposed here. 

6.6 Systematic Errors in the Luminosity Measurement 
The systematic effects can most conveniently be broken into seven categories: 

contamination, energy cuts, beam parameters, Monte Carlo generation, accuracy of 
simulation, phi cut and theta cut. As will be seen, there is some overlap between 
the categories. The sources listed above will be tackled in succession in the following 
sections. Table 6.5 will show the systematic error contributions by type. 

6.6.1 Contamination 

The effect of non-Bhabha contamination can be broken into two categories: 
physics and SLC beam background. 

Three physics processes could potentially pass the filter cuts: two-photon (e+e- --+ 
e+e-X), e+e- + yy, and 2’ decays. 

For the two-photon process, approximately 10 times the 1992 dataset was gener- 
ated using a two-photon generator imported from Mark II and TPC [73]. The events 
were simulated and overlayed on a sample of luminosity weighted random triggers. 
The contamination is found to be less than two events (< 0.01%). Likewise, for 2’ 
decays, roughly 5 times the 1992 dataset was filtered through the Bhabha cuts. No 
events pass, leaving the contamination to be the less than 0.22 events (< 0.001%). 
The process e+e- 4 yy is directly calculable [74] and has a cross section into the 
luminosity acceptance region of approximately 30 pb. This contributes less than 
0.05%. 

Electromagnetic radiation produced by the SLC along the beamline is a much 
larger source of background. This contamination can be estimated by looking at trig- 
gers which pass all Bhabha cuts except the opening angle between the N and S cluster 
is near zero radians instead of r. This method will over estimate the background, 
because the SLC background is actually correlated. For example, if the beam is mis- 
steered so that energy is deposited in the top of the North LMSAT, there is a high 
probability that more energy will be deposited near the top of the South LMSAT, 
too. 
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For 1992 running, this method yields 1 precise event and 162 gross events. Upon 
inspection, the 1 precise event is actually a radiative Bhabha event. (That event has a 
well defined third cluster in the endcap LAC which balances energy and momentum). 
Therefore, the upper limit on the effective number of contaminant events is 81. Taking 
this as the error due to SLC contamination, the systematic effect is 0.32%. 

It should be noted that backgrounds produced by the SLC affect other aspects of 
the luminosity measurement. To account for these effects, all Monte Carlo simulations 
are overlayed on a luminosity weighted set of random triggers. 

The contributions to the systematic error from contamination can be summarized 
as follows: 0.01% from the two-photon process, 0.001% from the hadronic 2’ process, 
0.05% from the process e+e- + yy, and 0.32% from SLC background. The total 
systematic error caused by contamination is 0.32%. 

6.6.2 Energy Cuts 
There are actually three energy-related cuts: trigger (Section 6.4.1), energy cut 

low (equation 6.3) and energy cut high (equation 6.4). The effects which lead to error 
in the cross section are the energy scale, the energy resolution, unaccounted dead 
towers and tower-to-tower calibration errors. 

Figure 6.4 shows the energy distributions for both data and Monte Carlo. The 
data has been corrected for clustering, local hardening and the blocking capacitors. 
The resolution of the Monte Carlo is worse than that of the data. Although this leads 
to an error in the cross section, this error is minimized by placing the energy cut down 
on the tail of the distribution. The shape of the tail on the low end is dominated by 
radiation, clustering and dead towers. 

The overall energy scale is set by the Bhabha events themselves, after correcting 
the data for known effects such as clustering, local hardening and tower capacitance. 
The energy scale is seen to be correct to within 1%. Variation of the overall energy 
scale by 2% leads to a change in the luminosity of 0.17%. 

The upper energy cut of 125 GeV per side is only to guard against bad-beam 
saturated background events. The effect of this cut is less than 5 events out of 25k 
Bhabhas (0.02%). 

Several effects contribute to the tower-to-tower calibration errors. The laser- 
trimmed calibration capacitors are good to 0.25%. The LAC hybrid preamp and 
CDU combination have a temperature dependence of about 0.3% per degree C. While 
temperatures are very stable inside the detector during data acquisition, drifts of up 
to 1” C have been observed. In addition, the degradation of the Monte Carlo for 
the capacitive charge division is done by using an average tower capacitance for each 
cell type. Al so, all channels are pulsed simultaneously during calibration, causing 
a different crosstalk effect than is seen in normal running. The magnitude of the 
crosstalk has been measured to be less than 0.3%. The combination these effects 
leads to a calibration error of roughly 0.5% [50]. 
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To simulate tower-to-tower calibration effects, the Monte Carlo was run with a 
gaussian smearing of the tower energies with a root-mean-square deviation of 1%. 
This leads to a 0.22% increase in the accepted cross section. 

Calibrations are run on varying intervals. The towers which calibrate dead are 
tracked offline. However, it is possible that single towers could calibrate as dead and 
get missed for single blocks. Most Bhabhas are unaffected even if they strike a dead 
tower directly, because enough energy is captured in the surrounding towers to pass 
the cuts. To estimate the absolute upper limit on the energy cut due to dead towers, 
one tower was randomly zeroed out in every tenth Monte Carlo event. The reduction 
in acceptance was 0.05%. 

Two other potential effects of the energy cuts are the effect of clustering and 
leakage. These effects are both implicit in the h4onte Carlo simulation, and will be 
handled in Section 6.6.5. 

The contributions to the systematic error from the energy cuts can be summa- 
rized as follows: 0.17% from the absolute energy scale, 0.02% from the “high” energy 
cut, 0.22% from tower-to- tower calibration uncertainty, and 0.05% from unaccounted 
dead towers. The total systematic error from the energy cuts is 0.28%. 

6.6.3 Beam Parameters 

Five effects fall under the category of beam parameters: beam energy, energy 
spread, interaction point location, interaction point spread and the pitch of the beam 
at the interaction point. 

The absolute center of mass energy measurement comes from the WISRD energy 
spectrometer. For the 1992 run, the average center of mass energy was 91.57 GeV. 
The absolute error on the center of mass energy is 35 MeV [44,75]. The energy spread 
of the beams were typically 150 MeV. The absolute calibration error leads to an error 
of 0.08% in the Bhabha cross section. The error induced by the energy spread is 
negligible as long as the distribution is symmetric. Figure 6.5 shows that while this 
is indeed the case for the electron beam, the positron beam exhibits an asymmetry 
about the mean energy. From the two-gaussian fit shown in Figure 6.5, there is a 
12% excess on the high side of the most likely value. If we estimate the mean of the 
tail to be 200 MeV above the mean of the main distribution, this leads to an error in 
the cross section of 0.06%. 

The SLC ran with asymmetric beam energies during 1992. The electron beam 
was on average approximately 120 MeV more energetic than the positron beam. For 
the luminosity acceptance, this is equivalent to displacing the IP along the beam axis 
by about 1 mm. The gross-precise method renders this effect negligible. 

The Vertex Detector along with the Central Drift Chamber provide excellent 
resolution of the position and spread of the interaction point. Since the luminosity 
monitors are mounted on the final focus triplet array while the Central Drift Chamber 
and Vertex Detector are mounted from the SLD solenoid, there is also a relative 
misalignment between these systems. 
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Figure 6.5: Beam energy distributions for Bhabha events. 
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Figure 6.6 shows the z and y spatial coordinates of the interaction point, as 
measured by the Vertex Detector. The variation of the interaction point in z is less 
than 300 pm. In y, the variation is less than 100 pm for the entire run. This means 
that the variation in the 2 - y plane was less than 320 pm. Figure 6.13 shows the 
error on the luminosity as a function of beam position in the transverse plane. This 
translates into an error of less than 0.01% if the initial alignment is perfect, and an 
error of less than 0.03% if the absolute position of the IP is off center by l.Omm. The 
variation in z of the IP, as well as the ~0.5mm beam size in z are negligible effects 
on the luminosity measurement. The exception, of course, is when the IP shifts by 
5.3 cm. 

The absolute position of the interaction point will be handled in the discussion 
of alignment, since the two topics are inextricably linked. 

Any nonzero beam crossing angle is equivalent to a displacement of the oppos- 
ing detector. The upper limit on each beam crossing angle is 100 pad [76], which 
corresponds to a displacement of 100 pm for each LMSAT module. For a perfectly 
aligned system, this would add an error of less than 0.007%. If the absolute position 
of the IP is off by l.Omm, the error from the crossing angle is less than 0.06%. 

The contributions to the systematic error from the beam parameters can be 
summarized as follows: 0.08% from the absolute calibration of the WISRD, 0.06% 
from the asymmetry in the positron energy distribution, 0.03% from the uncertainty 
of the interaction point location, and 0.06% from the maximum beam crossing angle. 
The total systematic error from the beam parameters is 0.12%. 

6.6.4 Monte Carlo 

Three sources of systematic error arise from the Monte Carlo generation of events 
and cross section calculation: 1) the statistical error on the number of events which 
are generated, simulated and pass the cuts, 2) the “technical precision” or numerical 
precision of the generators, and 3) the physics which is not included in the Monte 
Carlo calculation. 

For the different blocks, different numbers of Monte Carlo events pass the cuts 
after simulation. To be conservative and for simplicity, we use the smallest number 
of events to pass the cuts of any block as the systematic error due to Monte Carlo 
statistics for the entire run. The error due to 41953 Monte Carlo events is 0.50%. 

A detailed comparison of the Berends-Kleiss-Hollik and Jadach-Ward generators 
has been undertaken elsewhere. Since the two generators can be made to calculate 
the cross section to the same order, comparison of the two relatively independent 
generators yields the “technical precision.” The two programs are found to agree to 
within 0.1% [77]. 

Higher order physics effects which are not calculated completely or not present 
in the generators include terms proportional to (z)” x (Zn(-&))2 (where the typical 
momentum transfer squared t N 4 GeV2), vacuum polarization effects, and production 
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Figure 6.6: Interaction point location as a function of run number. The IP location 
is measured by the SLD CCD Vertex detector along with the Central Drift Chamber. 
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of light fermion pairs from radiated photons. Others have estimated these effects to 
be 0.5% or less [77, 78, 79, 80, 811. 

The contributions to the systematic error from the Monte Carlo can be sum- 
marized as follows: 0.50% from the Monte Carlo statistics, 0.10% from the technical 
precision of the generators, and 0.5% due to theoretical uncertainty. The total sys- 
tematic error from the Monte Carlo is 0.71%. 

6.6.5 Simulation 

The accuracy of the GEANT/GFLASH Monte Carlo can be estimated by com- 
parison of data and Monte Carlo, as well as by variation of the simulation parameters. 

The cluster energy resolution is dominated by the transverse shower size and 
not sampling fluctuations. For example, the cluster energy resolution for 46 GeV 
electrons from Monte Carlo is 44o/o While 90% of the incident energy is collected in a 

w 
cluster on average, the fluctuatron on this number is much greater than the intrinsic 
resolution due to sampling fluctuations. 

The shower width, and fluctuations on that width also affect the position resolu- 
tion. Since the cuts only rely on energy depositions within a specific 3x3 tower array 
of the maximum tower, energy lost beyond this array is not included in the cluster 
energy. 

One effect which warrants specific study is the modeling of energy leakage out of 
the active area. This might affect the acceptance in two ways. First, there is a charge 
collection inefficiency in the vertical plane, where the two module halves meet. This 
can be seen by comparing the cluster energy as a function of azimuthal angle for data 
(figure 6.7) with Monte Carlo (fig ure 6.8). Also, inefficiency due to dead towers may 
be seen in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. The favorable comparison between data and Monte 
Carlo demonstrates that these effects are indeed well modeled. 

Secondly, the amount of charge collected for Bhabhas which shower near the 
inner edge of the acceptance is degraded due to energy leakage back into the beam 
pipe. This may be seen graphically in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, where cluster energy is 
plotted as a function of polar angle for data and Monte Carlo. Moving toward smaller 
8, less charge is collected. This will not have any effect on the classification of event 
type, because the events are categorized only by the location of the most energetic 
tower. It will, however, lead to an inefficiency in the trigger and energy cuts. 

To verify that the simulation is handling both of these effects properly, modified 
gross-precise regions can be defined. For example, by shrinking the precise fiducial 
region by an additional bin, we move the acceptance away from the area of interest. 
The change in acceptance for data and Monte Carlo are then compared. Likewise, 
a precise region can be defined which excludes the towers nearest the vertical gap in 
phi. Again, by comparing the change in acceptance in the Monte Carlo to the change 
in acceptance in the data, we may estimate the integrity of the simulation. 

This maximum discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo for any of these 
modified fiducial regions is 0.43%. 
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Figure 6.7: Energy vs. azimuthal angle for data. Features such as dead towers and 
the vertical gap between the two modules are apparent. 
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Figure 6.8: Energy vs. azimuthal angle for Monte Carlo. Features visible in Figure 6.7 
are also see here, indicating that they are well modeled. 
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Figure 6.9: Energy vs. polar angle (data). Less energy is collected for showers into 
the ring of silicon nearest to the beam pipe. This is because energy leaking back into 
the beam pipe is not recovered. 
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Figure 6.10: Energy vs. polar angle (Monte Carlo). The agreement with Figure 6.9 
demonstrates that the leakage is well modeled. 
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Some studies of relative luminosity changes due to small displacements have 
made use of four-vector information at the generator level. This is a necessity due to 
the high statistics required to map out the error as a function of various alignment 
configurations. 

Electrons and photons which strike the snout are discarded in the generator-level 
simulation. EGS studies previously have shown that less than 2% of 50 GeV electrons 
striking the snout may still form a good cluster in the LMSAT. The effect of running 
the simulation with no snout is 0.20% different than the result seen when the snout is 
included. Therefore, we estimate the upper limit of the error due to snout modeling 
to be 2% of the 0.20%, which is 0.004%. 

The pseudo-projective nature of the towers is not modeled in the generator-level 
simulation. This could effect events very near the edge of the inner acceptance. For a 
transverse displacement of 1 mm, the shower axis will be off by 100 pm at a depth of 
10 cm into the calorimeter (although incident at the proper location of the LMSAT). 
Most of the shower energy has already been lost at this depth. The maximum error 
in the simulation would occur if all events within 100 pm of the cut were classified 
incorrectly. When convoluted with the position resolution of 300 pm at the tower 
boundary, there is a 26% probability that an event which falls within this region 
will be classified incorrectly. This leads to an error of 0.19% in the generator-level 
simulation due to incomplete modeling of the pseudo-projective towers. 

The contributions to the systematic error from the simulation can be summarized 
as follows: 0.43% from the largest discrepancy between the calculated luminosity and 
that which is derived from modified geometrical acceptance, 0.04% from incomplete 
modeling of the snout in the generator-level simulation and 0.19% from incomplete 
modeling of the pseudo-projective nature of the towers in the generator-level simula- 
tion. The total systematic error due to the simulation is 0.47%. 

6.6.6 Theta Cut 
As discussed in Section 6.3, the gross-precise method serves to greatly reduce 

the sensitivity of the luminosity measurement to misalignment. The measured lumi- 
nosity does not need to be corrected for small displacements. The magnitude of any 
misalignment must be estimated in order to calculate the systematic error due to the 
cut on polar angle. 

The pad to pad alignment of the towers is accurate to 200 pm. This is dominated 
by the accuracy of the silicon mount upon the G10 board, which is accurate to 150 
pm. The next largest effect is the accuracy of the tungsten plates, which not only 
serve as a radiator structure, but also as the device on which the detectors are directly 
mounted. 

The position resolution at the cut boundary is 300 pm. This was determined 
using EGS as well as test beam data [56]. Figure 6.11 shows the distribution of 
events in polar angle. The position is calculated by energy-weighted-mean and gives 
too much weight to the central tower. As discussed in Section 6.2, it is not necessary 
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to correct for this effect, since the theta cut is placed at a tower boundary where 
the resolution is the best. Any correction to the theta calculation will not push any 
events across a tower boundary. The theta cut is therefore unaffected by this method 
of position calculation. 

The location of the interaction point with respect to both the Central Drift 
Chamber and the Vertex Detector was measured to be 1 mm high during unpolarized 
running. Due to this, the R20 module was moved up by 1 mm at the beginning of the 
polarized run. From that point onward, the beam was found to be well-centered within 
the Vertex Detector. Since the luminosity monitors are mounted on the triplets, they 
did not undergo such a move. Initial surveys indicated that the R20 and triplets were 
well aligned. This indicates that the beam was actually 1 mm high relative to the 
triplets, too. 

The strongest indication of the alignment comes from the shadow cast upon the 
luminosity monitor by the Medium Angle Silicon Calorimeter (MASC). Figure 6.12 
shows the distribution of events with the maximum tower energy in the fifth ring 
of towers (counting out from the beamline). For perfect alignment, approximately 
40% of the tower has an unobstructed view of the interaction point. If the triplet is 
misaligned relative to the R20 module and/or the interaction point, the shadow cast 
by the MASC will no longer be a constant function of phi. The structure shown in 
Figure 6.12 shows a large excess of events in the upper hemisphere of both modules. 
This is consistent with the IP being 1 mm too high or the triplets being 1 mm too 
low. 

The position of the triplets is very stable over time, therefore, we expect no drift 
in the location of the detectors during running. The SLC beam based alignment 
program is run every time the SLD doors are open, to realign the triplets. 

For the alignment, then, the displacement of the interaction point is taken to 
be up l.Omm in the vertical plane. The uncertainty on location of the modules 
is then conservatively taken to be 0.5mm. The error on the luminosity from the 
IP displacement is 0.08%. The effect of the uncertainty in x is negligible since the 
modules and beam are well aligned in that direction. The effect of a displacement in 
y of 0.5 mm would lead to an error on the luminosity of 0.06%. Errors from individual 
detector alignments come into the systematic error once per side, while the IP location 
enters the systematic only once. 

The other potential effect of alignment is the distance between the North and 
South detectors. Figure 6.13 shows how the luminosity changes as a function of 
misalignment in Z. While the effect of the IP being displaced in z is negligible (out 
to several cm) the distance between detectors is not. This can be estimated by using 
survey information from the triplets. The triplets were originally measured to be 
1.8mm further apart than the design separation. However, the field produced by 
the SLD solenoid was found to pull both triplets toward the IP. The North moves in 
2 mm; the South moves in 1 mm. This means that the triplets are actually 1.2 mm 
closer together than design when the field is on. Since the luminosity monitors mount 
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Figure 6.11: Polar angle distribution as calculated by energy weighted mean. The 
points are data, the dashed line is Monte Carlo. Since the showers are non-gaussian 
in the transverse plane, the central tower is given too much weight in the calculation. 
While it is possible to correct for this effect, it is not necessary. No shower position 
will be corrected across a tower boundary. The cut is placed at the tower boundary 
because that is where the best resolution is achieved. Therefore, correcting the theta 
distribution will not change the number of accepted events. 
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Figure 6.12: Phi distribution for Bhabha clusters in the North (a) and South (b) 
where the main tower of the cluster resides in the fifth tower (counting away from the 
beamline). This ring of towers is partially occluded by the MASC. The points are 
data. Monte Carlo is shown with perfect alignment and the interaction point 1 mm 
high. 
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directly onto the ends of the triplets, only machine tolerances are added to the errors of 
the triplet survey, which are very small. Since the deviation from the design separation 
of the luminosity monitors is measured to be less than 2mm, we conservatively take 
an error on this distance to be 3mm. From figure 6.13, this leads to an error in the 
luminosity measurement of 0.30% [82]. 

The contributions to the systematic error from the theta cut can be summarized 
as follows: 0.08% from the absolute offset of the interaction point, 0.06% x& due 
to module misalignment, and 0.30% due to the absolute distance between luminosity 
modules along the beam line. The total systematic error due to the theta cut is 
0.32%. 

6.6.7 Phi Cut 
By plotting 7r - (4~ - 4s) by octant, it can be seen that there is no systematic 

shift away from zero, which would be caused by a relative rotation of the two modules. 
If the two halves of each luminosity monitor were sagging, this would also be apparent 
in these plots. 

The cut on S+ (64 = 4~ - &, equation 6.5) is very conservative and has little 
effect on the luminosity. Figure 6.14 shows the collinearity for both Monte Carlo and 
data. If the cut is turned off altogether, the change in luminosity is 0.46%. Beyond 
the cut value of 0.5 radians, the distribution is relatively flat, caused by radiative 
events. A variation of the Sb cut by 80% (= 22.5”, or 1 wide bin width) leads to a 
systematic error of 0.07%. 

6.6.8 Systematic Error Summary 

Table 6.5 shows the systematic error by type. The total systematic error on 
the luminosity measurement is 1.01%. If the error due to theoretical uncertainty is 
excluded, the experimental systematic error is 0.88%. 

6.7 Systematic Error Comparison 
With a systematic error of 1.01% on the 1992 luminosity determination, SLD 

compares favorably with the four LEP luminosity determinations. This is summarized 
in Table 6.6. 

Two LEP experiments are currently pursuing ultra-high precision luminosity de- 
vices in order to push the invisible width measurement down to less than 1%. To 
do so, the error on the luminosity measurements must approach 0.1%. To achieve 
this, both OPAL and ALEPH have chosen to build silicon/tungsten luminosity mon- 
itors [83]. Th e main improvements over the SLD silicon/tungsten device are finer 
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Table 6.5: Systematic errors in he luminosity determination. 

svstematic effect 

contamination 
energy cuts 

beam 
Monte Carlo 

simulation 
6 cut 
cj cut 

total experimental 
theoretical uncertainty 
total systematic error 

100 

error (%) section 

0.32 7.a 
0.28 
0.12 
0.51 
‘0.47 
0.32 
0.07 
0.88 
0.5 

7.b 
7.c 
7.d 
7.e 
7.f 
7-g 

7.d 
1.01 I 

segmentation of the silicon, readout of every silicon pad independently, and very pre- 
cise (- 20pm) silicon chip alignment. The SLD luminosity monitor reads out 640 
channels, the OPAL device reads out roughly 40,000 channels. 

6.8 1993 Luminosity 
For the 1993 run, 110,226 precise events and 18,583 gross events were tagged using 

the same method described in this chapter. The preliminary cross section for the 1993 
run is a,ff = 67.49 nb, yielding a luminosity of L = 1770.9k5.1 (stat)f17.7 (sys) nb-l 
[61]. The luminosity accumulated after the polarized source wavelength was increased 
to 865 nm (see Section 4.1.1) was L = 1541.6 f4.6 (stat) f 15.4 (sys) nb-l. 

Since the systematic uncertainties cancel for the luminosity asymmetry, the fidu- 
cial restriction used for the absolute luminosity determination is not used in the calcu- 
lation of the left-right luminosity asymmetry measurement for the 1993 run. Bhabha 

Table 6.6: Comparison of systematic errors in the luminosity determination. 

experiment systematic error (%) reference 

ALEPH 0.7 VI 
DELPHI 0.9 [781 

L3 0.9 
OPAL 0.67 
SLD 1.0 
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events tagged anywhere within the luminosity detectors are included in this mea- 
surement. Improved beam conditions and hardware performance made this analysis 
improvement possible. For the 1993 run, 93,727 events were tagged with a left-handed 
electron beam and 94,319 events tagged with a right-handed electron beam, therefore 
A~;(‘(LUM) = (-3.2 f 2.3) x 10-3, where the error is statistical only. The expected 
small angle Bhabha asymmetry is N -2 x 10s4P, for a center of mass energy of 91.26 
GeV. 

6.9 Conclusion 
Using the SLD silicon/tungsten luminosity monitor, we have measured the 1992 

luminosity to be 35.51 f 0.68 (stat) f 0.36 (sys) nb-l for unpolarized running and 
385.37 f 2.47 (stat) f 3.89 (sys) nb-l for polarized running. The systematic error 
of 1.01% is comprised of 0.88% experimental error and 0.5% theoretical uncertainty. 

There are several aspects of this analysis which may be improved upon in the 
future. The dominant error in this measurement comes from the Monte Carlo. The 
Monte Carlo statistical error is simply a function of cpu time. There is also definitely 
room for improvement in the tuning of the GFLASH simulation. In addition, better 
understanding of the higher order contributions will lead to a smaller contribution 
from the theoretical uncertainty. With more data, it should be possible to measure 
and correct for any offsets in calorimeter alignment or interaction point location, 
therefore reducing the error on both the beam position and the theta cut. 

With more data, the SLD luminosity systematic error should become less than 
1%. This luminosity measurement demonstrates the ability of the SLD luminosity 
monitor to measure small angle Bhabha scattering with excellent precision. 
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CHAPTER VII 

WIDE ANGLE BHABHA EVENT SELECTION 

This chapter will describe the data processing and selection algorithm used to 
identify wide angle Bhabha events. The Monte Carlo simulation of the SLD detector 
will be described in the context of calculating the correction factors to be applied 
to the data due to selection inefficiency and contamination from other processes. 
Also presented in this chapter will be the center of mass energy and electron beam 
polarization for the 1993 SLD run. 

The wide angle Bhabha selection algorithm makes use of the distinct topology 
of the e+e- final state. Events will be required to have two large clusters of electro- 
magnetic energy which are nearly back-to-back in the detector. These clusters will be 
required to have deposited very little energy in the hadronic calorimeter, as well as 
very little energy beyond the two primary clusters. Figure 7.1 shows a typical Bhabha 
event. The top view is along the e+e- beam axis, the lower-right view is looking down 
on the detector from above and the lower-left view is looking at the detector from the 
side. This event shows to large energy clusters nearly back-to-back with virtually no 
energy elsewhere in the calorimeter. The strings of hits running nearly parallel to the 
beam line are muons produced by the SLC upstream collimation. Steps are taken to 
identify these patterns of hits from events and exclude them from the analysis. 

7.1 Trigger 
The trigger and data acquisition system for the LAC (see Section 4.2.3) evaluate 

data on every SLC beam crossing (120 Hz). The trigger performs several sets of 
energy sums and tower counts based on two thresholds, defined as the “low” and 
“high” thresholds. The high threshold requires the energy in a tower to be above the 
energy deposited by a minimum ionizing particle, while the low threshold is placed 
slightly above the typical electronics noise. 

The conversion from ADC to energy for the LAC is 524 MeV/128 ADC (2 4 
MeV/ADC) in the EM sections and 1384 MeV/128 ADC in the HAD sections.’ The 

‘The energy scale used here is the minimum ionizing energy scale, which means no e/p or T//L 
correction factor has been applied. 
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Run 15776, EVENT 1403 
15-FEB-1993 lo:25 
source: Run Data Pal: L 
Trigger: Energy Hadron WAB 
Beam crossing 471063322 

Figure 7.1: A typical wide angle Bhabha event. The top view is along the beam axis, 
the lower-left view is a side-view and the lower-right view is looking down upon the 
detector from above. The Bhabha produces two high energy electromagnetic clusters 
nearly back-to-back in the calorimeter. The strings of hits running nearly parallel to 
the beamline are muons produced by SLC upstream collimation. Steps are taken to 
remove these (see text). 
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low threshold is 8 ADC in the EM sections and 12 ADC in the HAD sections. The 
high threshold is 60 ADC in the EM and 120 ADC in the HAD. When a trigger is 
taken, data from towers above 2 ADC in EMl, 3 ADC in EM2 and 6 ADC in the 
HAD sections are written to tape [84]. 

The following sums are made in the trigger: 

l EL0 = the sum of the energy in all towers above the low threshold 

l EHI = the sum of the energy in all towers above the high threshold 

l NLO = the number of towers above the low threshold 

l NEMHI = the number of towers in the EM section above the high threshold. 

The trigger requirement is such that the sum of energy in towers above the high 
threshold be greater or equal to 8 GeV (EHI 2 8 GeV) for the 1992 run. This trigger 
was made more stringent for the 1993 run, as the requirement was increased to EHI 
> 12 GeV. This trigger is very efficient for e+e- events, where virtually all of the 
energy is deposited into a few towers, which means that the low and high energy 
sums are nearly identical. It is also very robust against the muon background caused 
by upstream beam collimation in the SLC, as towers which only have a minimum 
ionizing signal will not contribute to the trigger energy sum. The trigger is vetoed 
if more than 1000 towers contribute to the low threshold sum (NLO < 1000). This 
veto protects against particularly bad pulses. 

7.2 PASS 1 Filter 
Events which satisfy the trigger are written to tape. Before reconstruction, these 

events are subjected to the the PASS 1 filter, which greatly enriches the hadronic and 
e+e- sample. The PASS 1 filter is based exclusively on sums which are performed at 
the trigger level. The PASS 1 requirements are as follows: 

l NEMHI 2 10 towers 

l EHI > 15 GeV 

l EL0 < 140 GeV 

l EL0 < 3 EHI + 70 GeV 

PASS 1 is effectively a tightening of the trigger. Events satisfying PASS 1 have 
localized energy deposition with at least some of that energy deposited in the elec- 
tromagnetic section of the calorimeter. The PASS 1 requirement of EHI > 15 GeV 
insures that the difference in the trigger level for the 1992 and 1993 runs does not 
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change the selection efficiency. Figure 7.22 shows the quantity EHI plotted against 
ELO. The number of towers contributing to the EHI sum is always less than or equal 
to the number of towers contributing to the EL0 sum, making the region EHI > EL0 
forbidden. Events in the region centered at roughly 60 GeV on the EL0 axis and 
40 GeV on the EHI axis are primarily hadronic decays of the Z”, while events with 
EL0 > 60 GeV and EHI N EL0 are the wide angle Bhabha events, where most of 
the energy is deposited in relatively few towers [85]. 

7.3 Reconstruction 
Events which satisfy the PASS 1 filter are passed through the calorimeter re- 

construction. The reconstruction forms “clusters” of localized energy based on the 
UCLUS algorithm [86]. The WIC PADS, Luminosity Monitor and the Medium An- 
gle Silicon Calorimeter are not included in the reconstruction. Also, LAC towers 
below 7 ADC in the EM section and 9 ADC in the HAD section are excluded from 
clusters. The effect of this on the energy response is virtually nil, while drastically 
cutting the number of clusters in each event. These single-hit clusters arise from 
beam background and electronics noise. 

The reconstruction also attempts to separate clusters if it appears the cluster was 
formed by more than one incident particle. This primarily affects the response in the 
jet environment of the hadronic events, as the algorithm tries to break-off hadronic 
and electromagnetic showers which partially overlap. 

Cluster position is calculated as an energy weighted mean summed over all towers 
in the cluster. Each cluster is then defined by four energy values (one per layer), 4 
and co&. 

Clusters are subjected to a pattern recognition routine which looks for strings 
of calorimeter hits which run approximately parallel to the beam line and deposit 
minimum ioni.zing energy into the liquid argon [87]. These clusters are flagged as 
muons produced by the tails of the beam hitting the SLC upstream collimation [88] 
(see Figure 7.1). The SLC muon background is the dominant form of background 
for the LAC. This is in sharp contrast with the dominant synchrotron radiation 
background seen in the Luminosity Monitor (Section 6.4). There is enough material 
between the beamline and the LAC to stop most of the low energy radiation coming 
from the final focusing of the beams. The only exception to this is the ring of LAC 
towers which surround the beamline. To model the effects of beam background, 
Monte Carlo events are “overlayed” on a set of luminosity weighted random triggers, 
which will be described in Section 7.5.1. 

2There were 18393 PASS 1 events in 1992 and 63546 PASS 1 events in 1993. To make the plots 
legible and to demonstrate the trends, Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show a sample of 20,000 PASS 1 events 
from the 1993 run. The trends seen in the full sample are identical to those displayed in the figures. 
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Figure 7.2: PASS 1 energy sums (EHI vs. ELO). 
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7.4 Selection 

The e+e- + e+e- selection criteria make use of the low multiplicity and high 
energy deposition in the EM calorimeter expected from e+e- final states. In the limit 
of no radiation, an event will deposit the center of mass energy into two clusters in 
the calorimeter which will be back to back, In addition, virtually all of the energy 
will be deposited in the EM section of the LAC. 

At the reconstruction stage, clusters are required to have the following properties: 

l EEM > 0.0 GeV 

l Eclus > 1.0 GeV 

l not flagged as an SLC /J. 

Clusters failing any of these criteria are not included in the following analysis. 
The imbalance (I) and total reconstructed energy (Et,,) are calculated: 

Etot = 2 $1, (74 
i=l 

(7.2) 
where z may be thought of as a three-vector for a massless particle derived from 
the cluster quantities and iVcl is the number of clusters. Etot is the total energy of 
the reconstructed event, while the imbalance (I) is a measure of how symmetric the 
energy is deposited. Events with uniform energy deposition will have low imbalance, 
while events with all of the energy deposited in one location will have an imbalance 
near unity. Also calculated at this time is the thrust 

where fi is a unit vector chosen to maximize the numerator and defines the thrust 
axis. In the limit of no radiation, the thrust axis is parallel to the axis defined by the 
final state fermions. 

Events are then required to have: 

l Etot > 15 GeV 

l I < 0.6 

. N,I < 9. 
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Figure 7.3: Reconstructed energy vs. imbalance. The top plot shows a sample 
of PASS1 events. The lower plot shows the same event sample subjected to the 
additional requirement that there be less than nine clusters within the event. 
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Figure 7.3 shows the energy vs. the imbalance before either of these cuts has been 
applied. Events with very high imbalance are beam-related background. The large 
grouping of events with low imbalance (I < 0.3) and Etot near 40 GeV are hadronic 
2’ decays. The Bhabha events are seen at higher E tot with an imbalance near zero. 
The lower figure shows the energy vs. the imbalance after the cluster requirement has 
been applied. The hadronic sample is greatly reduced, while the Bhabha sample is 
left unchanged. The combination of the energy Etot and imbalance (I) cuts reduces 
the sample to e + - e final states, hadronic and r decays of the Z”, and e+e- + yy 
events. 

Figure 7.4 shows the separation between low- and high-multiplicity events. The 
i’Vcr cut selects low multiplicity events, removing a large fraction of the hadronic 
decays. This may also be seen in the lower plot of Figure 7.3, which shows the energy 
versus the imbalance after the cluster cut is applied. The hadronic contribution is 
seen to be greatly reduced, while the Bhabha contribution remains unchanged. 

The cuts which follow are designed to further reduce the hadronic and 2’ + r+r- 
channels. The two largest energy clusters are selected from the event and tested to 
match the hypothesis of a high energy electromagnetic shower: 

l EEM(~) > 10 GeV , EEM(~) > 10 GeV 

l EH,WI( 1) < 3 GeV, EH,JD~(~) < 3 GeV 

l EHADZ(~) < 0.5 GeV, E~,4~2(2) < 0.5 GeV, 

where EEM is the cluster energy in EM1 + EM2 and EHAD~(EHAD~) is the cluster 
energy in HADl(HAD2). The (1) and (2) d enote that the two clusters evaluated are 
the two clusters with the largest total energy within the event. 

Figure 7.5 shows the effect of cluster energy cuts for both clusters. Clearly, the 
requirement that the second most energetic cluster within the event have greater than 
10 GeV in the electromagnetic portion of the cluster is the strictest cut. Virtually all 
of the inefficiency of this cut comes from the poor response in the endcap calorimeter. 
This may be see in the most energetic cluster, too. The peak near 36 GeV arises from 
Bhabha events in the barrel calorimeter, while the broad peak at lower energy comes 
from the Bhabha events into the endcap. 

In place of the traditional cut on collinearity, a cut is placed on the longitudinal 
rapidity of the center of mass, which is defined as: 

y=ln -= 
J \ 

E-+Pz In sinO+( 1 + co&) + sine- (1 + case+) 

E-P, s&3+(1 - co&-) + sin6-( 1 - cos8+)’ (7.4) 

The rapidity is written in terms of the final state electron and positron scattering 
angles (0-, 0,) in the laboratory frame. The cut placed on the rapidity is: 

. IyI < 0.3. 
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Figure 7.4: Number of reconstructed clusters after the energy and imbalance cuts 
have been applied. The top plot shows events with (cos6$hrustl < 0.7, the bottom 
plot shows events with /co&J thrUstI > 0.7. The peak at low cluster multiplicity comes 
primarily from Bhabha events. The dashed curve is Monte Carlo Bhabha events 
subjected to the same cuts. 
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Figure 7.5: Cluster energy cuts by layer. Each of the three cluster energy quantities 
(EEM, EHAD~, EHADZ) is plotted for both selected clusters. In each case, the cut 
pertaining to that quantity has NOT been applied. For example, EEM(~) and Em4(2) 
are both plotted with all cuts except the requirements on EEM(~) and E,q~(2). The 
gap seen in the HAD2 energy plots arises from the readout threshold. 
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Figure 7.6: Rapidity cut. The distribution includes all cuts except the cut on the 
rapidity. 
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The longitudinal rapidity of the center of mass along is a measure of the amount of 
initial state radiation within the event. This may be thought of as an angle dependent 
collinearity cut, as it takes more radiation to change the collinearity by an amount 
S0 at small 8 than it does at large 19. Figure 7.6 shows the effect of the rapidity cut. 

The final selection criteria is chosen to reduce tau contamination at large an- 
gles and to put the barrel and endcap LAC response onto similar footing (see Sec- 
tion 7.5.1): 

0 for co&hrUst > 0.80: no cut 

l for 0.68 < cos&~,,t < 0.80: &u,(l) + &u,(2) > 168.3 - 166.7cos&fi,,,t 

l for cos&hrUst < 0.68: &us(l) + &1us(2) > 55. 

where Eclus( 1) + J!L~(~) is th e sum of the energy in the two most energetic clusters 
in the event. This cut is shown graphically in Figure 7.7. 

The corrections to the cuts outlined in this section will be discussed in the fol- 
lowing section. In general, it may be said that the selection criteria is very efficient 
for finding wide angle e+e- events while substantially reducing the background from 
other processes. Overall, the selection is about 87% efficient, with a 0.3% contamina- 
tion from 2” + r+r- events and about 1% contamination from e+e- + yy events. 

7.5 Correction Factors 
In fitting the e+e- distribution, it is necessary to know the “bin-to-bin” efficiency 

and contamination. These factors will be calculated from Monte Carlo simulation 
of the relevant physics processes and detector simulation. As a consequence, the 
overall efficiency factors are calculated as well. However, this information is only 
necessary when the fit to the wide angle + - e e distribution is constrained by the 
luminosity measurement provided by the small angle Bhabha process (see Chapter VI 
and Section 8.2.3). 

7.5.1 Detector Simulation 

Physics Monte Carlos simulate the processes of interest and pass the final state 
particles over to the simulation of the detector. The detector simulation is done with 
GEANT [67]. El ec romagnetic and hadronic showers are simulated via the GFLASH t 
algorithm [68]. 

Figure 7.8 shows the LAC response for events which have satisfied the PASS1 
requirement and the reconstructed energy and imbalance cut. Several clear features 
may be seen. First, the distribution is flat and well behaved from 0.0 to 0.44 in co& 
and then from 0.48 to 0.65 in co&. The degraded response seen at approximately 
0.45 in cos6 is due to the washer, where the central and two end sections of the barrel 
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Figure 7.7: Angle dependent energy cut. The additional cut on energy serves to cut 
contamination in the barrel, as well as to put the barrel and endcap onto similar 
energy scales. Above 0.8 in COS&~,,,~, the de facto cut comes from the requirement 
that both clusters deposit more than 10 GeV each in the LAC. 
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0.6 0.8 

Figure 7.8: Calorimeter response as a function of angle. The events in this plot are 
required to satisfy PASS 1, the reconstructed energy cut and the imbalance cut. The 
wide band centered around 40 GeV are hadronic decays of the 2’. The thin band 
around 70 GeV are Bhabha events. The degraded response may be clearly seen in 
the overlap region (0.65 > cosd > 0.85) and the endcap region (co& > 0.85). 
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LAC come together (see Figure 4.8). Beyond 0.65 in co&, the response is seen to 
fall off rapidly, due to the increase in the effective amount of aluminum dewar that 
particles must pass through, as well as material in front of the LAC provided by other 
systems. 

The region between 0.76 and 0.88 in co& demonstrates a highly degraded re- 
sponse, due to the electronics, cables and plumbing necessary to operate the inner 
systems. The electronics and cables for the barrel CRID, the endcap CRID and end- 
cap Drift Chambers all reside in this region. To optimize the solid angle which the 
inner detectors cover, the electronics follow a pattern which projects back toward the 
interaction point. The inclusion of all of the additional material in front of the LAC in 
this region causes a much larger reduction in response than does the additional dewar 
thickness which particles must traverse. Further into the endcap (0.88 < co& < 0.94) 
the response recovers somewhat, but does not come near the response of the barrel. 
At smallest angles (co& > 0.95) the cables, electronics and cryogenics of the Vertex 
Detector, as well as the cables and connectors serving the MASC serves to degrade 
the response even more. 

The effect of all of this material destroys not only the resolution of the calorime- 
ter, but also the energy scale. The cause of this apparent difference in energy scale 
has been investigated in great detail [89]. B ased on the comparison in response to 
minimum ionizing particles between the barrel and endcap, systematic effects such as 
calibration errors and argon impurity have been ruled out. 

To understand the poor response seen in the LAC at co& > 0.7, a study of some 
of the materials such as electronics and cables known to be inside the detector, but not 
in the simulation, was undertaken. By its nature, this is a very empirical procedure, as 
data is preselected, then the Monte Carlo is compared to the data. However, the hope 
was to gain some knowledge regarding the degradation of response seen in the endcap 
regions. Figure 7.9 shows the original SLD Monte Carlo simulation of wide angle 
Bhabha events. The response in the barrel demonstrates reasonable agreement with 
the data. However, none of the features discussed above at larger angles are present 
in the original simulation. Figure 7.10 shows the approximate amount of material in 
radiation lengths a particle must traverse before reaching the first active layer of argon 
as a function of angle. The dashed line is the original SLD Monte Carlo, the solid line 
is the Monte Carlo after adding approximations of materials to regions where they 
are known to exist. The agreement between data and Monte Carlo after the material 
has been added shows a great deal of improvement. There is most certainly a limit to 
how well the agreement can become, as precise modeling of the materials contained in 
electronics, cables, cryogenics and mechanical support pieces would take an incredible 
investment in computational resources as well as manpower. However, in fitting the 
wide angle Bhabha distribution, the requirements on the calorimeter response are 
only strict enough to be able to identify e+e- events with high efficiency and provide 
the centroid of the clusters. Fortunately, this is possible even though portions of the 
calorimeter are stationed behind several radiation lengths of equipment. 
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Figure 7.9: Comparison between original SLD Monte Carlo and data. The lower 
picture shows the reconstructed energy versus thrust angle for simulated wide angle 
Bhabha events before any addition materials were added to the Monte Carlo. The 
top picture shows reconstructed energy versus thrust angle for data. 
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Figure 7.10: Estimation of the amount of material in front of the Liquid Argon 
Calorimeter as a function of angle. The solid curve shows the estimated amount of 
material a particle must traverse before it reaches the first argon gap. The dashed 
curve was the simulation before improvement. 
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Figure 7.11: Comparison between Monte Carlo and data. The lower picture shows the 
reconstructed energy versus thrust angle for simulated wide angle Bhabha events. The 
top picture shows the same quantity for data. Although the agreement is not exact, 
it can be seen that many of the gross features shown in the data can be explained by 
means of material in front of the calorimeter. 
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Thanks to this poor response in the endcap, the dominant error in the axial vector 
coupling will come from the uncertainty in the correction factors derived from Monte 
Carlo. This is not the case for the vector coupling, however, as the fit is essentially 
(left-right)/(left+right) in nature, allowing detector effects to cancel to great degree. 
The sensitivity to the electron vector coupling to the 2’ enters effectively by way of 
the left-right asymmetry (see Section 2.2 and equation 3.12). The response at any 
given location in the detector is the same for a left-handed electron beam as it is 
for a right-handed electron beam. Therefore, the uncertainty in the response largely 
cancels when the event rate asymmetry is measured. Detector correction factors do 
come in to the vector coupling at a small level, though, through its correlation with 
the axial vector coupling. 

7.5.2 Efficiency 

The efficiency for tagging wide angle Bhabha events may be defined as the prob- 
ability that an e + - final state will be properly identified. From Figure 7.8 it is clear e 
that this function will depend on the scattering angle, with inefficiencies arising from 
the energy cuts. 

The Monte Carlo event generator used to simulate the physics of the e+e- + 
e+e- process is the Caffo-Remiddi-Czyi generator, BHAGEN, which utilizes the 
collinear approximation, allowing initial state radiation to boost the center of mass 
along the beam axis [go]. The final state e+e- are defined as the energy summed 
over a cone of size 0.001 radians. This is a very good approximation for calorimetric 
measurement e+e- events, where the typical cluster size is of order the size of the 
cone. Radiation at this level can not be distinguished from the primary particle and 
is included within the cluster. To improve MC statistics, the efficiency factors are 
calculated with uneven bins in co.&. The first bin spans from 0.0 to 0.4, where the 
response is very nearly uniform across the barrel. Smaller bins of size 0.25 are em- 
ployed from 0.4 to 0.6 in co&, then the bins are again reduced to 0.125 from 0.6 to 
0.8 in co&. Finally, the bins are reduced a third time to 0.02 from 0.8 to 0.98 in co&. 
This way, bins are continually made smaller while the e+e- + e+e- cross section is 
rising, giving similar statistical weight to each bin, while continually improving the 
resolution to detector inefficiencies at smaller angles. Although the likelihood fits are 
of varying bin sizes in co&, the efficiency and response factors are always applied by 
. . 
bin. 

After the events are passed through the GEANT simulation, they are super- 
imposed on a set of luminosity-weighted random triggers to accurately simulate the 
backgrounds produced by the SLC. The random events are actually beam crossings 
on which a small angle Bhabha was tagged in the luminosity monitor. Deposition of 
energy from the Bhabha event in the LAC is possible but not likely. The events are 
processed identically to the data after they have been simulated and overlayed onto 
a random event. 
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Figure 7.13: Efficiency for wide angle Bhabha events as a function of angle. The 
different sized bins are utilized to exploit Monte Carlo statistics and regions of the 
calorimeter where the response is uniform. The dashed line shows the overall average 
efficiency (for 0. < CO.S&M < 0.98) to be 86.7%. 
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Figure 7.14: Contamination from the 2’ + r+r- process relative to the expected 
e+e- yield as a function of angle. The binning is the same used in the efficiency 
calculation. The dashed line shows the overall average contamination from 2’ + 
T+T- (for 0. < CO&CM < 0.98) to be 0.28%. 

7.5.3 Contamination 

Primary sources of contamination are the decays of the 2’ into r leptons and 
the QED process e+e- -+ yy. Monte Carlo generators were used to generate physics 
events of each type. The events were then simulated and overlayed onto luminosity- 
weighted random events in the manner described in the previous section. 

To verify that the hadronic decays of the 2’ do not present any problem with the 
event selection scheme listed in Section 6.4.2, 17,069 HERWIG MC [91] events were 
passed through the detector simulation and selection algorithm. The contamination 
from this process (summed over all bins) was found to be less than 0.1% of the 
expected e+e- yield and will be neglected throughout the remainder of the analysis. 

The Z” 4 r+r- process is a source of contamination when the taus decay 
into electrons. This contamination further complicates the polarized beam fits by 
contributing a different factor for left and right handed polarized beams, as the left- 
right asymmetry for 2’ + r+r- is A,. 

Monte Carlo r+r- events are created with the KORALZ generator of Jadach and 
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Figure 7.15: Contamination from the e+e- + y-y process relative to the expected 
e+e- yield as a function of angle. The binning is the same used in the efficiency 
calculation. The dashed line shows the overall average contamination from e+e- + yy 
(for 0. < COS&M < 0.98) to be 1.25%. 



Ward [92]. Th ese events are passed through the simulation and selection criteria. Of 
48681 events generated, 381 passed the selection criteria overall. The contamination 
from the 2’ + r+r- process as a function of angle may be seen in Figure 7.14. The 
contamination fraction is defined to be the fractional yield of contaminating events 
relative to the expected signal. The contamination falls at small angles due to the 
large number of e+e- events in that region, while the distribution of r events is 
proportional to 1 + cos2e. 

The other important contaminating fraction is the e+e- ---) yy process. This is 
a pure QED process, which preserves parity and shows no asymmetry for polarized 
beams. Monte Carlo yy events were generated with the RADCOR generator of 
Berends and Kleiss [74]. Figure 7.15 shows the contamination from yy events as 
a function of angle. The size of the contamination is determined by the overall 
e+e- --t yy cross section as roughly 60-75% of the events pass the cuts due to 
the similar calorimetric response to high energy electrons and photons. Inclusion 
of information from the tracking systems could be utilized to greatly reduce this 
contamination fraction. However, since the cross section is small and well known, it 
can be corrected in the fits with adequate accuracy. 

Other potential sources of contamination are primarily due to beam background 
and cosmic ray events. Both of these have been investigated and are concluded to be 
negligible. 

7.5.4 Summary of Correction Factors 

The corrections to the data may be summarized by saying that the efficiency for 
finding Bhabha events is very high in the barrel region of the calorimeter with little 
contamination. Although the efficiency falls in the endcap region, a pure sample of 
Bhabha events is identified with an efficiency of over 80%. Figure 7.16 shows the 
effect of the corrections on the data. Most of the correction factors do not deviate 
wildly from one, indicating that the efficiency is good for finding Bhabha events with 
little background throughout the entire calorimeter. 

7.6 Center of Mass Energy 
The energy of both beams is measured on a pulse-by-pulse basis by the WISRD 

(see Section 4.2.4). The SLC ran at slightly different center of mass energies for the 
1992 and 1993 runs. However, there was no change in the nominal beam energy 
during either of the two runs. The luminosity-weighted beam energy for each run is 
extracted by using the WISRD measurements from pulses which a small angle Bhabha 
event was tagged. Unfortunately, the acquisition of data for the WISRD is one beam 
crossing out of synchronization with the SLD readout. Therefore, the measured beam 
energy comes from the pulse immediately following that which produced the Bhabha 
event. This method will still yield a valid beam energy measurement, as the machine 
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Figure 7.16: Accepted and corrected data sample. The points are the number of 
event which pass the cuts from the SLD 1992 and 1993’runs. The curve is the data 
sample after the correction factors for efficiency and contamination are applied. The 
largest corrections are seen to be at high co&, as expected. 
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conditions and hence the beam energy can not vary wildly from pulse to pulse or else a 
stable luminosity could not be delivered. Figure 7.17 shows the center of mass energy 
distribution for small angle Bhabha events from the 1993 run, as well as the energy 
distributions for the electron and positron beams. The width of these distributions 
is approximately 0.1% and dominated by the pulse-to-pulse jitter. 
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Figure 7.17: Beam energy distribution for the 1993 run. The top plot shows the 
center of mass energy for 128809 small angle Bhabha events. The lower two plots 
show the electron and positron beam energies. The widths of the distributions are 
about 1% and dominated by pulse-to-pulse jitter. 

The center of mass energy was 91.55f0.02 GeV for the 1992 run and 91.26f0.02 
GeV for the 1993 run. The 20 MeV error is the systematic error on the WISRD 
measurement [93]. Additionally, the beam energy rms was estimated to be 0.25% for 
the electron beam and 0.2% for the positron beam [94]. The shape and spread of the 
beams is not known to a high degree of accuracy. 

7.7 Beam Polarization 
As stated in Section 4.3, the Compton polarimeter provides the measurement of 

the beam polarization at the interaction point. Typical polarimeter runs take 3-5 min- 
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Figure 7.18: Electron beam polarization for the 1993 run. The top plot shows polar- 
ization vs. run number. The lower left plot shows the polarization for the entire run, 
while the lower right plot shows the polarization after the wavelength was increased 
at the polarized light source. 

utes. For each event in the 1993 data sample, the Compton measurement associated 
most closely in time is attached to that event. Events that do not have a Compton 
measurement within one hour are assigned zero polarization, and included in the fits. 
This affects about 6% of the data. In the case of the 1992 data, the only information 
available is the mean luminosity weighted beam polarization which will be used for 
each event. Although it is not the optimal way to include the polarization, only 15% 
of the data sample will be handled in this manner and the low polarization relative 
to the bulk of the data sample makes the effect negligible. The mean polarization for 
the 1992 run was 22.4 f 0.7%. 

Figure 7.18 shows the polarization versus run number for the 1993 run. For 
reference, run 20,100 took place on March 1 and run 23,400 took place on July 31. 
Notable is the jump in polarization seen around run 20948. This is associated with an 
increase in laser wavelength at the polarized light source from 850 nm to 865 nm (see 
Section 4.1.1). The lower left plot shows the polarization for the entire 1993 run. The 
lower right plot shows the polarization after run 20948. The rms of the distribution is 
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approximately 2% and dominated by changing source and machine conditions. The 
mean polarization after the laser wavelength was 64.7%. The preliminary relative 
error on the 1993 Compton polarimeter measurement (see Section 8.4.3) is SF,/?, = 
1.6%. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

EXTRACTING THE ELECTRON VECTOR 
AND AXIAL-VECTOR COUPLINGS TO THE 
Z” FROM BHABHA SCATTERING 

8.1 Method 

As discussed in chapter II, the SLD measurement of the left-right asymmetry 
excludes the e+e- final state due to the t-channel dilution. The following chapter 
will utilize the e+e- t e+e- process to extract the electron vector coupling to the 
2’ and, hence, the weak mixing angle. This will be done by fitting the polarized 
e+e- distribution, which will also allow us to extract the electron axial vector coupling 
to the 2’. 

For each event tagged as a wide angle Bhabha, the beam energy, helicity and 
polarization is known; as well as the laboratory scattering angle of the electron and 
positron, co&+ and co&-. i To utilize this information to its fullest, the data, which 
has been corrected for detector inefficiency and contamination from other physics 
processes, will be fit with a likelihood function, defined as: 

where pi is the probability for event i. The maximum likelihood principle states 
that the best estimator of the unknown parameters will render the likelihood as large 
as possible [95]. The likelihood utilized here is a function of all parameters of the 
Standard Model, but depends most strongly in this case upon TV, F,, and mtop. In 
terms of .sin20w, which defines ?j”,, the strongest dependence is on the mass of the top 
quark, mfop, which enters through initial vertex and oblique radiative corrections (see 
Section 2.4). In this analysis, the likelihood will be unbinned in polarization and will 

‘Since this analysis utilizes calorimetry only, the laboratory scattering angle of the electron and 
positron can be measured, but which angle is associated with which of the two particles remains 
ambiguous. In other words, B+ and 8- are the laboratory scattering angles of the electron and 
positron, but it is not known which is which. 
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utilize small bins in ~0~0.~ This is especially advantageous with beam polarization 
because the magnitude of the beam polarization is relatively sensitive to SLC machine 
parameters and therefore time-dependent. Special care and additional complication 
would also arise in combining the data from the 1992 and 1993 SLD runs, as the beam 
polarization was - 23% in 1992 and - 63% in 1993. The unbinned method allows 
for inclusion of all data in a simple manner, while preserving the maximal amount of 
information regarding each tagged event. 

The probability for event i is the differential cross section normalized to the total 
cross section: 

I%=(- e:,- 1%. 
otot 

(8.2) 
Fitting the differential Bhabha distribution in this manner leaves the free parameters 
sensitive to the shape of the distribution, but not the overall normalization. In this 
case, the fit may be thought of as having two parts: one polarized and one unpolarized. 
The polarized portion of the fit is essentially a fit to the A&f- function and is sensitive 
to the electron vector coupling. The unpolarized fit measures the number of events 
at low co& (co& 5 0.6) relative to the number of events at high co& (co.4 2 0.7). 
In other words the high cosfl contribution performs the normalization, since it is 
primarily t-channel photon exchange, while the the low co.4 is sensitive to the partial 
width. 

It should also be pointed out that experiments typically extract Pee by measuring 
the total e+e- cross section integrated over the central region of the detector, where 
the 2’ decay dominates. Fitting the differential cross section as a function of angle 
allows for sensitivity to the shape of the distribution at intermediate (30” < 8 < 10’) 
angles which can not be achieved by measuring the total e+e- cross section at large 
angles. 

8.2 Fitting the e+e- Distribution 

Two Standard Model “fitters”3 are used to extract z and z: EXPOSTAR and 
DMIBA. EXPOSTAR, the work of Levinthal, Kennedy, Lynn et al., is a multipurpose 
program which calculates a number of observables based upon the Standard Model 
[9, 961. EXPOSTAR 1 1 t ca cu a es cross sections in terms of helicity amplitudes, so it is 
very well suited for fitting polarization asymmetry measurements. DMIBA, written 
by Martinez and Comas, calculates the differential cross section for e+e- + e+e- in 
a model independent manner [97]. The DMIBA fitter is not currently configured for 
polarized beams, and is therefore not optimal for extracting z. 

2The fits are binned in co& simply to save cpu time. The bin sizes are set to be much smaller 
than the angular resolution of the calorimeter, to insure no bias in the binning. 

3The programs discussed here have no implicit mechanisms for performing fits, but are instead 
routines to calculate cross sections for specific processes. However, since these programs are almost 
exclusively used to fit experimental data, they are referred to as “fitters”. 
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Figure 8.1: Difference between center of mass scattering angle and thrust axis for 
e+e- events. Since LAC towers cover 0.02 in co.4 typically, the difference is small 
between the thrust axis and center of mass scattering angle. The shape of this dis- 
tribution is sensitive to both initial and final state radiation. The dashed curve is 
e+e- Monte Carlo. 

The fitters are used to calculate the differential and total e+e- + e+e- cross 
section at each angle, center of mass energy and (in the case of EXPOSTAR) polar- 
ization. The maximum likelihood value is found by minimizing the negative log of 
the likelihood function, which may be written in the following manner: 

mazL + min(-ld) = - C In(&). (8.3) 
i events 

The minimization is performed with the program MINUIT [98]. 
Both programs calculate the differential scattering distributions in the collision 

frame, which is the center of mass frame for the e+e- after initial state radiation. 
The scattering angle in the collision frame may be related to the laboratory frame 
angles of the outgoing electron and positron in the following manner: 

sin28cM = 
2sintl+sid- 

1 - cos( L9+ + e-) ’ (8.4 

where (CM) d enotes the collision frame, which may be thought of as the center of 
mass frame between the electron and positron after initial state radiation has taken 
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place. In the limit of no radiation and beams of equal energy (see Figure 7.17), the 
lab frame and the center of mass frame are identical. Figure 8.1 shows the difference 
between the cosine of the thrust axis calculated in the laboratory frame and the 
collision frame scattering angle for tagged e+e- events. The deviation from zero is 
caused primarily by initial state radiation. 

8.2.1 EXPOSTAR 

The EXPOSTAR program provides routines to calculate differential and total 
cross sections for a variety of electroweak processes at an e+e- collider. Included 
in the calculations are initial state QED radiation and vertex corrections, oblique 
and initial weak corrections and box diagrams. Inclusion of these corrections allows 
for high precision calculations of observables which may be compared directly with 
experiment al data. 

The collinear radiation approximation is utilized in EXPOSTAR, allowing for 
calculation of the cross sections in terms of a convolution integral of two electron 
structure functions with invariant collision-frame cross sections evaluated at reduced 
energy. The rapidity cut introduced earlier (equation 7.4) allows the integral over 
the structure functions to be cut off and integrated numerically to high accuracy. 
In addition, a cut is made on the total amount of energy lost through initial state 
radiation. This is effectively a cut on the amount of visible energy in the final state. 

8.2.2 DMIBA 

The second fitter, DMIBA (Differential Model Independent Bhabha Approxi- 
mation), assumes only very basic theoretical concepts in calculating the differential 
e+e- -+ e+e- distribution in order to minimize bias introduced in assuming more 
than necessary about the Standard Model. The basic formulation of DMIBA is very 
similar to EXPOSTAR in that the initial state radiation functions are used to com- 
pute the reduced center of mass energy and then the scattering angle in the center of 
mass frame. The DMIBA calculation is performed at the leading log level of accuracy. 

To maintain generality, explicit Standard Model parameters such as the top and 
Higgs boson masses are not explicitly utilized. Instead, the fit is simply performed 
for the partial width of a generalized resonance of mass Mz and width I’z. 

8.2.3 Fitting Formulas 

In the case of EXPOSTAR, the differential cross section for a left and right 
handed beam, as well as an unpolarized beam may be calculated. In the general case, 
the probability for event i takes on the following form:4 

4This method will be referred to as the “direct fit” to the data. 
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Table 8.1: Summary of types of fits performed. 

fit name program description fit for 

direct EXPOSTAR direct fit for TV and 3, Ae,ree 
wide angle DMIBA unpolarized wide angle only r ee 

LUM constrained DMIBA unnolarized + luminositv constraint I’,, 

tl 
I I 
1 DMIBA 1 - ” * * 

I I” 
helicity separate hellcities + LUM constraint A, 

(8.5) 
where z G cos&~. (For a derivation and discussion of equation 8.5, see Appendix A.) 
The differential cross sections are evaluated at the proper center of mass scattering 
angle and center of mass energy. This form allows for all data to be included into 
a single fit. The fit can then be performed for mtop, mHiggs, j7Z, x, or a general 

lepton factor, ij:, which is equivalent to fitting an unpolarized distribution for I’,,. 
The procedure used here is as follows: first, the distribution is fit for mtop to find a 
preferred value for the mass of the top quark. Next, the preferred top quark mass 
is input into EXPOSTAR and the data is fit for F, and 3: simultaneously. In both 
fits, the mass of 2’ and mass of the Higgs boson are input parameters. Once the 
fit has been performed for the top mass, the Standard Model is completely defined. 
Therefore, in the simultaneous direct fit for 3: and x, significant deviations of the 
couplings from the value defined by the input parameters would be an indication of 
physics beyond the Standard Model. 

Since the DMIBA fitter does not allow explicitly for beam polarization, the fit 
must be performed in two stages. First, P,, can be extracted fitting a simplified 
version of the above equation: 

where the data is simply treated as unpolarized.5 
To extract A, with DMIBA, the data must be fit exclusively for each helicity, 

yielding an “effective” I’kf” and Fright. Utilizing equations 2.13 and 2.14 the asym- ee 
metry A, may be written as? 

yZeft2 
A, = $ x ee 

_ rright2 
ee (8.7) 

This method is complimentary to the direct fit for the couplings. By explicitly fitting 
for the partial width and then forming the left-right asymmetry, the systematic errors 

5This method will be referred to as the “wide angle” fit for rec. 
‘This method will be referred to as the “helicity fit” to the data. 
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introduced in the partial width fits will not be the same as those from the direct fit. 
A drawback to this method is that all events of each helicity must be treated on equal 
footing, since the polarization is not explicitly included in the fit. Therefore, data 
must be discarded when the polarization varies wildly from the mean. Realistically, 
this means that the data from the 1992 run, as well as the data from the 1993 run 
before the increased source laser wavelength (see Section 7.7) may not be included in 
this method. 

An alternative method for extracting the partial width will also be used. This 
will utilize the same data as the unbinned method, but also include the normalization 
provided by the small angle Luminosity Monitor.7 This improves the error on I,, 
quite dramatically because the statistical and systematic error on the normalization 
are greatly reduced. To perform the luminosity-constrained fit a Poisson log-likelihood 
will be used: 

x2 = -2 ~(47Q (33 + N;“j”“” - NT), (8.8) 
i,j ‘f 

where i denotes the bin in CO&CM, and j denotes the center of mass energy. N*y 
is the number of tagged events within a bin and N*y = A,%Lhi is the expected 
number of events in a bin of width A,, where the calculated differential cross section 
is g, Lj is the luminosity measured at energy j and Si are the correction factors 
discussed in Section 7.5. 

8.3 Results 

For the 1992 data sample, 1337 events satisfy the wide angle Bhabha selection 
criteria and display a cosf&~ < 0.98. The number of events passing the same cuts 
from the 1993 data sample is 6596. Table 8.2 lists the number of events by helicity 
for different angular regions for the data from the 1992 run. The results for the 
1993 run are tabulated in Table 8.3. The raw asymmetry for each bin is simply 
Af;-(raw) = (NL- NR)/(NL+ NR), th ere ore the beam polarization is not included f 
in the table. The errors on the raw asymmetries are statistical only. 

The data from Table 8.3 are plotted in Figure 8.2, showing the raw Bhabha left- 
right asymmetry for the 1993 selected Bhabha events. The large bin running from 0 
to 0.7 in CO&M contains approximately an 88% contribution from the s-channel 2’ 
exchange and therefore demonstrates virtually the full left-right asymmetry. As the 
t-channel contribution increases, the asymmetry is pulled toward zero. The rightmost 
bin in Figure 8.2 is the contribution from small angle Bhabha events tagged in the 
Luminosity Monitor. 

The fit to the unpolarized differential distribution using DMIBA yields 

Pee = 83.47 f 1.34 (stat) f 5.18 (sys) MeV, 

7This method will be referred to as the “LUM constrained fit” to JYee. 
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Table 8.2: Bhabha raw asymmetry for the 1992 run. 

region left handed right handed A;>- (mw) 

0.0 < COSOCM < 0.70 157 137 0.068 f 0.058 
0.70 < cod&M < 0.94 208 205 0.0073 f 0.049 
0.94 < cosOcM < 0.98 305 318 -0.021 f 0.040 

0.998 < cosOcM < 0.9994 12,395 12,353 0.0017 f 0.0064 

Table 8.3: Bhabha raw asymmetry for the 1993 run. 

region left handed right handed A<;- (raw) 
c 

0.0 < cod&f < 0.70 864 702 0.103 f 0.025 
0.70 < CosecM < 0.94 1,039 946 0.047 f 0.022 
0.94 < cosOcM < 0.98 1,566 1,479 0.029 f 0.018 

0.998 < coseCM < 0.9996 93,727 94,319 -0.0032 f 0.0023 

which is shown in Figure 8.3. The log of the likelihood function for the wide angle fit 
is show in Figure 8.4. This likelihood function is well-behaved and representative of 
all of the fits discussed in this section. 

When the distribution is constrained by the luminosity measurement, the errors 
are reduced: 

ree = 83.14 f 1.04 (stat) f 2.16 (sys) MeV. 

This fit is shown in Figure 8.5. The upper plot in the picture shows the fit to the 
corrected data. The lower plot shows the residuals. The systematic uncertainty in the 
correction factors are included in this plot. The inclusion of the luminosity constraint 
lessens the dependence of the fit on the behavior of the corrected data at smaller 
angles (0.98 > co& > 0.7) and therefore reduces the error. 

In the case of the direct fit to the differential distribution, the result from EX- 
POSTAR agrees with that of DMIBA. H owever, in the case of the luminosity con- 
strained fit, EXPOSTAR shows a systematic offset which yields results for the partial 
width which are approximately 5% below those of DMIBA. Comparing the two fit- 
ting programs with one another, as well as with the BHAGEN Monte Carlo and the 
semi-analytic program ALIBABA [99], ‘t 1 was determined that the shape of the dif- 
ferential distributions calculated by DMIBA and EXPOSTAR agree to l%, while the 
normalization from EXPOSTAR is low. 

The fit to the polarized differential distribution using EXPOSTAR yields 

A, = 0.197 f 0.038 (stat) f 0.011 (sys). 
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Figure 8.2: Raw Bhabha left-right asymmetry for the 1993 data. The bins sizes are 
selected to emphasize the features of the distribution. The first three bins show events 
contained within the acceptance of the LAC, which covers to ~0.~9 = 0.98. The far 
right bin includes Bhabha events tagged in the SLD luminosity monitor within an 
angular region of 28 to 68 mrad from the beam line. The bin is expanded to cover a 
larger region of ~0.~0 so that it may be seen. 

This fit is shown in Figure 8.6. 
The fit using a subset of the 1993 data (see Section 7.7) fitting first the left-handed 

distribution and then the right-handed distribution using DMIBA includes the con- 
straint of the integrated luminosity. The fit results for each helicity are I’kf” = 89.15 
MeV and l?ght = 77.68 MeV with a mean polarization of 64.7%. From equation 8.7, ee 

this yields: 
A, = 0.206 f 0.047 (stat) f 0.009 (sys). 

The helicity fits to the left- and right-handed data are shown in Figures 8.7 and 8.8. 
To compare the helicity fit to the direct fit, the direct fit was performed on the same 
subset of data which is used in the helicity fit. The result for the direct fit to that 
data sample is A, = 0.205 f 0.040 (stat) f 0.011 (sys), in good agreement with the 
helicity fit. 

Table 8.4 shows a summary of the results for the partial width, I?,,, and the 
parity violation parameter, A,. Systematic errors will be discussed in detail in the 
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Table 8.4: Results for Pee and A,. 

Parameter type of fit result 
r 

r ee wide angle 83.47 f 1.34 (stat) f 5.18 (sys) MeV 
r 
fi: 

LUM constrained 83.14 f 1.04 (stat) f 2.16 (sys) MeV 
direct 0.197 f 0.038 (stat) f 0.011 (sys) 

A, helicity 0.206 f 0.047 (stat) f 0.009 (sys) 

following section. 

8.4 Systematic Errors 

This section will discuss the systematic uncertainties involved in the measure- 
ments. Even though all of the fits are of the same e+e- distribution, the different 
systematic errors effect Fee and A, in different ways. 

8.4.1 Correction Factors 

The uncertainty in the correction factors arises from two main sources: the 
physics of the Monte Carlo generators and the accuracy of the simulation. 

The accuracy of the BHAGEN Monte Carlo is estimated to be l%, which will be 
included in the uncertainty in the efficiency factors discussed below. Unlike the small 
angle Bhabha analysis, the cross section calculated by the generator is not directly 
used in the extraction of the partial width. Therefore, the inaccuracy of the Monte 
Carlo translates directly into an uncertainty in the efficiency factors. The uncertainty 
in the Bhabha Monte Carlo arises primarily from the omission of hard radiation in 
the final state. 

The uncertainty in the r+r- and ry background fractions are dominated by 
Monte Carlo statistics and calculated to be 0.1% of the event yield, which translates 
into an uncertainty of 0.1% in Ice and an uncertainty of 0.07% in A,. 

The largest uncertainty comes from the accuracy of the detector simulation. This 
affects the different fits in different ways. The error from the simulation is estimated 
for three distinct regions of the calorimeter: the barrel region (co&J < 0.6), the 
intermediate region (0.6 < cos0 < 0.85), and the endcap region (cosfl > 0.85). 

For the barrel region, the simulation is very accurate, with uncertainties arising 
from the description of the LAC inter-module gap, material in front of the calorimeter, 
and the shower simulation. The error due to these effects in the barrel is estimated 
to be 0.7% [87]. 

In both the intermediate and endcap regions, the dominant uncertainty arises 
from the material in front of the endcap. As discussed in Section 7.5.1, material 
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Figure 8.3: Wide angle DMIBA fit to the unpolarized e+e- + e+e- distribution. 
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Figure 8.4: Likelihood function for wide angle fit. This likelihood function corre- 
sponds to the fit shown in Figure 8.3. 
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Figure 8.5: DMIBA LUM constrained fit to the corrected wide angle Bhabha distri- 
bution. The points are the corrected data, the curve is the fit. The errors on the 
corrected data include the systematic uncertainty of the correction factors. 
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Figure 8.7: DMIBA LUM constrained fit to the corrected left-handed wide angle 
Bhabha distribution. The points are the corrected data, the curve is the fit. The 
errors on the corrected data include the systematic uncertainty of the correction 
factors. 
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Figure 8.8: DMIBA LUM constrained fit to the corrected right handed wide angle 
Bhabha distribution. The points are the corrected data, the curve is the fit. The errors 
on the corrected data include the systematic uncertainty of the correction factors. 
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representing plumbing, cables and electronics are in the simulation in an average 
fashion. Inaccurate simulation of the module gaps exists in these regions as well, 
but are overwhelmed by the preshowering caused by the material in front of the 
calorimeter. For the intermediate region, the cluster multiplicity cut is the dominant 
source of uncertainty. This arises from inaccurate modeling of the location and density 
of the material in front of the calorimeter. The Monte Carlo demonstrates a much 
broader cluster multiplicity distribution than does the data, which means that a much 
larger correction is applied than should be. For the region from 0.6-0.7 in co& the 
simulation uncertainty is set to 5%. Further into the intermediate region, the cluster 
multiplicity and energy cut modeling become poorer and the uncertainty is raised to 
10%. 

In the case of the endcap, material again is by far the most dominant uncertainty. 
The quantity most poorly modeled in this region is the energy distribution. The 
cluster energy cut upon the energy of the second most energetic cluster leads to the 
largest uncertainty in that region, which is estimated to be approximately 10%. 

For the wide angle fit to Ice, the uncertainties in the endcap and intermediate 
regions lead to a large systematic error. This is because events in this region are 
providing the normalization for the distribution. In the case of the LUM-constrained 
fit, the measurement of Ice depends most heavily on the luminosity and the barrel 
region, where the s-channel events dominate. In the case of the asymmetry fit, the 
correction factors largely cancel due to the left minus right nature of the fit. The 
corrections enter into A, through the correlation with Fee, which is at about the 10% 
level. 

To estimate the effects of the efficiency uncertainties, the correction factors were 
varied in the fits by the size of these uncertainties. In addition, different bin sizes 
for the correction factors were used to verify that the staggered bins discussed in 
Section 7.5 do not bias the fits. For the case of the wide angle fit, the uncertainty in 
the efficiency corrections leads to an error of 6.0% in I?,,. For the LUM constrained 
fit, the uncertainty on ree arising from the correction factors is 2.1%. In the case 
of A, in the direct fit, the uncertainty introduced from the efficiency uncertainty is 
3.2%. Finally, for the helicity fit, the uncertainty in A, arising from the efficiency 
factors is 3.2%. 

8.4.2 Beam Energy 

Two uncertainties arise pertaining to the energy of the colliding beams. First, 
the uncertainty on the mean center mass energy as measured by the WISRD is 20 
MeV. The effect of this uncertainty is estimated by varying the center of mass energy 
in the fits by this amount. The uncertainty on Ice is 0.51% in the wide-angle fit and 
0.40% in the LUM constrained fit. The uncertainty on A, from the error in the beam 
energy measurement is 1.5% for the direct fit, 1.4% for the helicity fit. The relative 
size of the two contributions maybe somewhat surprising, as the cross section is less 
sensitive to the center of mass energy than is the asymmetry. This arises from the 
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different energy dependence of the contributing terms to the differential cross section. 
It should be noted, however, that Afi- is much more sensitive to the center of mass 
energy than is ALR, due to the energy dependence of the different e+e- contributions. 

Secondly, the finite energy spread of the beams convolutes the cross section and 
asymmetry with a distribution of finite width. To estimate the magnitude of this 
effect, the unpolarized, left and right handed differential cross sections are calculated 
for many energies around the mean center of mass energy at several different angles. 
The convolution of the beam energy spread is then calculated, assuming a 0.2% 
width gaussian energy distribution for the positron beam and a 0.25% width gaussian 
distribution for the electron beam [87]. 

The effect of the beam energy spread is to lower the effective cross section by 
about 1.1% at costi = 0.1, while lowering it 0.1% at co& = 0.9. The effect on the 
partial width, I’,,, varies from 0.5% at large angles to 0.05% at small angles. The 
effect of the beam energy spread on the asymmetry raises it by 0.08% at large angles 
and by 0.770 at small angles. For simplicity, the maximum displacement at any angle 
will be taken as the size of the error due to this effect. It should be noted that 
the structure function approach of both DMIBA and EXPOSTAR should render it 
possible to include the effects of the beam energy spread directly into the differential 
cross section calculations of the fitters. This would allow for a straightforward method 
to correct for the finite beam energy spread. 

8.4.3 Polarization 

The systematic uncertainty on the electron beam polarization measurement are 
described elsewhere [lOl, 1021 and summarized here.’ The uncertainty in the mag- 
nitude of the electron beam polarization arises from the systematic uncertainties of 
the Compton polarimeter, as well as the uncertainty in the luminosity-weighted po- 
larization. 

The two dominant sources of uncertainty from the Compton polarimeter are the 
laser polarization and the detector linearity. The uncertainty in the laser polarization 
translates directly into an uncertainty on the electron beam polarization because the 
measured Compton scattering asymmetry is a product of the electron beam polar- 
ization and the photon beam polarization. Since the Compton polarimeter measures 
an asymmetry in counting rates for different electron-photon helicity combinations, 
any detector non-linearity translates into an uncertainty in the counting rate and, 
hence, the Compton asymmetry. The systematic uncertainties are listed in the top 
portion of Table 8.5. The total relative systematic error arising from the Compton 
polarimeter is 1.6%. 

8The systematic errors listed here are preliminary results for the 1993 SLD run as reported in 
Reference [loll. The final results will differ very little (if any) and may be found in References [loo] 
and [102]. Slight changes in the final results will have virtually no effect on the results presented 
here. 
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Table 8.5: Uncertainty on electron beam polarization. 

Systematic uncertainty we/R 

Laser polarization 1.0% 

Detector linearity 1.0% 

Interchannel consistency 0.5% 

Electronic pickup/noise 0.2% 

Spectrometer calibration 0.5% 

Polarimeter total 1.6% 

Energy/Polarization correlation uncertainty 1.1% 

Total polarization uncertainty 1.9% 

The uncertainty in the luminosity-weighted electron beam polarization may be 
summarized by saying that the polarization sampled by the positron beam (and there- 
fore the luminosity-weighted polarization) is different than the polarization sampled 
by the photon beam at the Compton interaction point. The Compton laser is much 
larger in the transverse plane than the extracted electron beam, therefore the polar- 
ization is effectively a measure of the average polarization of the entire bunch. Most 
of the luminosity arises from the core of the beam. Since the beam tails are some- 
what off-momentum, they have a polarization which is different than that of the core, 
which could bias the measurement of the Compton polarimeter [94]. The relative 
uncertainty arising from this effect is estimated to be 1.1%. 

The total uncertainty on the beam polarization is 1.9%. Contributions to this 
uncertainty are summarized in Table 8.5. 

8.4.4 Asymmetry Factors 

Since the fit to A, is a measure of the left-right asymmetry for the e+e- final 
state, systematic uncertainties arise from any underlying asymmetries due to de- 
tection efficiency and accelerator parameters. When these factors are included, the 
left-right asymmetry is written as follows [ 1, 1031: 

e+.Z- 
A e+e- A, 4m 

LR = p + +bfe-fb + Ace-2& - fi- 
e e 44 

AE-A,-&, 
1 

(8.9) 

where Ace- is the measured asymmetry, fb is the fraction of background events, 
a($) is the cross section at center of mass energy fi, a’(&) is the derivative of 
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the cross section with respect to fi and A p, AE, A,, and AL are the left-right asym- 
metries of the beam polarization, the center-of-mass energy, the product of detector 
acceptance and efficiency, and the integrated luminosity. The first term of the equa- 
tion is the lowest order asymmetry and the terms which follow are correction factors. 
All of these factors are small, so no correction will be applied and the magnitude of 
the factors will be included as systematic errors. 

Since the 1993 data sample dominates the fit for A,, the following error estima- 
tions are made based on the 1993 SLD data sample. In all cases, the magnitude of 
the error is comparable or smaller for the 1992 contribution to the data sample. The 
term regarding background contamination was handled explicitly in Section 8.4.1 and 
will not be discussed here. 

The polarization asymmetry is measured directly by the Compton polarimeter 
to be Ap = -3.5 x 10m4 [loo, 1011. 

The center-of-mass energy asymmetry is measured by the WISRD to be AE = 
6 x 1O-6 [loo, 1O1].g Th e multiplicative factor, ,/ZH, varies as a function of both 

energy and angle for the case of AL?-. This term was calculated with EXPOSTAR 
for a number of different energies and angles. The maximum contribution arises at 
co& 11 0.7 and is approximately equal to -42. Over the entire angular and energy 
range of the data sample, the factor ranges from -10 to -42. For simplicity, the 
maximum magnitude will be used to calculate the systematic error. 

The A, term is the product of the detector acceptance times the efficiency, and 
can only be nonzero if the efficiency for detecting an electron at a given polar angle is 
different than the efficiency for detecting a positron at the same angle. The uniformity 
of the SLD calorimeter along with the azimuthally symmetric solenoidal magnetic field 
insures that this term does not contribute to the asymmetry. 

The left-right luminosity asymmetry is measured directly by counting small angle 
Bhabhas detected in the luminosity monitor (see Sections 6.5.5 and 6.8). For the 1993 
run, the asymmetry is measured to be AL = A~~(LUM) = -0.0032 f 0.0023. Since 
the luminosity asymmetry is slightly greater than one standard deviation from zero, 
the magnitude of the asymmetry itself will be taken as the err0r.l’ 

To calculate the relative contribution to A,, a measured asymmetry, Ace- is 
assumed to be 0.10. The total systematic contribution to the measurement of A, is 
3.2%, dominated by the luminosity asymmetry. The systematic error contributions 
to A, are summarized in Table 8.6. 

‘As with the sy stematic errors on the polarization measurement, the numbers listed here for Ap 

and AE are 1993 SLD preliminary results as reported in [loll. The final results may differ from 
these preliminary numbers by a small amount and may be found in [loo]. As may be seen from the 
text, these numbers have little or no effect on the results presented here. 

“The systematic uncertainty on AL: may be improved through indirect measurement [l, 1001. 
However, the precision utilizing the direct result remains much smaller than the statistical error for 
this analysis. 
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Table 8.6: Asymmetry errors. 

term I asymmetry error factor I 2 II 

Ap ( polarization 1 A<“-Ap 1 0.04% 11 

AE energy @L$y-+T 0.3% m 

A, efficiency += 0 

AL luminosity $5 3.2% 

total 3.2% 

8.4.5 Fitting Programs 

The uncertainty in the calculations performed by the fitting programs depends 
upon the level of accuracy of the calculations, as well as the degree of implementation 
of the fits. For DMIBA, the authors estimate the leading log calculation to be accurate 
to within 1% [97]. C om p arison with the full second order calculation of provided by 
the program ALIBABA [99] agrees with this assessment. 

The uncertainty of the EXPOSTAR calculation of the differential e+e- t e+e- 
cross section is estimated to be less than 0.5%. For this analysis, however, this es- 
timate must be relaxed because an approximation is utilized in the calculation of 
the structure functions. Since the structure functions are dependent upon scattering 
angle in the e+e- process, proper handling of the structure functions would be to 
recalculate them at each angle. This, however, is not practical, therefore the struc- 
ture functions are calculated of bins of approximately 0.1 in ~0.~0 and the value of 
the structure function of the nearest bin is used. In comparing the shape of the dis- 
tribution with DMIBA and ALIBABA, this approximation introduces an additional 
uncertainty of order 1%. 

8.4.6 Inputs 

Both fitters require information about the 2’ resonance as input. DMIBA re- 
quires the mass of the Z”, Mz, and the total width, Iz, as inputs to properly describe 
the resonance. EXPOSTAR requires the 2’ mass and the mass of the Higgs boson, 
~~~~~~ and the mass of the top quark, mt. 

The values used here to describe the resonance are the LEP average values: 
Mz = 91.187 f 0.007 GeV and I’z = 2.489 f 0.007 GeV [6]. For DMIBA, these 
input parameters were varied by the size of their errors in the fits to estimate the 
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uncertainty due to the inputs. The uncertainty in F,, from the wide-angle fit is 
0.43% from the 2’ mass uncertainty and 0.20% due to the uncertainty in the total 
width. The uncertainty in Ice in the LUM constrained fit is 0.13% from the 2’ mass 
uncertainty and 0.30% due to the uncertainty in the total width. This translates 
into an uncertainty of 0.15% for the 2’ mass and 0.18% from the total width in the 
helicity fit for A,. 

In the case of EXPOSTAR, the polarized wide angle Bhabha distribution was 
first fit for the top quark mass, mt to find a preferred value. This was found to be 
mt = 2382;:s GeV, where the uncertainty is fit-statistical only. For the remaining 
fits, the top mass was set to this value. In theory, the same process should be followed 
for the mass of the Higgs boson. However, the dependence upon the Higgs mass is so 
weak, a reliable fit value can not be extracted from the current data.ll Consequently, 
the Higgs boson mass was set to 300 GeV. 

The 2’ mass and top quark mass were then varied by their uncertainties to 
ascertain the effect on Ice and AL+;-. Also, the Higgs boson mass was varied from 
100 to 1000 GeV. The uncertainty in A, is 0.10% from the mass of the Z”, 0.70% 
from the top quark mass and 0.16% from the Higgs boson mass. 

8.4.7 Luminosity 

The error on the absolute luminosity enters into the measurement of Fee and A, 
when the fits are constrained by the luminosity measurement. As discussed in chap- 
ter VI, the systematic error on the luminosity measurement is 1.0%. The statistical 
error on the measurement is 0.61% for 1992 and 0.28% for 1993. The normalization 
was varied by the above factors in the luminosity constrained fit to the partial width 
and the magnitude found to be 0.80%. 

The systematic error in the absolute luminosity determination also leads to an 
uncertainty in A, in the helicity fits. This uncertainty actually enters through Pee. 
The uncertainty in the luminosity leads to an uncertainty in the partial width. The 
uncertainty on the partial width then leads to a (small) uncertainty in A,. The un- 
certainty in A, in the helicity fit is found to be 0.29%. It should be noted that the 
uncertainty in A, arising from the systematic error in the absolute luminosity mea- 
surement is different from the uncertainty from the left-right luminosity asymmetry, 
which was addressed in Section 8.4.4. The uncertainty addressed here arises from 
the error in the magnitude of the luminosity which is used to constrain the left- and 
right-handed fits. 

‘lWhen the data sample presented here is fit for the Higgs boson mass, the fit returns MH = OfiooO , 
GeV, indicating the data prefers a light Higgs boson, with enormous uncertainty. 
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Table 8.7: Summary of systematic errors. See Table 8.1 for fit definitions. 

II r Ds I A, n - cc 

systematic (%) wide angle LUM constrained direct helicity 
correction factors 6.0% 2.1% 3.2% 1.4% 

beam energy 0.75 0.68 1.6 1.7 
Polarization 1.9 1.9 

c Asvmmetrv Factors - 3.2 3.2 ” 1 L 
fitting programs 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
inputs (Mz,rz) 0.47 0.33 0.72 0.23 

luminosity 0.80 0.29 

total systematic 6.2% 2.6% 5.4% 4.6% 

8.4.8 Summary of Systematic Errors 

The systematic errors are summarized in Table 8.7. There are two different fits for 
Pee and two different fits for A, (as defined in Section 8.2.3). The systematic errors are 
not necessarily common for any of the fits and are therefore listed separately. In the 
case of ree, the LUM constrained fit provides a much smaller systematic uncertainty 
than does the wide angle fit. In the case of A,, the systematic errors from the two 
methods are similar in origin and magnitude. 

8.5 Measurement of TJ: and 9: 

The results for Ice and A, from the previous section may now be used in equa- 
tions 2.13 and 2.14 to extract the effective vector and axial vector couplings to the 
ZO: 

z = -0.0495 f 0.0096 (stat) f 0.0030 (sys) 

z = -0.4977 f 0.0035 (stat) f 0.0064 (sys). 

For this result, the Pee result from the LUM constrained fit is combined with the A, 
result from the direct fit, as those results provide the smallest errors.12 

The vector and axial vector couplings to the 2’ may then be used through 
equation 2.21 to calculate the effective electroweak mixing angle: 

sin20gf = 0.2251 f 0.0049 (stat) f 0.0015 (sys). 

12Although the helicity fit yields a smaller systematic uncertainty for A,, the increased statistical 
sample included in the direct fit provides a smaller overall error for A,. 
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Figure 8.9 shows the 1 sigma (687) o contour for the electron vector and axial 
vector coupling to the 2’. (This figure is a “zoom-in” of Figure 3.5.) The hatched re- 
gion demonstrates the expected values for the couplings as calculated by the program 
ZFITTER [104], d emonstrating the sensitivity of r, on the mass of the top quark. 
The width of the hatched region corresponds to varying the minimal Standard Model 
Higgs boson mass from 50 to 1000 GeV. Figure 8.10 is the same as Figure 8.9, but 
includes the 68% contour when the left-right asymmetry measurement is included 
with the result presented here. 

8.6 Comparison with Other Experiments 

Figures 8.11 and 8.12 show the comparison between the results presented here for 
the effective electron vector and axial vector couplings and the results from the LEP 
experiments [6, 1051. Without th e assumption of lepton universality, the electron 
vector and axial vector coupling may be extracted in an experiment with unpolarized 
beams by measuring I’,, and either the forward-backward asymmetry for electrons 
or the electron forward-backward asymmetry in r decays. Both Figure 8.11 and 8.12 
show the LEP averages for the effective electron vector and axial couplings to the 
2’ without the assumption of lepton universality. In both Figures, the top entry is 
the result presented here from fitting the polarized e+e- + e+e- distribution. The 
second entry in each figure shows the couplings extracted with the measurement of 
Fee presented here with the SLD measurement of the left-right asymmetry [1OO].13 

As can be seen from the figures, the error on the electron vector coupling to the 
2’ presented here compares favorably with the results from the LEP experiments, 
which have far greater statistics. This demonstrates the statistical gain from electron 
beam polarization. For the axial vector coupling to the Z”, the result presented here 
agrees with the LEP experiments and shows far larger errors. These larger errors 
arise from both statistical and systematic considerations. The method utilized here 
poses larger systematic errors, but offers the reward of the extraction of both vector 
coupling as well as sensitivity to the entire e+e- + e+e- distribution. 

The effective electroweak mixing angle, sin20gf, is shown in Figure 8.13. The 
top entry is the result presented here. The second entry is the left-right asymmetry 
measurement from SLD. The entries from the LEP experiments are averages over all 
measurements of each quantity. (In the case of Afb(leptons) and A,, the measure- 
ments from each experiment have errors which are about a factor of two larger than 
the error on the average value.) Included in Figure 8.13 are all of the LEP measure- 
ments for leptons. When measurements from hadronic final states are included (the 
forward-backward asymmetry for b and c quarks and the forward-backward jet charge 
measurement) the average remains at 0.2321 and the error is reduced to 0.0006 [6]. 

13As stated previously in this chapter, the SLD measurement of the left-right asymmetry shown 
here is preliminary. See reference [loo] for the final result. 
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Figure 8.9: One standard deviation (68%) contour for ?jE and z. The hatched region 
indicates the Standard Model calculation as a function of the mass of the top quark 
and the Higgs boson. The width of the hatched region is the variation due to the 
uncertainty in the Higgs mass. 
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Figure 8.10: One standard deviation (68%) contours for ijz and z. The large curve 
summarizes the results presented here and is identical to Figure 8.9. The smaller 
ellipse includes the preliminary measurement of the left-right asymmetry [loo] with 
the results for Fee and A, presented here. The small statistical error of ALR greatly 
improves the sensitivity to g:. The hatched region indicates the Standard Model 
calculation as a function of the mass of the top quark and the Higgs boson. The 
width of the hatched region is the variation due to the uncertainty in the Higgs mass. 
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The sensitivity to the electroweak mixing angle comes exclusively from the mea- 
surement of the electron vector coupling. It is interesting to note that the results from 
SLD agree with the LEP average electron vector coupling at a level of 1.2 standard 
deviations or less yet disagree with the LEP lepton average by much more. This arises 
from the LEP measurements of the muon forward-backward asymmetry and the tau 
polarization asymmetry, which pull the effective lepton vector coupling towards larger 
values. 
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of the electron vector coupling with other experiments. 
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Comparison with LEP 
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Figure 8.12: Comparison of the electron axial vector coupling with other experiments. 
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8.7 Discussion 

In comparison with the LEP results from the lepton forward-backward asymme- 
tries (assuming universality) at the 2’ peak, the A, result presented here is slightly 
greater than one standard deviation above the LEP average. This result becomes more 
compelling when considered in conjunction with the measurement of ALR, which, with 
much smaller errors, shows a 2.4 standard deviation with the LEP average value for 
the weak mixing angle.14 

Taken by themselves within the framework of the minimal Standard Model the 
measurements of A, from the left-right cross section asymmetry indicate a large top 
quark mass (mtop - 230 GeV). The global fits to LEP data yield an expected top 
quark mass of 166 GeV. When the LEP data is subdivided, the 2’ mass and width 
data seems to prefer a lower top quark mass than does the asymmetry data [106]. 

Once the top quark is discovered (hopefully very soon at the TeVatron) the 
precision measurements at the 2’ resonance can be analyzed in terms of the mass 
of the Higgs boson and/or physics beyond the Standard Model. If the mass of top 
quark is measured to be in the 150-175 GeV range, then the small values of sin2Bgf 
measured at SLC may well be an indication of physics beyond the Standard Model. 

The types of new physics processes which may explain the results from LEP and 
SLC15 are those in which new particles which do not couple directly to the fermions 
of the Standard Model. These additional particles enter measurements at the 2’ res- 
onance through oblique radiative corrections. The particles could be supersymmetric, 
massive Majorana particles or dileptons [24, 1071. 

A second possible explanation of these results is existence of an additional gauge 
boson. As described in Section 3.3.1, an additional neutral gauge boson (2’) would 
mix with the 2’. Since the 2’ couplings to left- and right-handed fermions are not 
necessarily the same as those of the Z”, the mixing between the two bosons could 
modify the magnitude of the left-right asymmetry. This effect would also modify 
the differential Bhabha scattering distribution, but the largest interference term is of 
order 10m4 times the Standard Model cross section for mzn N 500 GeV. Therefore, an 
additional gauge boson could manifest itself by means of a modification of the left- 
right asymmetry without showing up in the differential e+e- + e+e- distribution 

P41- 
Upon the discovery of the top quark, it may also become possible to rule out 

some Standard Model extensions. First, the left-right asymmetry (as well as the 
LEP results) do not appear to be consistent with the predictions of most technicolor 
theories. Secondly, although the measurements do not rule out fourth generation 
fermions, their existence is not sufficient (regardless of the mass splitting of the isospin 
doublet) to explain the results discussed above [32]. 

14The discrepancy grows to 2.7 standard deviations when the LEP hadronic asymmetries are 
included. 

151n terms of the S,T,U formalism of Peskin and Takeuchi [32] the left-right asymmetry results as 
well as the LEP results lead to negative S. 
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Continued improvement of the precision electroweak measurements from LEP 
and SLC, as well as the discovery of the top quark at TeVatron will most likely be 
the first glimpse into the true nature of electroweak symmetry breaking and possibly 
physics beyond the Standard Model. The results achieved so far are very impressive. 
Further improvements will insure that the near future is an exiting time. 

8.8 Conclusion 

From the Bhabha scattering at the 2’ resonance with a polarized electron beam, 
we have measured the parity violating parameter, A,, to be A, = 0.197f0.038 (stat)& 
0.011 (sys) and the partial width for the 2’ decaying to electrons to be Fee = 83.14f 
1.04 (stat) f 2.16 (sys) MeV. Th ese results are then used extract effective electron 
vector and axial vector couplings: TU = -0.0495f0.0096f0.0030, and Fa = -0.4977f 
0.0035 f 0.0064. The effective weak mixing angle is measured to be sin28gf = 
0.2251 f 0.0049 f 0.0015. 

If the top quark is discovered soon at the TeVatron in the mass range 150-175 
GeV, then the polarized beam A, measurements could point to physics beyond the 
Standard Model. Further improvements in both measurements would clarify this. It 
should be noted that ALR will always be statistically and systematically more powerful 
than the measurement of A, presented in this thesis. The measurement does, however, 
provide an important cross check, as well as a way to isolate the electron couplings 
to the neutral current. 

There are several ways in which this analysis may be improved. As stated in 
Section 2.3, the statistical error in A, improves as d- LPZ. Therefore, an increase 
in beam polarization would give each event a greater weight, effectively improving 
the statistics. The A, measurement is statistically limited. If we assume that the 
systematic error does not change and the polarization remains constant at 65%, a 
factor of 13 in statistics is required for the statistical error to reach the current 
systematic error. However, if the beam polarization becomes 80% for subsequent 
SLD runs, then a factor of 8.5 in statistics is required. 

The prospects for improved polarization in subsequent SLD runs is very good. 
The latest generation of cathodes have been shown to produce electron polarizations 
above 80% [108]. 

Additionally, the inclusion of tracking information into the analysis would allow 
a fit to the forward and backward angular region. More information is available in 
the form of the polarized forward-backward asymmetry. This essentially allows the 
isolation of A, from the final state Z’e+e- vertex. This avenue would be partic- 
ularly compelling if the SLD A LR result continues to show a discrepancy with the 
LEP forward-backward asymmetry results. Fitting the polarized differential Bhabha 
distribution with the forward-backward asymmetry included would allow for simul- 
taneous extraction of AFit;"' and Aefina' which are identical parameters within the 
Standard Model. 
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For the measurement of the partial width, ree, the results presented here are 
systematics limited. This is primarily a function of the fitting method utilized in this 
analysis with the primary focus on extracting A,. It is most certainly possible to 
obtain smaller systematic errors on the partial width by measuring the cross section 
over the central region of the detector. This is the preferred method at LEP and 
has also been done with the 1992 SLD data [87]. Ideally, both methods should be 
incorporated to measure the partial width as precisely as possible, while still fitting 
the entire angular distribution to maintain sensitivity to potential physics beyond the 
Standard Model. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION 

Bhabha scattering, e+e- + e+e-, at the 2’ resonance has been utilized to 
extract the electron electroweak parameters. We have measured the parity violating 
parameter, A,, to be A, = 0.197 f 0.038 (stat) f 0.011 (sys) and the partial width 
for the 2” decaying to electrons to be ree = 83.14 f 1.04 (stat) f 2.16 (sys) MeV. 
These results are then used extract effective electron vector and axial vector couplings, 
Tu = -0.0495 f 0.0096 f 0.0030, and ra = -0.4977 f 0.0035 f 0.0064 respectively. The 
effective weak mixing angle is measured to be sin28$f = 0.2251 f 0.0049 f 0.0015. 

Also presented here was a detailed description of the design, construction, testing, 
installation and commissioning of the SLD Silicon/Tungsten Luminosity Monitor. 
Utilizing this device, we have measured the luminosity for the 1992 SLD run to be 
35.51 f 0.68 (stat) f 0.36 (sys) nb-l f or unpolarized running and 385.37 f 2.47 
(stat) f 3.89 (sys) nb-l for polarized running. The systematic error of 1.01% is 
comprised of 0.88% experimental error and 0.5% theoretical uncertainty. 

For both the physics measurements and the luminosity measurement presented 
here the future looks promising. With continued improvement in SLC luminosity and 
electron beam polarization, the e+e- -+ e+e- process at wide angles should provide 
a world competitive measurement of the electron vector and axial vector couplings 
to the 2’. The systematic error on the luminosity measurement will improve as well 
and will continue to play an important roll in future measurements made with the 
SLD. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROBABILITY FUNCTION FOR POLARIZED 
SCATTERING 

For the case of unpolarized scattering, the probability function is the differential 
cross section normalized to the total cross section: 

Pi = 
g lunpol 

, 
utot (A4 

where z E co&. Since the differential cross section is simply the average of the left- 
and right-handed differential cross section, equation A.1 can be recast: 

When the electron beam polarization is less than lOO%, the left- and right-handed 
differential cross sections must be rewritten: 

g Ileft + (; + ;)gli.,i 

g Iright + (; - >&ight, 

which accounts for the fraction of left-(right-)handed electrons in a beam which is 
right-(left-)handed. As an example, for the case where the polarization is P, = +50%, 
the relationships in A.3 show that the ratio will be 75% left-handed and 25% right- 
handed, as expected. When the polarization is P, = -500/o, the ratio is 25% left- 
handed and 75% right-handed. 

Substituting equation A.3 into equation A.2: 

which reduces to: 

(A.4 

(A4 
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which is equation 8.5. 
In fitting the differential distributions for Bhabha scattering, the experimentally 

accessible quantities are the number of events and the luminosity. Substituting 2 = 
ic% into equation A.4: 

where Lleft(Lr+ht) is the left-(right-)handed luminosity. The total luminosity, &, is 
the sum of the left- and right-handed luminosities. 

Assuming that the left- and right-handed luminosities are equal, equation A.6 
reduces to: 

pi = 
22 (unpol t Pe( 4 llejt - $ Iright) 

2n 7 total (A-7) 
which is functionally identical to equation A.5. Therefore, the differential event dis- 
tributions (2) for polarized beams may be directly compared to the differential cross 
sections. The overall factor of two difference does not affect the maximum likelihood 
fit, as multiplication by a constant does not change the location of the maximaor the 
error. 
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